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Abstract 

   There is increasing evidence that NM23-H1 plays important roles in normal cell 

development, differentiation and in cancer progression. It was found in previous studies 

that high expression of NM23-H1 protein is associated with poor prognosis and worse 

outcomes in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL). One possible approach is to study the 

role of NM23-H1 in DLBCL is to use cell line models. 

   The expression of NM23-H1 and related NM23-H2 was investigated in a panel of DLBCL 

cell lines (Farage, HT, U2932, SUDHL4, SUDHL5, SUDHL6, OCILY1, OCILY3 and OCILY7) by 

Western blotting and quantitative RT-PCR. These approaches confirmed high expression of 

NM23-H1 and -H2 indicating that DLBCL cell lines are appropriate models to investigate the 

role of these proteins in DLBCL. Western blotting identified for the first time that DLBCL cells 

release NM23-H1 into their extracellular environment whilst NM23-H2 is not released. In 

contrast KG1a acute myeloid leukaemia cells did not secrete NM23-H1. To investigate 

possible autocrine signalling by NM23-H1, DLBCL cell lines were tested for endogenous 

binding of NM23-H1 and binding of exogenously added fluorescently labelled NM23-H1. 

Neither approach suggested strong binding by DLBCL cells.  Together these results 

supported the hypothesis that the elevated NM23-H1 serum levels detected in DLBCL 

patients is derived, at least partially, from tumour cell clone and that NM23-H1 protein is 

secreted from DLBCL cells not to act on tumour clone directly but by acting upon other cells 

in the host and tumour microenvironment.  

   The CRISPR/Cas9 approach was used to generate NM23-H1 KO clones of the HT DLBCL cell 

line. HT NM23-H1 KO cells grew normally and maintained high viability when cultured in 

either normoxic or hypoxic conditions. Furthermore, their growth and viability was not 

altered when provided with recombinant NM23-H1. These findings indicated that NM23-H1 

is not crucial for DLBCL cell survival and that the impact of NM23-H1 on DLBCL prognosis is 

most likely mediated via an extrinsic cellular mechanism affecting the tumour 

microenvironment.  

   Our lab has previously identified that monocytes stained positively when exposed to 

exogenous recombinant NM23-H1. Given the relationships between 

monocytes/macrophage infiltration in lymph nodes and monocytes/lymphocytes ratios on 
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patients’ outcomes in DLBCL this study focused on a possible interaction of DLBCL cells with 

monocytes via the release of NM23-H1. HT NM23-H1 knockout cells were acclimatised to 

serum free culture and co-cultured with peripheral blood monocytes from normal donors 

purified by negative selection. Monocytes survived poorly as monocultures in serum free 

cultures but their survival was very much enhanced in the presence of HT WT and HT NM23-

H1 KO cells and also WT and NM23-H1 KO KG1a cells.  The levels of 27 cytokines were 

measured in the supernatants of co-cultures via Luminex multiplex technology.  Whilst 

many cytokines showed no variation in levels, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, MIP-1α and MIP-1β were 

elevated in co-cultures of WT HT cells and monocytes compared to HT KO cells, KG1a WT or 

KO cells. Elevated secretion of these cytokines did not require cell-cell contact between HT 

cells and monocytes. The commonality between HT KO, KG1a WT and KG1a KO cells is that 

unlike HT WT cells they do not secrete NM23-H1. Thus it is possible that secreted NM23-H1 

drove the elevated secretion of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, MIP-1α and MIP-1β.  To test this 

recombinant Nm23-H1 was added HT KO cell/monocyte co-cultures. Addition of NM23-H1 

enhanced the secretion of IL-6 and IL-1β and to a lesser degree IL-8. However, the addition 

of recombinant NM23-H1 had a negligible effect on MIP-1β and MIP-1α. In summary the 

experiments provided here demonstrate the mechanistic relationship between elevated 

serum NM23-H1 in DLBCL patients and provide evidence that the prognostic relationship 

relates to modification of the cytokine milieu via released NM23-H1 interaction with other 

cells including monocyte/macrophages. 
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1 General Introduction  

1.1 Blood components 

   Human blood is a body fluid and connective tissue made up of blood cells, platelets and 

plasma. Plasma contains dissolved protein, carbohydrates, such as glucose, and ions that 

function together in defence, haemostasis and transport. There are two major blood cell 

classes, red (erythrocytes) and white (leukocytes) blood cells.  

   Red bloods cells (RBCs), described in Table 1.1, are the most abundant cellular blood 

component giving blood its characteristic colour. Red cells transport oxygen to the body’s 

tissues and return carbon dioxide to lungs (Delves et al., 2017). Erythrocytes arise from HSCs 

by a process termed erythropoiesis. Via a process of progressive lineage restriction, 

progenitor cells become committed to the erythroid lineage and develop into erythroblasts 

(the earliest cell identifiable by its morphology to be committed to erythroid differentiation) 

that differentiate into reticulocytes, then into mature RBCs before being released into blood 

circulation.  

   The white blood cells (WBCs) have five major subtypes as described in Table 1.1 and 

function in immune responses and fighting infection.  Leukocytes reside not only in blood 

stream, but are also present in lymphatic and interstitial fluids (Mackay et al., 2000).  All 

blood cells are derived from a common pool of multipotent haematopoietic stem cells 

(HSCs) (Figure 1.1) (Reece et al., 2011). 
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Cell subtype  Cell 

number 

per µl of 

blood 

Description Function Half life 

Erythrocytes 

Red blood cells (RBCs) 

  4.5-6 

million 

Diameter 7-

8µm, no-

nuclei, 

biconcave 

shape 

Transport oxygen 

and carbon 

dioxide in the 

blood 

120 days 

Leukocytes 

White blood 

cells (WBCs) 

 

 

 

  5000-

10000 

Densely 

staining 

granules, 

dark stained 

and nucleus 

Defence function Few hours to 

years 

             Granular 

Leukocytes(neutrophils, 

eosinophils and basophils) 

1500-9900 Multilobed 

nucleus 

Innate immunity Few hours to 

few days 

Neutrophils 

 

3000-7000 Diameter 12-

14µm, 

multilobed 

nucleus 

Pathogen 

engulfment by 

phagocytosis, 

cytotoxic activity 

against tumour 

8hours to 5days 

Eosinophils 

 

30-350 Diameter 12-

15µm, 

bilobed 

nucleus 

Phagocytosis and 

release 

inflammation 

mediators 

Few minutes to 

few days 

Basophils 

 

20-50 Diameter 10-

14µm, 

bilobed 

nucleus 

Releasing  heparin 

and histamine 

Few hours to 

few days 

A granular 

Leukocytes 

1500-4900 Nucleus with 

simple shape 

Body defence Few hours to 

years 

Lymphocytes 

 

1500-3000 Diameter 5-

17µm, 

spherical 

nucleus 

Adaptive and 

humoral 

immunity 

Few hours to 

years 

Monocytes 

 

200-900 Diameter 14-

24µm, kidney 

or U-shaped 

nucleus 

Antigen 

presenting cells, 

phagocytosis 

Months 

    Table 1.1 Characteristics and function of the major blood cells. The cellular components of human blood are 
shown. Red blood cells which deliver oxygen to the body and remove carbon dioxide. White blood cells 
(neutrophils, monocytes, lymphocytes, eosinophils, and basophils) which involved in the immune response, 
adapted from (Tortora and Nielsen, 1992) 
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Figure 1.1 Haematopoiesis model. The cells with long-term capacity (LT-HSCs) produce short-term 
capacity (ST-HSCs).  ST-HSCs, in turn produce, multipotent progenitors with no self-renewal capacity, 
but which are highly proliferative.  Continuous, further lineages of these cells generate mature blood 
cells with different shapes and functions. HSCs = haematopoietic stem cells, CLP = common 
lymphoid progenitor, CMP = common myeloid progenitor, NK = natural killer, GMP = 
granulocyte/macrophage precursor, MEP = megakaryocyte/erythrocyte precursor, MKP = 
megakaryocyte precursor, ErP = erythrocyte precursor. Adapted from (Reya et al., 2001). 
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1.2 Immune system 

   The human body coexists in a world filled with infectious organisms. The immune system 

is a specialised group of cells, tissues and organs that are organised to protect the body 

against such infections (Mackay et al., 2000). Immune cells are all produced from bone 

marrow HSCs. Then they either move to secondary lymphoid tissue for extra development 

or keep circulating in the blood stream or lymph to identify external pathogenic threats, as 

well as monitoring internal processes e.g. anti-tumour immune responses (Munhoz and 

Postow, 2016). The immune system cells of vertebrates are composed of the innate and 

adaptive immune systems (Delves et al., 2017).  

1.2.1 The innate immune system  

   The innate immunity is classified as a first line protection against foreign attacks since it 

can be initiated without previous exposure to the threat. It includes the orchestrated 

activities of different cell types and soluble factors. Macrophages, monocytes, granulocytes, 

natural killer(NK) cells and dendritic cells (DCs) all possess essential roles in innate immunity 

(Delves et al., 2017). Soluble factors involved in innate responses include acute phase 

proteins, for example mannose binding lectin (MBL) (Auriti et al., 2017) and C-reactive 

protein (CRP) (Rao and Gopal, 2015). The cytokines secreted by macrophage (like tumour 

necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), Interlukin-1 (IL-1), Interlukin-6 (IL-6)) enhance the secretion of 

MBL and CRP proteins by hepatocytes.  When infectious bacteria and other microorganisms 

cause infections or penetrate the body’s epithelia or mucosa,  this activates the innate 

immune system cellular components which can use their pattern recognition receptors 

(PRRs) to identify common structures of different pathogens (pathogen-associated 

molecular patterns (PAMPs)) (Boller and Felix, 2009, Nürnberger and Brunner, 2002). C type 

lectin receptors and toll-like receptors (TLRs) are important examples of membrane-bound 

PRRs (Akira and Hemmi, 2003). The recognition of PAMPS by PRRS on phagocytic cells 

(macrophage, monocytes, neutrophil granulocytes and DCs) initiates the phagocytosis of the 

PAMP bearing structure (Mackay et al., 2000). These interactions also enhance chemokine 

and inflammatory cytokine secretion as well as help macrophage and DCs process proteins 

into peptides which are then presented to major histocompatibility complex (MHC) 

molecules (Kawai and Akira, 2010). This process initiates an essential cross-talk between the 
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innate and adaptive immune responses. DCs, cells by their role as antigen presenting cells 

(APC), contribute professionally in innate and adaptive immunity cross talk (Mackay et al., 

2000).  

1.2.2 The adaptive immune system 

   The production of the two major components of the adaptive immune system, B cells and 

T cells, begins in the bone marrow.  B cells mature into naive B-cells within the bone marrow 

whereas T-cell progenitor cells migrate to thymus before maturing and entering into the 

circulation as naive T cells (Schmitt and Zúñiga-Pflücker, 2002). Naive B and T cells express 

immature pathogen receptors on their surface, B cell receptor (BCR), as well as T cells and 

which express T cell receptor (TCR), both receptors generated randomly (Market and 

Papavasiliou, 2003, LeBien and Tedder, 2008). The majority of B cells and T cells will die 

during the development processes by failing either positive selection or negative selection. 

Some B or T cells will have receptors responding correctly to the specific pathogen-derived 

epitope. Interaction with pathogen epitopes triggers clonal expansion of the T or B cell and 

maturation of the receptor (Starr et al., 2003, LeBien and Tedder, 2008). This process takes 

some time and results in a delay prior to production of fully functioning effectors. An 

efficient immune system involves the T lymphocytes selection expressing receptors which 

are restricted via major histocompatibility complex (MHC) but at the same time self-

antigens tolerant. This selection happens mainly in the thymus, when lymphocyte 

precursors express their first surface receptor. T cells primarily arise from haematopoietic 

stem cells which migrate to the thymus. T cells development demands signals from non-

hematopoietic stromal cells comprising numerous types of mesenchymal fibroblasts and 

thymic epithelial cells (TECs) (Anderson and Jenkinson, 2001). T cells differentiation is 

identified by the temporal expression of cell surface markers (CD4, CD8, CD44, and CD25) on 

the thymocyte. When the cells enter the thymus, the precursors will lack their expression of 

CD4 and CD8 and they are called double negative (DN). DN T cells express TCR β chain only, 

however α locus rearrangement initiation will start immediately after pre-TCR signalling. 

Nevertheless, α locus rearrangement full-scale will not  happen until the cell becomes a 

quiescent double positive (DP) cell (Starr et al., 2003). The whole process, called positive 

selection, is introduced in cortical DP thymocytes and finalized in several days. Remarkably, 
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evidence proposes that the TCR need to continue its engagement  and maintain signalling for 

the period of this process (Wilkinson et al., 1995). 

1.2.3 T cell development 

   T cells undergo a series of developmental steps (Figure 1.2) regulated by antigen 

presentation, local extracellular signals (cytokines), receptor-receptor interactions. T cells 

recognise antigenic peptide when it has been presented by MHC receptors on antigen 

presenting cells (APCs) (Figure 1.3) (McBlane et al., 1995). CD4 co-receptor binds to peptide 

presented in MHC class II on APCs whereas CD8 co-receptor binds to peptides presented by 

MHC class I on APCs (Figure 1.3) (Delves et al., 2017). CD8+ develops into cytotoxic T-

lymphocytes (CTLs) following activation and are the cells responsible for cytotoxic activity.  

 

Figure 1.2 Overview of human T-cell development. T cell precursors from the bone marrow 

migrate to the thymus where they undergo multiple stages of development stimulated by local 

signal. The vast majority of cells (~98%) will die during negative selection and the remaining 2% 

will go onto positive selection to produce either cytotoxic T cells or T helper cells. DN: double 

negative, DP: Double positive, ISP: immature single positive; SP: single positive, IFN-Y: interferon 

gamma, IL-12/2/4/6: interleukin, TGF-B: transforming growth factor beta. 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/immunology-and-microbiology/t-cell-development
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   The local cytokine expression during CD4+ activation is determining CD4+ expansion into 

Th1, Th2, Th17 or T regulatory T cells (T-regs) cells (Figure 1.2 and 1.4). IL-2 and interferon 

gamma (IFN-)/or IL-18 enhance Th1 generation that activate macrophages to boost 

pathogen intracellular killing. Whilst IL-4 that producing by Th2 cells which stimulates B-cell 

development and antibody production as well as activating macrophages to expel 

extracellular parasites e.g. worms. Stimulation with transforming growth factor beta (TGF-) 

and IL-6 induces Th17 production that target extracellular parasites through antimicrobial 

peptide production and recruitment and activation of neutrophils. T-regs are responsible for 

long-term humoral immunity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  
 

  

 

APC APC 

CD8 
 CD4 

T

     

Figure 1.3. T cell and APC 
interactions. CD8+ T cells 
recognise antigenic peptide 
presented in the context of 
major histocompatibility 
complex I (MHC I) receptors 
on Antigen presenting cells 
(APCs) whereas CD4+ T cells 
recognise antigen bound to 
MHC class II on APC. 
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Figure 1.4. T cell lineage specification. Dendritic cells can interact with uncommitted CD4+ T 
helper cells (Th) to initiate differentiation into a number of CD4+ T cell lineages including T helper 
(Th) 1, Th2 and Th17 cells, as well as T regulatory (Treg) cells. Distinct signalling cascades, 
cytokines and transcription factors are activated during the differentiation into these different 
effector cells, which subsequently results in the activation of further cyto/chemokines and their 
respective receptors which may play roles in positive/negative feedback loops. Each type of 
effector cell is characterised by its specific immune-regulatory function and synthesis of particular 
cytokines as indicated on the right adapted from (Jetten, 2009). 
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1.2.4 Normal B-cell development  

   In mammals, B cells development initiates in the bone marrow with development of the 

common lymphoid progenitor (CLP) cells from HSCs. CLPs are responsible for generating B 

cells, T-cells, NK cells or dendritic cells (Cedar and Bergman, 2011). From the bone marrow, 

B cells migrate to secondary lymphoid organs (SLOs) e.g. spleen, where they continue 

development through defined stages. Each stage is characterised by distinct gene 

expression patterns and immunoglobulin heavy (H) chain and light (L) chain gene loci 

arrangements which arise from B cells undergoing V(D)J recombination (Market and 

Papavasiliou, 2003). Figures 1.5 summarises the key stages of B cell development and 

differentiation.  In the bone marrow, B cells undergo positive and negative selection. 

Positive selection in the bone marrow is antigen-independent and involves signalling 

through both the pre-BCR and the BCR which is required to allow continued B cell 

development. Negative selection occurs through the binding of self-antigen with the BCR 

resulting in clonal deletion, receptor editing, anergy, or ignorance (B cell ignores signal and 

continues development) (Krammer, 2000).  This negative selection process is essential to 

establish self-tolerance and to prevent development of autoreactive B cells. Immature B 

cells migrate from the bone marrow into the spleen as transitional B cells. During transit and 

until entry into the spleen, B cells are called T1 B cells. Within the spleen, T1 cells transition 

into T2 B cells (Isnardi et al., 2008). 

 

 

Figure 1.5. Summary of B cell development. The figure summarises the main stages of B cell development. 
Immature B cells exit the bone marrow and transit via the blood to secondary lymphoid organs e.g. spleen, 
as transitional B cells which undergo further maturation. 
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    B cell development occurs in distinctive differential steps which are categorised by the 

BCR specific structure. The BCR consisting of two identical heavy chain and two identical 

light-chain immunoglobulin (Ig) polypeptides linked covalently with a disulphide bridges. 

Other BCR components are the CD79A and CD79B molecules. BCR crosslinking is activated 

the intracellular signalling components including some tyrosine kinases (Küppers, 2005).  

    The earlier stages in B cell development are distinguished by successive rearrangement of 

heavy- and light-chain immunoglobulin (Ig) genes to produce mature Ig molecules (Figure 

1.6).  This process, called VDJ rearrangement, is a highly controlled series of genetic events 

(Küppers, 2005). Upon B-cell differentiation stage that recognizes an antigen plus other B 

cell surface receptors activation that modulating BCR signalling, there will be extra 

proliferation induction and /or more differentiation steps (Rajewsky, 1996). In bone 

marrow, where early B cell development occurs bone marrow and it supported by 

functional surface antigen receptor. B cells with functional BCR leave the bone marrow and 

Figure 1.6. Basic immunoglobulin structure. Fab: Fragment, antigen-binding, Fc: Fragment, 

crystalizalliable. CL: Constant domain, Light chain. CH: Constant domain, heavy chain. VL: Variable 

domain, Light chain. VH: Variable domain, heavy chain. Adapted from (Kumar and Clark, 2012) 
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differentiate into mature naive B cells, whilst those B cell precursors which fail in expressing 

BCR will undergo apoptosis. Once antigens bind to BCR that will activate mature naive B 

cells to participate in immune responses (Küppers, 2005). BCR expression is essential for B-

cell development and survival in peripheral blood (Lam et al., 1997).  

   The pro-B cells are derived from HSC and identified by their cell-surface proteins e.g. CD10 

and CD19.  CD19 is generally expressed by all B- cell lineages and plays a role in amplifying 

activity of Src-family kinases that regulate intracellular signal transduction. CD20 is another 

marker for mature B-cells. CD20 functions as a membrane embedded Ca2+ channel. CD21 

function is as an Epstein-Barr virus receptor which works alongside CD19 to produce 

transmembrane signals. The CD19/CD21 complex is a very important co-receptor for B-cells, 

co-operatively enhancing signalling via B cell receptor (Fujimoto et al., 2000). This enhancing 

process occurs in response to complement-tagged antigens and T cell dependent activation. 

CD19/CD21 is not targeting complement-tagged antigens directly for processing, however it 

influencing B cell antigens processing via its signalling function (Cherukuri et al., 2001). CD23 

is expressed on activated B-cells as low-affinity IgE receptor that regulates IgE production. 

CD40 is one of the essential survival factors (Messina et al., 1991).   

     These immunophenotyping markers can be used as essential components for the 

diagnostic and classification of a variety of cancerous and non-cancerous disorders and can 

help to guide therapy or draw a clinical outcome prediction. Figure 1.7 shows some 

characteristic immunophenotype markers of B-cell malignancies. 
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1.3 Lymphomas 

   Lymphomas are cancers of the lymphatic system characterised by the accumulation of 

malignant lymphocytes in lymph nodes leading to lymphadenopathy. They start due to the 

accumulation of genetic aberrations, that influence growth and survival (Hoffbrand and 

Moss, 2011, Hoffman et al., 2009). There are two main categories of lymphoma. They are 

called Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL). 

1.3.1 Hodgkin’s lymphoma (HL) 

   The first descriptions of Hodgkin’s disease date back to 1832, when it was described by the 

British pathologist Thomas Hodgkin who defined an autopsy case series was taken from 

patients with lymphadenopathy and splenic enlargement (Alizadeh et al., 2000, Hoffman et 

al., 2009). 

 

Figure 1.7. Characteristic immunophenotype markers of B-cell malignancies. Selected 
Immunophenotype markers (Cell surfaces, cytoplasmic and nuclear) expressed during normal B 
cell development and malignancies. ALL refers to acute lymphoblastic leukaemia; CML-LBC, 
chronic myelocytic leukaemia lymphoid blast crisis; CLL, chronic lymphocytic leukaemia; FL, 
follicular lymphoma; DLBCL, diffuse large B cell lymphoma; HL, Hodgkin’s lymphoma and BL, 
Burkitt’s lymphoma; MZL marginal zone lymphoma. Adapted from(LeBien and Tedder, 2008). 
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   Then in 1898, Dorothy Reed and Carl Sternberg identified characteristic large mononuclear 

cells or multinucleate giant cells that were always found to be associated with HL tumours 

which came to be called Reed-Sternberg cells (Jaffe, 2009, Kanzler et al., 1996). Until the 

late 1990s, Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) was thought to be a malignancy arising from either 

germinal or post-germinal centre B cells. Typically, the tumour cells comprise only a small 

proportion of the tumour mass which is surrounded by a reactive inflammatory locale 

consisting of eosinophils, neutrophils, lymphocytes, plasma cells and histiocytes (Thomas et 

al., 2004). HL incidence in the UK and USA is 2.7- 2.8 per 100,000 per year, with ~1700 new 

cases diagnosed in the UK annually (CRUK). It can start at any age but is more common in 

young people <40 years and in those older than 60 (Townsend and Linch, 2012). It is 

estimated that HL accounts for approximately 10% of newly diagnosed lymphoma cases in 

the United States (8260 of 80,500 cases) and 0.5% of all new cancer diagnoses. Of the 

approximately 21,210 deaths due to lymphoma each year in the US, around 1070 (or 5%) 

are from HL, which is almost 0.2% of all cancer deaths (Siegel et al., 2017).  

1.3.2 Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (NHL) 

   NHL is a heterogeneous group of malignancies arising from T or B lymphocytes and at 

various stages of their differentiation  (Swerdlow et al., 2016).  Around 60-70% of NHL cases 

either present or occur in bone marrow, spleen or lymph node, however it can develop 

almost in any other tissue (Shankland et al., 2012). NHL is the sixth most common cancer 

diagnosis in both men and women in the UK (Ferlay et al., 2013). It is more common in 

people aged over 65 years. Broadly speaking there are 6 different subtypes of NHL (Table 

1.2) of which follicular lymphoma (FL) and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) are the 

most common subtypes (Shankland et al., 2012). NHL incidence differs extensively between 

various histological types (Table 2). FL is the most common low-grade lymphoma which 

grows very slow. Despite this slow growth rate, FL is difficult to cure and is commonly 

retained under control with intermittent continued treatment (Tsang and Gospodarowicz, 

2007). In contrast, high grade lymphomas like DLBCL grow faster and are clinically more 

aggressive (Niitsu et al., 2001a).  
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NHL Subtype NHL Proportion  Expected UK cases per year 

Marginal zone lymphoma (MZL)           19.9% 2050 

Mantle cell lymphoma (MCL) 5.0% 510 

Follicular lymphoma (FL)            18.1% 1860 

Diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL)           48.5% 4990 

Burkitt’s Lymphoma (BL)            2.0% 210 

T-cell lymphoma (TL)             6.3% 650 

All Lymphomas                    10,280 

          Table 1.2 NHL subtypes proportion and expected UK cases per year adapted from 

          (Ferlay et al., 2013). 

1.4 Diffuse Large B-Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL) 

   DLBCL is a heterogeneous tumour group and can occur in nodal (lymphoid) or extra nodal 

sites including bone, lung and testis. It is classified as the most common aggressive NHL 

subtype and comprises 40% of NHL patients (Swerdlow et al., 2016). It is most common in 

adults in their seventh decade but can arise in children as well (Garber, 2001). Individuals 

with primary or acquired immunodeficiency including human Immunodeficiency virus (HIV) 

infection patients and those on immunosuppressant therapy following solid organ 

transplants are more susceptible to developing DLBCL (Gucalp and Noy, 2010, Carbone and 

Gaidano, 2001). DLBCL occurs usually as a de novo tumour; however Follicular lymphoma 

can transform into DLBCL. In Richter’s transformation, chronic lymphocytic leukaemia/small 

lymphocytic lymphoma (CLL/SLL) transform to DLBCL (Rossi and Gaidano, 2009). In other 

cases, marginal zone lymphoma (MZL) or nodular lymphocytic predominant Hodgkin 

lymphoma (NLPHL) (Lee and LaCasce, 2009) and Follicular lymphoma (FL) (Martinez et al., 

2008, De Jong et al., 2009) can also transform into DLBCL. DLBCL patients can present 

clinically with painless adenopathy or abdominal pain related to tumour bulk. Patients can 

complain from what are called ‘B-Symptoms’ that include unexplained fever, weight loss of 

more than 5% or night sweats (Tai et al., 2011). Investigation of a DLBCL biopsy patient can 
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show that lymph node architecture is completely disturbed with diffuse proliferation of 

large centroblast like cells or immunoblastic cells in some cases (Swerdlow et al., 2016) 

(Figure 1.8). Upon immunophenotyping, DLBCL cells characteristically express 

CD10/19/20/22/24 (Colomo et al., 2003, Craig and Foon, 2008).  The proliferation marker 

(Ki-67) typically varies between 40-90% in DLBCL patients identifying that a large proportion 

of the tumour cells are in cell cycle and hence the aggressive nature of the disease. Cases 

expressing Ki-67 in higher than 90% of cells often carry a MYC gene translocation meaning 

that the tumour will be classified as intermediate between Burkitt’s lymphoma and DLBCL 

(Perry et al., 2013). Overall, MYC gene rearrangements are seen in ~10%  of DLBCL cases and 

generally associates with poor outcome (Savage et al., 2009).  

        

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8. Cytomorphological features of four types of DLBCL. The cells size is variable from 
medium to large, homologous, with amphophilic or a pale basophilic cytoplasm. (A)  Common 
type (monomorphic) or what called centroblastic type, easy detected with bi-nucleated cells. 
(Arrow). (B) Giant cell-rich type. (C) Polymorphic type, identified with medium and large-sized 
cells. (D) The immunoblastic type. Adapted from (Yamaguchi et al., 2008). 
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1.4.1 Molecular classification of DLBCL 

   Three main subtypes of DLBCL have been identified with underlying obvious biologic, 

clinical and genetic differences (Lenz and Staudt, 2010, Alizadeh et al., 2000, Savage et al., 

2003) (Table 3):  

1. germinal centre B cell-like (GCB) DLBCL, expressing normal germinal centre B cells 

hallmarks 

2. activated B cell-like (ABC) DLBCL, that do not express germinal centre B cell-

restricted genes and are produced from post-germinal centre B cells;  

3. primary mediastinal B cell lymphoma (PMLBCL), which may be derived from thymic B 

cells and express genes that are usually expressed in Hodgkin Reed-Sternberg cells 

(Rodriguez-Abreu et al., 2007).  

   Figure 1.9 shows the differences between ABC and GCB DLBCLs. Gene expression profiling 

(GEP) analysis has provided a better understanding of molecular mechanisms involved in 

DLBCL disease development, as well as discovery of expression characteristics related to 

poor clinical outcome (Lenz and Staudt, 2010, Alizadeh et al., 2000, Rosenwald et al., 2002).  
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Genetic 
Subtype/Cluster  

Genetic Abnormalities Cell of origin 5-years 
Overall 
Survival 

MCD MYD88 L265 mutations CD79B 
mutations 

ABC 26% 

BN2 BCL6 fusions 
NOTCH1 mutations 

ABC, GCB, and 
unclassified  

36% 

N1 NOTCH1 mutations ABC 65% 

EZB EZH2 mutations 
BCL2 translocations 

GCB 68% 

Cluster 1 BCL6 structural variants 
NOTCH2 signalling  

ABC 79% 

Cluster 2 Biallelic inactivation of TP53, 
17p loss 

ABC and GCB 62% 

Cluster 3 BCL2, KMT2D, CREBBP, EZH2 
mutations 

GCB 57% 

Cluster 4 BCR/PI3K signalling, NF-kB 
 and RAS/JAK/STAT pathways 

GCB 72% 

Cluster 5 18q gain, BCL2 and MALT1 
expression 

ABC 54% 

Cluster 0 No cohesive alterations NA 100% 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1.3. Characteristics of Newly Defined DLBCL based on shared genetic aberrancies. 

ABC = Activated B-cell-like; BCR = receptor; GCB = germinal B-cell-like; NA = not available; 

NFKB = nuclear factor kappa B; PI3K = phospho-inositol 3-kinase. 
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Figure 1.9. Key oncogenic pathways in DLBCL.  Two major molecular DLBCL subtypes are 
shown: the GCB and the ABC type. Both tumours rise from stages of differentiation 
reminiscent of germinal centre B cells. The GCB subtype rises from centroblasts, whilst 
the ABC subtype rises from a plasmablastic cell just prior to germinal centre exit. The 
main oncogenic pathways are listed, as well as the recurrent mutations, gains and losses 
of genetic material. CB, centroblast; CC, centrocyte; PB, plasmablast; PC, plasma cell.  
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1.4.2 DLBCL treatment 

1.4.2.1 Standard therapies in DLBCL 

    DLBCL, the most common lymphoid malignancy that advance quickly, needs immediate 

treatment. Rituximab or Rituxan (chemotherapy and monoclonal antibody combination) is 

usually used to treat DLBCL in combination with the chemotherapy regime R-CHOP 

(rituximab, cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine, and prednisone) which is used to 

treat 60-70% of patients. In some cases, R-CHOP is used after stem cell transplantation. 

Another effective regime includes rituximab, doxorubicin, cyclophosphamide, vindesine, 

bleomycin, and prednisone, followed with high dose methotrexate, ifosfamide and 

cytarabine (Bachy and Salles, 2015, Récher et al., 2011). Another effective treatment in 

DLBCL is DA-EPOCH which consists of continuous infusion with adjusted doses of etoposide, 

prednisone, vincristine, cyclophosphamide and doxorubicin with rituximab (Bachy and 

Salles, 2015, García‐Suárez et al., 2013, García‐Suárez et al., 2007). However, R-CHOP is the 

essential therapeutic choice for most DLBCL patients (Sehn and Gascoyne, 2015). 

    In recent times, DLBCL therapeutic effects have been amended because the treatment 

choices have expanded to include high-dose chemotherapy in combination with peripheral 

blood stem cell transplantation, mini-transplantation, allogeneic bone marrow 

transplantation (Niitsu et al., 2004) and antibody treatment with ibritumomab or rituximab 

since  rituximab is a chimeric antibody, so the entire humanised antibodies that produces 

against the drug need to eliminate, like IMMU-106 (hA20),  when these antibodies  enhance 

the  infusion reactions and remove the human antibodies development against the drug. 

Table 1.4 shows some other current DLBCL drugs with their functions (Fanale and Younes, 

2007).  
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Therapy Function 
Rituximab Induces apoptosis of CD20+ cells 

Cyclophosphamide DNA duplication inhibitor  

Doxorubicin Macromolecular biosynthesis inhibitor 

Vincristine Microtubule formation inhibitor 

Prednisone DNA synthesis  inhibitor  

Enzastaurin PKCβ inhibitor 

Everolimus mTOR inhibitor 

Lenalidomide Immunomodulator and antiangiogenic 

Ibritumomab tiuxetan Radioimmunotherapy 

Bendamustine Alkylating agent 

Bortezomib Proteosome inhibitor 

Epratuzumab rhCD22 mAb 

Fostamatinib Syk kinase inhibitor 

 

1.4.2.2 Novel therapies in DLBCL 

   In the past few years, novel therapies has been introduced that takes into consideration 

DLBCL molecular subtypes and is designed to target specific pathways controlling the 

pathogenesis of this disease. These new drugs are most suitable for ABC DLBCL because 

they target B-cell receptor signalling or NF-κB pathway which are continuously active in this 

subtype (Sehn and Gascoyne, 2015). Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) has emerged as a 

replacement therapeutic target in some malignancies. Ibrutinib, the most clinically 

advanced molecular inhibitor of BTK, has demonstrated  excellent tolerability and activity in 

a variety of B-cell cancers that lead to its approval for relapsed mantle cell lymphoma and 

chronic leukaemia (Maas and Hendriks, 2001, Dunleavy et al., 2018). BTK plays a major role 

in B-cell development and may be a distinctive therapeutic target in B-cell malignancies. In 

humans, loss of function mutations in BTK leads to X-linked agammaglobulinaemia (XLA) 

that is characterised by low peripheral blood B cells, low/negligible levels of 

immunoglobulin, and continuous infections (Aalipour and Advani, 2014). This clinical 

phenotype highlights the essential role of BTK in B-cell development and immunoglobulin 

production (Maas and Hendriks, 2001). Ibrutinib (BTK inhibitor) achieved an acceptable 

response in just 5% GC DLBCL patients compared to 41% of ABC DLBCL patients (Sehn and 

Gascoyne, 2015, Aalipour and Advani, 2014). Bortezomib is a proteasome inhibitor that has 

been used for treating ABC DLBCL in combination with DA-EPOCH for relapsed  patients 

(Sehn and Gascoyne, 2015, Dunleavy et al., 2009). New trials are ongoing using a 

combination of bortezomib and R-CHOP in previously untreated patients (Furman et al., 

Table 1.4. Current DLBCL drugs and their functions. 
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2010). Another promising study is aiming to target multiple components based on the fact 

that activating phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K)/AKT/mammalian target of rapamycin 

(mTOR) signalling pathway is involved in cellular metabolism and growth. This pathway can 

be activated in B cell lymphomas by variety of mechanisms (Janku et al., 

2013).  Phosphatase and tensin homolog PTEN (a gene with tumor suppressing activity) 

deletion can affect this pathway. PTEN loss of expression has been detected in 55% of GCB 

DLBCL in comparison to only 14% of non-GCB cases (Roschewski et al., 2014). Another 

combination of R-CHOP therapy with lenalidomide (an immunomodulatory drug with 

antiangiogenic activity and inhibitory effect on NF-κB pathway) has recently been tested 

(Thieblemont et al., 2012).   

1.4.3 Tumour infiltrating Lymphocytes (TIL) 

   It has been identified in many lymphomas and solid cancers that tumours are infiltrated by 

non-malignant T cells (TILs). The importance of identification of particular T cell subsets: CD4 

T helper cells (Th cells), CD4 T regulatory cells (T reg cells) and CD8 cytotoxic cells. These 

subsets have been suggested as a prognostic factor for survival prediction in B cell 

lymphoma patients (Xu et al., 2001, Lee et al., 2006a). Not just T cell type but also T cell 

numbers are important. A high level of CD4+ T cells is associated in many malignancies with 

a better outcome (Fridman et al., 2012). Also, the impact of differing T cell subsets is context 

specific. For example Treg cells are associated with poor outcome in epithelial cancers and a 

better outcome in some B cell lymphomas (Carreras et al., 2006). One explanation may be 

due to the direct negative impact of Treg on B cell proliferation (Yang et al., 2006). The other 

effective subset of CD4+ cells is Th cells which can subdivide into two subgroups. T helper 

cells 1 subtype (Th1) cells produce tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α) and Interferon- γ 

(IFN-γ). These cells are associated with a better outcome in malignancies due to their 

association with immunological clearance within the tumour. T helper cells 2 subtype (Th2) 

subtype CD4+ T cells produce IL4,5,10 and 13 and have  immunosuppressive functions  

(Fridman et al., 2012, Haabeth et al., 2011).The variation even within CD4 subset (Th1 and 

Th2) might cause different outcomes. Besides cell number and subset variations, location of 

the infiltrating cells within the tumour may be relevant to disease progression and response 

to therapy. For example, whether they are in the tumour stroma, tumour edge or tumour 

centre (Mei et al., 2014, Seo et al., 2013). In melanoma, the in vitro culture and reinfusion of 
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tumour infiltrating lymphocytes (lymphocytes removed from patients tumour site) resulted   

in better treatment response for 50% of those patients (Besser et al., 2013, Dudley et al., 

2008). Thus, immune cell infiltration parameters have been used in DLBCL outcome 

prediction (Lenz et al., 2008b, Phipps-Yonas et al., 2013).  

   Another important prognostic parameter for NHL is the circulating absolute monocyte 

count (AMC) and absolute lymphocyte count (ALC), that has been used as a surrogate 

marker for host immune-effector in outcome prediction (Wilcox et al., 2011, Li et al., 2012). 

AMC and ALC are routinely applied as they are easy to measure. Another study investigated 

the correlation between T cell activation within the tumour microenvironment and  

outcome  in DLBCL cohorts (Alizadeh et al., 2011). It simply explained that adding an agonist 

antibody to CD137 (CD137 is one of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) receptor family, exist in 

immune cells like monocytes and  activated B and T lymphocytes (Kienzle and von Kempis, 

2000) could result in immune response improvement against the lymphoma (Houot et al., 

2009). Research using animal models emphasised the role of CD4+ T cells in generating an 

anti-tumour microenvironment (Ding et al., 2012). Antigen presentation improvement was 

identified as an effective survival determinant in DLBCL patients (Ott et al., 2010, Rimsza et 

al., 2004, Pasqualucci et al., 2011, Higashi et al., 2016). The animal models in these studies 

explained the role of TH1 secreted cytokines, like IL1, IFN- and TNF- in stimulating 

macrophages which mediated malignant B cell clearance. The mouse model identified PD1, 

a cell surface receptor and one of immunoglobulin superfamily usually expressed on pro-B 

cells and T cells, expression on 27% of DLBCL cases. The histiocytes  surrounding DLBCL 

tumour were positive for PD1 in 38% of DLBCL cases where the tumour cells did not express 

PD1 (Andorsky et al., 2011). PD1 is a CD28 superfamily member, delivering negative signals 

via interaction with its two ligands, PD-L1 or PD-L2 (Jin et al., 2010). Binding of PD1 with its 

ligands e.g. PD-L1, expressed on antigen-presenting cells or tumor cells leading to down-

regulation of effector T cell function (Gatalica et al., 2015). PD1 represents an effective 

mechanism of immune evasion by a number of lymphomas and solid tumours (Gatalica et 

al., 2015). One of the explanations could be that PD1 is responsible for CD4+ T cells down 

regulation in DLBCL patients. There are successful trials in solid tumours targeting PD1 

(Topalian et al., 2012, Brahmer et al., 2012) and parallel trials have been conducted in B cell 
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lymphomas (Berger et al., 2008). The treatment with anti–PD1 antibody resulted in T cells 

and NK cells function enhancement in follicular lymphoma (Westin et al., 2014). 

1.5 The NM23 protein family 

1.5.1  Structure and classification 

   The human NM23 protein family are nucleoside diphosphate kinases (NDKs or NDPKs) 

(Postel et al., 2009). NDKs catalyse terminal phosphate exchange transphosphorylation 

reactions between nucleoside diphosphates (NDPs) and nucleoside triphosphates (NTPs),     

                                             XDP + YTP ←→ XTP + YDP  

(Gilles et al., 1991). All NM23 family protein contain one or more conserved NDK (either 

completed or truncated) domains (Boissan et al., 2009). The 10 members of the human 

NM23 protein family can be divided into two subgroups based on their phylogenetic 

characteristics (Bilitou et al., 2009). NM23 family members are involved in major cellular 

activities such as differentiation, proliferation, signal transduction and apoptosis (Bilitou et 

al., 2009, Postel, 2003).  A summary of NM23 protein family biological and molecular 

characteristics are listed in Table 5. The group I members (NM23-H1, H2, H3, H4) have a 

conserved active site for NDPK activity (Bilitou et al., 2009). They all show identity at gene 

sequence level by 58-88% NDK activity. They show identical three dimensional structure 

(Boissan et al., 2009).  

   The most studied proteins are NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 which in humans are responsible 

for the majority of NDK activity (Postel et al., 2009). Despite the similarity between NM23-

H1 and NM23-H2 being 88%, they are very different in their isoelectric points.  The 

explanation is that many of the acidic amino acids residues in NM23-H1 are substituted by 

basic amino acids in NM23-H2 (Véron et al., 1995). The predominant form of NM23-H1 is 

hexameric, but it can exist also as monomers, dimer or trimer (Kim et al., 2003, Min et al., 

2002). 

Group II members (NM23- H5, H6, H7, H8, H9, H10) show more divergence within the 

group, and have only 25-45% identity (Lacombe et al., 2000b).  
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Group NM23  Synonym 
Chromosome 

Locus 

Molecular 
Weight 
(kD) 

Expression  
Subcellular 
Localisation 

NDK 
Activity 

I H1 A 17q21.3 17.1 Ubiquitous (brain, 
intestine, kidney, 
liver) 

Cytoplasm, 
nuclei 

 
+ 

I H2 B 17q21.3 17.3 Ubiquitous (heart, 
kidney, liver, 
pancreas) 

Cytoplasm, 
nuclei 

+ 

I H3 C 16p13.3 18.9 Ubiquitous (adrenal 
gland, cerebellum, 
pituitary gland) 

Cytoplasm, 
mitochondri
a 

+ 

I H4 D 16p13.3 20.7 Ubiquitous (heart, 
liver, prostate) 

Mitochondri
a 

+ 

II H5  7p14.1 67.3 Spermatozoa flagella 
(testes), cilia (nasal, 
trachea) 

? - 

II H6  3q22.3 36.9 Spermatozoa flagella 
(testes), cilia (lung) 

Microtubule + 

II H7  5q31.1 24.2 Spermatozoa flagella 
(testes), cilia 

Microtubule - 

II H8 TXNDC3 3p21.3 21. 1 Ubiquitous (heart, 
kidney, placenta, 
skeletal muscle, 
spleen) 

Cytoplasm, 
mitochondri
a 

+/- 

II H9 TXNDC6 1q24 42.5 Spermatozoa flagella 
(testes), cilia 

? - 

II H10 RP2 Xp11.1 39.6 Ubiquitous Cell 
membrane 

+ 

 

 

1.5.2 NM23 potential function in normal development 

    Various lines of evidence implicate roles for NM23/NDPK proteins in cell differentiation 

and development. In the Gram-negative bacterium, Myxococcus xanthus, it has been shown 

that NDK is an essential requirement for cell division (Lombardi et al., 2000). It has been 

shown in drosophila that the abnormal wing disks (awd) gene encoding  Drosophila NDPK is 

expressed in wide range of tissues during different developmental stages and therefore the 

protein is crucial for traditional development (Dearolf et al., 1988). Homozygous mutations 

that have an effect on the kinase activity of the enzyme resulted in developmental 

abnormalities of the brain, wing imaginal disks and ovaries, and lead to morbidity at the late 

larval/puparium stage (Dearolf et al., 1988, Xu et al., 1996). In addition, the killer-of-prune 

Table 1.5. NM23 Proteins family classification. Adapted from (Lacombe et al., 2000a, Boissan et al., 

2009, Desvignes et al., 2009). 
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(K-pn) mutation is lethal in an exceedingly dominant manner once combined with a null 

mutation of the prune eye colour gene, leading to tumor-like defects and death throughout 

early development (Timmons and Shearn, 1997).  

1.5.3 The biochemical activities of NM23 

    NM23 biochemical activity was initially described by Paul Berge and Hans Kreps (Steeg et 

al., 1988). NM23 was demonstrated to add the terminal gamma phosphate to nucleoside 

diphosphate (NDP) after removing it from a donor nucleoside triphosphate (NTP) (Steeg et 

al., 1988). After that, the enzyme gained its correct chemical name, which is NTP/NDP 

transphosphorylase. Subsequently NM23 was identified as a multifunctional protein that 

can mediate many enzymatic reactions including: G-protein signalling, mutational 

susceptibility, nucleoside pool and microtubule dynamics (Kim et al., 2009, Lee and Lee, 

1999, MacDonald et al., 1995). NM23 protein was shown to be involved in Guanosine-5'-

triphosphate (GTP) synthesis and Guanine nucleotide-binding proteins (G-protein) activation 

(Veluthakal et al., 2009). This process regulates the cellular basal cAMP levels. It is mediated 

by alpha subunit phosphorylation which involves membrane interaction between G-protein 

β, γ dimers and NM23-H2 (Cuello et al., 2003, Hippe et al., 2007). They are involved also in 

regulation of various aspects of DNA metabolism such as DNA binding, transcription and 

modulating factors (Postel, 2003). As well as 3ʹ – 5ʹ exonucleases and DNA repair (Kaetzel et 

al., 2006). Another protein kinase activity exhibited by NM23 family is histidine 

phosphorylation or serine phosphorylation, which involves histidine residue (His118) auto  

phosphorylation by ATP (Engel et al., 1995, Steeg et al., 2011).  

1.5.4 NM23-H1 in haematopoiesis 

   NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 are detectable in CD34+ hematopoietic stem and progenitors 

cells (HSPCs) with CD34+ cells expressing the highest intracellular levels of NM23-

H1(Willems et al., 1998). Haematopoietic cell maturation is inversely correlated to NM23 

expression with minimal intracellular expression found in peripheral blood leukocytes 

(Willems et al., 2002). NM23-H1 is also found extracellularly in bone marrow plasma, 

umbilical cord blood plasma and normal peripheral blood plasma (Willems et al., 1998). The 

correlation between haemoglobin levels and NDPK level suggested that the presence in of 

NM23 in plasma was a consequence of red blood cell lysis (Willems et al., 2002). Considering 
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that erythropoiesis was enhanced in vitro by NM23, it might be that haemolysis of red blood 

releases NM23 as an alarm signal to stimulate erythropoiesis (Willems et al., 2002). 

Furthermore, this activity was present even with the H118F kinase-dead mutant indicating 

that the kinase function is not needed for promotion of erythropoiesis. An experiment 

investigating the impact of adding NM23 to assays with CD34++CD38- haematopoietic 

progenitors demonstrated that NM23 seems to have an impact on the terminal stages of 

haematopoietic maturation, inhibiting monocytic differentiation and therefore promoting 

erythropoiesis (Willems et al., 1998, Willems et al., 2002) This revealed a feedback 

mechanism, in which Nm23 released from lysed red blood  cells skews the differentiation of 

haematopoietic progenitors in order to preserve erythroid cell numbers. Mice that lacked 

both Two Isotypes of Murine NM23/Nucleoside Diphosphate Kinase, NM23-M1 and NM23-

M2 genes were stunted in growth and died perinatally (Postel et al., 2009). These double 

knockout mice also displayed a severe impaired haematological phenotype including severe 

anaemia, abnormal erythroid cell development, loss of the iron transport receptor molecule 

TfR1, and reduced iron uptake by Nme1 ( -/- ) /Nme2 ( -/- ) erythroid cells (Willems et al., 

2001, Aalipour and Advani, 2014).  

   Whilst the above studies promote a model based on release of NM23 from lysed cells, it 

has also been demonstrated that NM23-H1 is released from CD34+ HSPCs and not as a lysis 

product (Lilly et al., 2011). NM23-H1 recombinant protein was able to promote the survival 

and expansion of CD34+ HSPCs from umbilical cord blood (Personal communication with 

Prof Chris Bunce). Okabe-Kato et all demonstrated that the provision of exogenous 

recombinant NM23-H1 (recombinant NM23-H1) to normal peripheral blood mononuclear 

cells (PBMC) can inhibit their survival and stimulated the secreting of inflammatory 

cytokines and chemokines, including IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, MCP-1 and GM-CSF (Okabe-Kado et al., 

2009a). 

1.5.5  NM23 proteins in cancer 

   The human NDPK, NM23, which stands for non-metastatic clone 23, was classified as the 

first metastasis suppressor gene when the lack of this gene was linked to metastasis of 

tumour cells (De La Rosa et al., 1995). NM23 was identified for the first time from 

differential hybridization experiments using murine K-1735 melanoma cell line clones with 
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variable metastatic potential (Steeg et al., 1988). Further work verified the ability of NM23 

to reduce the metastatic potential of melanoma cell lines after the transfection of murine 

NM23-H1 cDNA into these cell lines resulted in suppression of several cancer associated 

properties in murine melanoma cells, including tumour incidence and metastasis and 

cytokine responsiveness (Leone et al., 1991). The incidence of primary tumour formation 

reduced significantly and independently of growth rate. The histidine protein kinase (Freije 

et al., 1997) and 3‘-5‘exonuclease activities in NM23 has been linked to its metastasis 

suppressive effect since mutant NM23-H1 lacking both the NDPK and histidine kinase, but 

retaining the 3’-5 exonuclease, exhibited compromised tumour-suppressor activity. 

   It was demonstrated for the first time that the importance of the 3’-5’ exonuclease activity 

of NM23-H1 is metastasis suppressor function and there is cooperatively in the three 

enzymatic activities of NM23-H1 in suppressing the metastatic process (Zhang et al., 2011). 

A second NM23 gene designated NME2 was identified in 1991 (Stahl et al., 1991). The NME2 

gene encodes the NM23-H2 protein which is 88% similar to NM23-H1. It has been 

determined that NM23 complexes in human erythrocytes are hetero-hexamers made up of 

NM23-H1 and H2 in varying proportions to form the erythrocyte NDP kinase (Gilles et al., 

1991). NM23-H1 expression was inversely correlated with metastatic potential in 

experimental rodent cells and various human tumours such as breast, cervical, ovarian, 

pancreatic, gastric and bladder cancer, melanomas and hepatocellular carcinoma 

(MacDonald et al., 1995, Marino et al., 2012). The overexpression of exogenous NM23-H1 

decreases the metastatic potential in multiple cancer cells and suppresses the tumour cell 

invasion and motility (Horak et al., 2007). NM23-H1 was identified as metastasis suppressor 

in various human cancers and its overexpression predicts better prognosis in patients 

(Lacombe et al., 1991, Leone et al., 1991, Ura et al., 1996, Chow et al., 2000, Nesi et al., 

2001, Dursun et al., 2002, Boissan and Lacombe, 2006, Marino et al., 2012). In these 

cancers, the accumulation  of intracellular NM23-H1 has been demonstrated via 

immunohistochemical studies (Marino et al., 2012). 

1.5.6 NM23-H1 in haematological malignancies 

    High cytoplasmic expression of NM23-H1  and  elevated serum NM23-H1 was correlated 

with more aggressive disease and poor treatment response in various haematological 
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malignancies including AML, Hodgkin’s and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma (Okabe-Kado et al., 

2012, Niitsu et al., 2003b, Niitsu et al., 2001a, Niitsu et al., 2004, Niitsu et al., 2011a, Niitsu 

et al., 1999, Niitsu et al., 2003c).  

1.5.6.1 NM23-H1 in AML 

     NM23-H1 is overexpressed in various haematological neoplasms including AML, acute 

lymphoblastic leukaemia, myelodysplastic syndrome, and chronic myelogeneous leukaemia 

(CML) in blast crisis (Yokoyama et al., 1998). The normal serum concentration of NM23-H1 

in peripheral blood is < 10ng/ml whilst concentrations in AML patients’ serum have been 

shown to reach up to 250ng/ml (Niitsu et al., 2000).  NM23-H1 promoted AML cell survival 

via an indirect mechanism facilitated by a more mature population of progenitor cells 

(Figure 1.10)(Lilly et al., 2011).  The immature CD34+ve leukemic stem cells (LSCs) 

overexpressing and secreting NM23-H1 are likely to be responsible for high serum NM23-H1 

level(Willems et al., 1998, Lilly et al., 2011). The secreted NM23-H1 then binds to the more 

mature progenitor cells which respond by secreting cytokines and growth factors, e.g. 

interleukin 6 (IL6), IL1, GCSF (Granulocyte clones stimulating factor), that promote the 

survival and proliferation of the LSCs(Lilly et al., 2011).The release of IL-6, IL-1 indicated a 

role for inflammation in NM23-H1 promotion of leukaemogenesis. Therefore, NM23-H1 is a 

potential target for AML treatment if we can identify mechanisms to inhibit extracellular 

NM23-H1 function in AML.  
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1.5.6.2 NM23-H1 in DLBCL 

   As for AML, there is also strong evidence identifying a correlation between high NM23-H1 

(>75ng/ml) in the plasma of patients with malignant NHL, low-grade and high-grade HL with 

worse prognosis (Niitsu et al., 1999, Niitsu et al., 2000, Niitsu et al., 2003b, Niitsu et al., 

2004, Niitsu et al., 2006, Niitsu et al., 2011a, Bircan et al., 2008). Serum NM23 levels, 

cytoplasmic NM23 and/or cell surface NM23 were postulated to promote escape from 

apoptosis and treatment resistance due to its correlation with treatment responsiveness 

and prognosis (Niitsu et al., 2004).  

     Several studies have demonstrated that elevated NM23-H1 is associated with poor 

response to treatment and consequently poor prognosis (Niitsu et al., 1999, Niitsu et al., 

2000, Niitsu et al., 2001a, Niitsu et al., 2004, Niitsu et al., 2011a). Univariate and 

multivariate analysis of known prognostic factors in aggressive lymphoma confirmed that 

the strongest independent factor-predicting prognosis was plasma/serum NM23-H1 levels, 

and it could be useful in prediction of overall survival (OS) and progression free survival 

(PFS) (Figures 1.11and 1.12) (Niitsu et al., 2004). 

 

Figure 1.10: Nm23-H1 promotes the 
AML blasts survival of through an 
indirect mechanism. Nm23-H1 is 
released by AML blasts which bind to 
the more mature population of myeloid 
cells. This stimulates pro-inflammatory 
cytokine array secretion, from which IL-

1 and IL-6 feedback to the immature 
AML cells promoting survival and 
proliferation via activating signalling 
pathways like MAPK, STAT3 and NF-κB. 
Adapted from (Lilly et al., 2015). 
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Figure 1.11 Serum NM23-H1 and DLBCL survival. (A) Overall survival and (B) Progression 
free survival (PFS) curves of elderly patients with relapsed DLBCL with high or low NM23-
H1. The patients with a high level of NM23-H1 (≥80 ng/ml; n=12) had a worse prognosis 
than patients with low level of NM23-H1 (≤80 ng/ml; n=18) adapted from (Niitsu et al., 
2006). 

Figure 1.12 Serum NM23-H1 and survival in DLBCL. Overall survival curves (A and C) and 
progression-free survival curves (B and D) of patients with DLBCL. The patients were divided 
into high and low serum NM23-H1 levels by two cut-off values, i.e.  80 ng/ml (A and B) and 25 
ng/ml (C and D). In both cut-off values, high NM23-H1 patients had shorter overall and 
progression-free survival periods than low NM23-H1 patients (Niitsu et al., 2004).  
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   The higher cytoplasmic NM23-H1 expression in lymphoma cells is correlated with poor 

prognosis in patients who received RCyclOBEAP therapy. Patients with high cytoplasmic 

NM23-H1 required more aggressive treatments regimes than those with low cytoplasmic 

NM23-H1 expression (Niitsu et al., 2011b). Surface expression of NM23-H1 was also 

correlated to worse overall survival and progression-free survival in patients with aggressive 

lymphoma (Figure 1.13) (Niitsu et al., 2003a). 

 

  

 

       

 

    Multivariate analysis also suggested that both cytoplasmic NM23-H1 and serum NM23-H1 

could be a significant prognostic factor for DLBCL. However, higher serum NM23-H1 has 

been shown to correlate more strongly than cytoplasmic NM23-H1 levels with prognosis 

and is therefore a more useful prognostic factor (Figure 1.14) (Niitsu et al., 2004). Taken 

together, these studies suggest that higher levels of extracellular and/or intracellular NM23-

H1 is associated with and possibly causative of a poor prognosis in lymphoma (Niitsu et al., 

2001a, Niitsu et al., 2003a, Niitsu et al., 2011a, Lee et al., 2006b).  

 

 

Figure 1.13 Surface NM23-H1 expression 
and correlation with poorer survival in 
aggressive lymphomas. Overall survival 
curves (A) and progression-free survival 
curves (B) of patients with aggressive 
lymphoma. The eight patients with high 
surface NM23-H1 had a worse prognosis 
than the 73 patients with low surface 
NM23-H1 expression. (Niitsu et al., 2003a) 
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   All of these data and studies measuring NM23-H1 in serum and in the tumour tissue of 

DLBCL patients confirm a positive correlation between elevated cytoplasmic expression of 

NM23-H1 and high serum concentrations (Niitsu et al., 2004). However, there is no 

mechanism known for how the NM23-H1 may be entering the plasma. Furthermore, there is 

no direct evidence that the serum NM23-H1 is derived solely from the lymphoma cells or 

whether other cells may secrete NM23-H1 in response to the tumour. It should be noted 

that in very few studies, were the levels of NM23-H2 studied. This may in part be due to lack 

of suitable antibodies and assays. 

 

 

 

                       

    

Figure 1.14 Cytoplasmic NM23-H1 
levels and DLBCL prognosis. (A) 
Overall survival and (B) Progression 
free survival (PFS) curves of DLBCL 
patients DLBCL with strong, 
moderate or weak (none) NM23-H1 
cytoplasmic expression. The patients 
with strong NM23-H1 cytoplasmic 
expression had a worse prognosis 
than patients with moderate or 
weak NM23-H1 cytoplasmic 
expression adapted from (Niitsu et 
al., 2004) 
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    The aim of this study 

    Our group have previously shown that human and bacterial NDK proteins are able to 

promote survival and proliferation of leukaemia cells (Lilly et al., 2011) and that this was 

mediated indirectly through cross-talk between the NM23-H1 producing CD34+ leukemic 

cells and more committed CD11b monocytic progenitors. Survival of the CD34+ cells was 

promoted through production of cytokines such as IL-6 and IL-1.  

   The evidence is clear that NM23-H1 expression in tumour tissue and in the serum of DLBCL 

patients is associated with poor prognosis, however all these studies are correlative. 

Therefore, using a panel of DLBCL cell lines as a model system, the aims of this study were 

to: 

1. Characterise NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 intracellular and extracellular expression at 

the mRNA and protein level. This includes determining whether DLBCL cells are 

able to bind extracellular NM23-H1 and take it up. 

2. Generate CRISPR/Cas9 knockout (KO) models of NM23-H1 in the DLBCL cell lines 

and characterise the impact of the KO on DLBCL survival and proliferation in 

vitro. 

3. Using the wild-type (WT) and NM23-H1 KO DLBCLs, determine whether the 

extracellular NM23-H1 produced by DLBCL cells is able to signal to other blood 

cells either in monoculture with conditioned media from DLBCL cell lines and also 

in co-culture experiments.  

4. Study the impact of WT and NM23-H1 KO DLBCL cells on cytokine production by 

normal donor PBMCs and purified monocyte populations.  
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2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Cell Culture 

2.1.1 Maintenance of cell lines  

   A panel of DLBCL and AML cell lines were used in these studies. The characteristics of the 

cell lines are summarised in Table 2.1. The cell lines are divided into two groups: the first 

group includes Farage, HT, U2932, SUDHL4, SUDHL5, SUDHL6 and KG1a which are 

maintained in RPMI 1640 (Invitrogen Gibco), supplemented with 10% v/v foetal bovine 

serum (FBS), 100 U/ml penicillin and 100U/ml streptomycin (complete media) (all Invitrogen 

Gibco). The second group includes OCILY1, OCILY3 and OCILY7 which are maintained in 

Iscove’s modified Dulbecco’s medium (IMDM) supplemented with 20% FBS, 100 U/ml 

penicillin and 100U/ml streptomycin (All Invitrogen Gibco). The cultures were incubated 

37oC with 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. Cells were maintained in exponential phase i.e. 

cell density between 0.5-1.5x106 cells/ml, by passaging 1:3 every three days.  

2.1.2 Serum-free (ITS+) cultures of DLBCL cell lines  

   For some of the experiments, DLBCL cell lines needed to be incubated in serum-free 

conditions. DLBCL cell lines were acclimatised to growth in serum-free conditions by 

gradually replacing FBS containing media with media (RPMI 1640 or IMDM) supplemented 

with 1% v/v ITS+ (Thermo Fisher) and 100 U/ml penicillin and 100U/ml streptomycin (All 

Invitrogen Gibco). This was done by taking cultures of cells in FBS containing complete 

media and feeding them with ITS+ media with each passage.  
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Cell line ABC/GCB Medium Subculture Doubling 
time 

Harvest Morphology Immunology Viruses Year of 
origin 

Disease  

HT GCB 85-90% 
RPMI 1640 + 
10-15% FBS 

Split ratio 1:3 to 1:5 every 3-
4 days; seed out at ca. 0.3-
0.5 x 106 cells/ml; maintain 
at 0.5-1.5 x 106 cells/ml 

ca. 30-40 
hours 

ca. 1 x 106 
cells/ml 

Small round cells 
growing as clumps in 
suspension 

CD3 -, CD10 +, CD13 -, CD19 +, 
CD20 +, CD37 +, CD38 +,   cyCD79a 
+, CD138 -, HLA-DR + 

PCR: EBV -, 
HBV -, HCV -, 
HIV -, HTLV-I/II 
-, SMRV - 

1983 Diffuse mixed lymphoma 

U-2932  
 

ABC 90% RPMI 
1640 + 10% 
FBS 

Split ratio 1:4 twice a week; 
seed out at ca. 0.5 x 106 
cells/ml; maintain at 1-1.5 x 
106 cells/ml 

ca. 50 
hours  
 

ca. 2 x 106 
cells/ml 

Small round cells 
growing singly and in 
clusters in suspension 

CD3 -, CD10 +, CD13 -, CD19 +, 
CD20 +, CD37 +, CD38 +,   
cyCD79a +, CD80 +, CD138 +, HLA-
DR + 

PCR: EBV -, 
HBV -, HCV -, 
HIV -, HTLV-I/II 
-, SMRV - 

1984 Non-Hodgkin's B cell 
lymphoma 

FARAGE  90% RPMI 
1640 + 10% 
FBS 

Split ratio 1:3  
every 2-3 days; maintain at 
0.3-3 x 106 cells/ml 

ca. 24-36 
hours 

ca. 1.5 x 
106 
cells/ml 

Small round cells 
growing in clumps in 
suspension 

CD10 +/-; CD11a +; CD19 +; CD20 +; 
CD21 +; CD22 +; CD23 +; CD29 +; 
CD38 +; CD39 +; CD40 +; CD44 +; 
CD54 +; CD58;CD23 -; HLA DR+ 

PCR: HBV -, 
HCV -, HIV -  
 

1990 Non-Hodgkin's B cell 
lymphoma 

OCILY1 GCB 80% Iscove's 
MDM + 20% 
FBS 

Split ratio 1:2 every 2-3 days; 
seed out at ca. 0.5 x 106 
cells/ml; maintain at 0.5-2 x 
106 cells/ml 

ca. 50-60 
hours 

ca. 2.5 x 
106 
cells/ml 

Small round to 
polymorph cells 
growing singly in 
suspension 

CD3 -, CD10 +, CD13 -, CD19 +, 
CD20 +, CD34 -, CD37 +, CD38 +, 
CD80 +, CD138 -, HLA-DR - 

PCR: EBV -, 
HBV -, HCV -, 
HIV -, HTLV-I/-
II - 
 

1983 B-cell non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma (B-NHL; diffuse 
large cell. 
 
 

OCILY3 ABC 80% Iscove's 
MDM + 20% 
FBS 

Split ratio 1:3 to 1:5 every 2-
3 days; seed out at ca. 0.1-
0.2 x 106 cells/ml 

ca. 24 
hours 

ca. 0.9 x 
106 
cells/ml 

Small round cells 
growing singly or in 
clumps in suspension 

CD3 -, CD10 -, CD13 -, CD19 -, CD20 
+, CD34 -, CD37 +, CD38 +, cyCD79a 
+, CD80 +, CD138 -, HLA-DR + 

PCR: HBV -, 
HCV -, HIV -  
 

1983 B-cell non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma (B-NHL; diffuse 
large cell. 
 

OCILY7 GCB 80% Iscove's 
MDM + 20% 
FBS 

Split ratio 1:3  
every 2 days; maintain at 
0.5-3 x 106 cells/ml; seed 
out at ca. 0.3-3 
0.5 x 106 cells/ml 

ca. 15  
hours 

ca. 3.5 x 
106 
cells/ml 

Small round to 
polymorph cells 
growing singly or in 
clusters in suspension 

CD3 -, CD10 +, CD13 -, CD19 +, 
CD20 +, CD34 -, CD38 +, CD80 +, 
CD138 -, HLA-DR - 

PCR: HBV -, 
HCV -, HIV -  
 

1984 B-cell non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma (B-NHL; diffuse 
large cell. 
 

SUDHL4 GCB 80-90% 
RPMI 1640 + 
10-20% FBS 

Split ratio 1:2 to 1:3every 2 
days; seed out at ca. 0.5 x 
106 cells/ml; maintain at 0.5-
1.8 x 106 cells/ml 

ca. 40 
hours 

ca.1.0-1.5 
x 106 
cells/ml 

single round cells 
growing singly in 
suspension 

CD3 -, CD10 +, CD13 -, CD19 +, 
CD20 +, CD34 -, CD37 +, CD38 +, 
cyCD79a +, CD138 -, HLA-DR + 

PCR: EBV -, 
HBV -, HCV -, 
HIV -, HTLV-I/II 
-, SMRV - 
 

1976 Non-Hodgkin's B cell 
lymphoma 

SUDHL5 GCB 80-90% 
RPMI 1640 + 
10-20% FBS 

Split ratio 1:2 to 1:5 every 2-
3days; seed out at ca. 0.5 x 
106 cells/ml; maintain at 0.1-
1.0 x 106 cells/ml 

ca. 40 
hours 

ca. 1.5 x 
106 
cells/ml 

round to polymorph 
cells growing in clumps 

CD3 -, CD10 +, CD13 -, CD19 +, 
CD20 +, CD37 +, cyCD79a +,  CD80 -
, HLA-DR + 

PCR: EBV -, 
HBV -, HCV -, 
HIV -,HTLV-I/II- 

1978 large cell lymphoma; diffuse 
mixed histiocytic and 
lymphoma 

SUDHL6 GCB 80-85% 
RPMI 1640 + 
15-20% FBS 

Split ratio 1:2 to 1:3 every 
3days; seed out at ca. 0.8 x 
106 cells/ml; maintain at 0.4-
1.0 x 106 cells/ml 

ca. 35-40 
hours  
 

1.5-2.0 x 
106 
cells/ml 

small single cells 
growing singly or in 
clusters in suspension 
 

CD3 -, CD10 +, CD13 -, CD19 +, 
CD20 +, CD34 -, CD37 +, CD38 +, 
CD80 +, CD138 -, HLA-DR+ 

PCR: EBV -, 
HBV -, HCV -, 
HIV -, HTLV-I/II 
-, SMRV - 

1977 large cell lymphoma; diffuse 
mixed histiocytic and 
lymphocytic lymphoma; 
follicular B cell lymphoma 

 

Table 2.1: Summary of cell lines used in this study. 
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2.1.3 Long-term storage of cells in liquid nitrogen 

   To store cells long-term, 1x107 cells were centrifuged at 230xg for 5 minutes (FALCON 

6/300, MSE, London, U.K.) and the cell pellet resuspended in 1ml freezing mix (see Appendix 

A) The cell suspension was pipetted into labelled 1.8ml cryovials (Nunc) and frozen down 

slowly by placing vials in a sealed polystyrene container which was stored at -20oC for 60 

minutes, then -80oC overnight and liquid nitrogen the next day. For short-term storage, vials 

were stored at -80oC. 

2.1.4 Recovery of cell lines from liquid nitrogen  

   Frozen vials were rapidly thawed by placing in a 37oC water bath for 1-2mins. The cell 

suspension was transferred to a 30ml universal tube and 1.0ml of cold complete media 

added gradually drop by drop with gentle agitation. The cell suspension was allowed to 

stand for 1 minute before adding a further with 1ml, 2ml and 10ml. This gradually dilutes the 

freezing mix and prevents cellular osmotic shock and cell death.  After addition of media, the 

cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 230xg for 5 minutes and the supernatant discarded. 

The cell pellet was resuspended in 2ml cold complete media and transferred to 24 well 

plates. Cells were incubated at 37oC with 5% CO2 until the cells had recovered sufficiently to 

be transferred into a 25cm2 flask.  

2.1.5 Purification of normal donor peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) 

   Normal donor blood (20-100ml) was donated by normal healthy adult donors after 

informed consent with ethical approval (University of Birmingham, ERN_17-0065). Donors’ 

age was between (18-60) years, both male and female. At the date of collecting blood 

samples, the donors did not use any medications or anti-inflammatories. Blood samples 

were collected into 50ml polypropylene tubes containing 9ml sodium citrate/45ml blood as 

an anticoagulant and allowed to stand at room temperature for >30mins. They were diluted 

1:1 with RPMI 1640 supplemented with 100U/ml penicillin, 100µg/ml streptomycin (Wash 

media).  15ml Ficoll-Paque Plus (Amersham) was pipetted into 50ml tubes and the diluted 

blood carefully layered on top. After centrifugation at 400xg for 40 minutes at room 

temperature without the brake, peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were visible as 
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a white band just above the Ficoll-Paque layer. Some of the plasma was removed to gain 

easier access and the PBMC layer carefully pipetted off into a clean 50ml tube. PBMCs were 

washed with 3x volume Wash Media and centrifugation at 200xg for 10mins. The wash was 

repeated 3 times using at least 25mls Wash Media each time to remove platelets. The 

PBMCs were resuspended in 20ml Wash Media and counted using a haemocytometer. 

2.1.6 Magnetic sorting of cells 

   For some of the experiments, specific blood cells were needed. Miltenyi Biotech MACS 

magnetic sorting was used to purify the populations. This involves labelling cells with 

antibodies conjugated to magnetic beads and then separating them from non-labelled cells 

in a magnetic field. A CD19+ positive selection kit was used to purify B cells which were used 

as normal controls for DLBCLs. Monocytes were purified using a Pan-Monocyte negative 

selection kit (MACS Miltenyi Biotech/ Pan monocyte isolation kit-Human). The protocol for B 

cells and monocytes was initially similar. 2x107 PBMCs were washed in 10ml cold MACS 

buffer (see Appendix A) and centrifuged at 374xg for 5mins.  The cell pellet was resuspended 

in 320µl cold MACS buffer, 80µl antibody-bead conjugates added and incubated at 4oC for 

15 minutes.  The cells were washed with 0.5ml MACS buffer, centrifuged and then 

resuspended in 0.5ml cold MACS buffer. In the meantime, MACS LS columns (Miltenyi 

Biotec) were placed in the magnetic field of a MACS separator magnet (Miltenyi Biotec) and 

washed using 0.5ml cold MACS buffer.  Once the MACS buffer had dripped through, the cell 

suspension was pipetted into the column. For negative pan-monocyte purification, the flow-

through (negative fraction) which contains the monocytes was collected into a 30ml 

universal tube. The column was washed with 3x 1ml MACS buffer and the flow-through 

collected. Cells were pelleted by centrifugation at 374xg for 5mins, washed with 5ml 

complete RPMI 1640 media (Wash media) and centrifuged again. The final cell pellet was 

resuspended in RPMI 1640 media and counted using a haemocytometer. For CD19+ B cells 

which are positively selected, the flow-through (negative fraction) and 3 x 1ml MACS buffer 

washes were discarded. The column was then removed from the magnet, 5ml MACS buffer 

added, the column plunger firmly inserted, and the positive fraction collected in a 15ml tube. 
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The positive fraction was counted, and the cells pelleted before resuspending in required 

media. 

2.1.7 Maintenance and treatment of CD40L expressing on murine L fibroblasts 

   CD19+ B cells were stimulated into cell cycle and proliferation using a combination of 

CD40L expressed on murine L fibroblasts and interleukin-4 (IL-4). Murine L cells had 

previously been stably transfected with plasmids encoding CD40 ligand (CD40L-L cells) 

(Gagro et al., 2000) (kind gift from Professor John Gordon).  CD40L-L cells were grown in T75 

flasks in RPMI 1640 supplemented with 100U/ml penicillin, 100µg/ml streptomycin and 10% 

v/v foetal bovine serum (complete media) (all Invitrogen Gibco).  Cultures were maintained 

in humidified incubators at 37oC with 5% CO2.  When cultures were ~80% confluent, the 

media was removed, cells washed with 10ml warm PBS and 2ml 1xTrypsin EDTA added 

(Gibco).  Following incubation at 37oC with 5% CO2 for 3-5mins, 8 ml of complete media was 

added and pipetted vigorously several times to produce a single cell suspension.  1ml of this 

cell suspension was left in the flask and 10ml fresh RPMI complete media added.  

2.1.8 Mitomycin C treatment of CD40L-L cells   

  In order to arrest proliferation, CD40L- L cells were treated with mitomyocin C (MC) 

(Sigma).  CD40L-L cells were grown to 100% confluence in T75 flasks. The media was 

replaced with 10ml RPMI complete media supplemented with 20µg/ml mitomycin C and 

cells incubated for 3 hours at 37oC with 5% CO2.  The monolayer was washed 3 times with 

10ml warm PBS, trypsinised as described in section 2.1.7 and counted.  Aliquots of 5x106 

cells were frozen down at -80oC as described above, to destroy any residual mitomycin C. 

2.1.9 Expansion of CD19+ B cells on CD40L-L cells  

   Frozen CD40L-L cells were thawed from -80oC as described in section 2.1.4 and 

resuspended at 1x105 cells/ml in RPMI complete media in 24 well plates, allowing 1ml per 

well. Cells were allowed to attach over night at 37oC with 5% CO2. The next day, the media 

was removed and 1ml of CD19+ve cells diluted to 1x106cells/ml in RPMI complete media, with 

the addition of 1ng/ml IL-4 (R&D systems) added to the stromal L-cells. Cells were 

maintained and grown for 8 days, with fresh media added at day 3-4. 
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2.1.10  Preparing conditioned media (CM) from DLBCL cell lines 

  For some experiments, conditioned media from DLBCL cell lines was used for culturing 

normal donor cells. To prepare the CM, 5x106 exponentially growing DLBCL cells were 

centrifuged at 230xg for 5mins at room temperature.  The supernatant was discarded (to 

remove any NM23-H1 already present) and cell pellets resuspended in 10ml warm complete 

media before incubating for 96hrs at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator. The 

cultures were then harvested into 15ml polypropylene tubes and centrifuged at 260g for 

5mins. The supernatant was filtered through a 0.2µm syringe filer (Acrodisc, Pall) and stored 

at 4°C until used. Conditioned media was prepared fresh when needed and used within 

24hrs of preparation.  

2.1.11 Culturing normal donor cells in Conditioned media (CM) 

  Purified PBMCs or monocytes were resuspended in conditioned media from DLBCL cells 

(with or without recombinant NM23-H1 protein) at a concentration of 1x106 cells/ml. 

Experiment volumes and day of analysis varied between the different experiments and is 

described in the relevant sections. For experiments in 96 well plates, 200µl of resuspended 

cells were added per well.  

2.1.12 Co-Culture of normal donor monocytes with HT/KG1a cells 

  Purified PBMCs or monocytes were resuspended in ITS+ media alone or in combination 

with wild-type (WT) or NM23-H1 knockout (KO) cells in 1:1 ratio at a concentration of 1x106 

cells/ml in 200µl per well of 96 well plates. In some cases, exogenous recombinant NM23-H1 

(rNM23-H1) was added at 2g/ml.  

2.1.13 Culturing of normal donor monocytes with HT/KG1a cells in transwell 

  Purified PBMCs or monocytes were resuspended in ITS+ media at a concentration of 1x106 

cells/ml. In parallel, WT or NM23-H1 KO cells HT/KG1a cells were resuspended at 1x106 

cells/ml with or without exogenous recombinant NM23-H1 (rNM23-H1) at 2g/ml. Using 

Transwell (Millicell/Cell culture inserts) 24 well plates, 600µl of HT cell suspension were 

pipetted in the bottom of each well. The cells were incubated for 6 hours before the addition 
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of monocytes to the transwell, to allow the secretion of Nm23-H1. The transwell insert was 

carefully placed in each well carefully and 200µl of PBMCs/monocytes cell suspension 

pipetted into the transwell. Cultures were incubated at 37°C with 5% CO2 in a humidified 

incubator. 

2.2 Flow cytometry assays 

   A range of flow cytometry assays were used. Samples were collected in FACS tubes 

(Sarstedt, 5ml 75x12mm) and analysed using a Becton Dickinson (BD) FACSCalibur using BD 

CellQuest Pro Software. 

2.2.1 Cell surface staining and flow cytometry for immunophenotyping  

   PBMCS and Monocytes were immunophenotyped at the point of purification and also after 

incubation in the different experiments e.g. co-culture or in the presence of rNM23-H1. In 

general, 100l of cell suspension was pipetted into a FACS tube and immunophenotyping 

antibody or matched isotype control antibodies added together with FCR block (5l) (MACS 

Miltenyi Biotech). Antibodies and their matched isotypes control are shown in Table 2.2.  

After mixing well, samples were incubated at room temperature for 10mins in the dark. To 

remove unbound antibody, 2ml cold PBS was added and samples centrifuged at 230xg for 

5mins and the supernatant poured off. The remaining cell suspension was mixed briefly. 

200l FACS Fix (see Appendix A) was added and samples were stored at 4°C wrapped in foil 

to protect from light. To enumerate cell numbers, 10l fluorescent microsphere Counting 

beads (BD Biosciences) were added to each sample before analysing.  Forward scatter and 

side scatter were used to define the viable cell population. Isotype control antibody stained 

samples were used as negative controls to define gates for positive staining.   
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Cell type  Antibody Fluorophore Matched 

isotype control 

Volume per 

FACS tube 

KG1a cells CD34 APC Ms. IgG2b 2μL 

B-cells, 

granulocytes 

and monocytes.  

 

CD19 APC Ms. IgG2b 2μL 

CD19 FITC Ms. IgG1 2μL 

CD11b PE Ms. IgG2a 2μL 

CD14 FITC Ms. IgG1 2μL 

CD16 APC Ms. IgG2b 2μL 

T cells CD3 PE Ms. IgG2a 2μL 

CD3 FITC Ms. IgG1 2μL 

CD8 FITC Ms. IgG1 2μL 

CD4 APC Ms. IgG2b 2μL 

Table 2.2 Antibodies used for cell type identification by flow cytometry. Ms. = Mouse, APC= 

Allophycocyanin, PE= Phycoerythrin and FITC= Fluorescein Isothiocyanate. 

 

2.2.2 Direct staining and flow cytometry for surface bound NM23-H1 staining 

  Exponentially growing cells (100µL) from each cell line were aliquoted into 2 

separate labelled FACS tubes and 2µL of fluorophore -conjugated anti-NM23-H1 

monoclonal antibody (Table 2.3) or matched isotype added. After incubating at 

room temperature for 20mins in the dark place, cells were washed with 2mL 

cold PBS and the cell pellet resuspended in 300 µL FACs fix ( see Appendix A). 

Samples were stored wrapped in foil at 4°C until analysis.  
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             Table 2.3: Antibodies used for NM23-H1 surface staining of cell lines 

 

2.2.3 Flow cytometry for detecting intracellular NM23-H1 protein 

   In order to analyse intracellular NM23-H1 protein expression, cells were permeabilised and 

fixed (Cell Permeabilization kit) (Life technologies). A volume of 100µl containing 1 x 106 cells 

was pipetted into FACS tubes. To the tube, 100µl of Reagent A (Fixation Medium) was added 

and incubated for 15 minutes in the dark at room temperature. Cells were washed once with 

3 mL wash medium (PBS + 5% FBS) and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 200xg. The supernatant 

was poured off and cells resuspended in the residual liquid by vortexing. 100µl Reagent B 

(Permeabilisation Medium) was added to the tubes together with anti- NM23-H1 antibody 

(C-20, Santa Cruz Biotech) or corresponding isotype control (Ms IgG1), mixed by vortexing 

for 1–2 seconds and incubated for 20 minutes in the dark at room temperature. Samples 

were washed once with 3 mL wash medium (PBS + 5% FBS), centrifuged for 5 minutes at 

300xg and the supernatant poured off. Cells were fixed with 200µl FACS Fix and analysed by 

flow cytometry within 18hrs. 

2.2.4 Measuring cell counts using flow cytometry 

   Cell cultures were set up based upon the required experimental design. At defined 

timepoints a fixed volume of cell suspension (100-200l) was collected into a FACS tube. In 

some instances, cells were stained with immunophenotyping antibodies and FACS Fix added 

(see Appendix A). For measurement of cumulative cell growth, 300l of cells were placed in 

a FACS tube, washed with 2mL cold PBS Cells were resuspended in 300µL FACs fix (see 

Appendix A). Fluorescent microsphere Cyto Cal Counting beads (BD Biosciences: 1,019 beads 

Primary Antibody Matched Isotype 
Control 

Volume per 
FACs Tube 

NM23-H1 (37.6) FITC-conjugated  

(GeneTEX) 

Ms IgG1 

(BD Biosciences) 

2µL 

NM23-H1 (C-20) FITC conjugated  

          (Santa Cruz Biotech) 

Ms IgG1 

(BD Biosciences)  

2µL 
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per l) (10μL) were added to every tube before analysis. Dotplots of Forward Scatter and 

Side Scatter were used to gate on viable cells (R1) and on the beads (R2). Collection was 

stopped when 20,000 events had been collected in the viable gate. The cell density per ml 

was calculated using the following formula: 

 

 

Where volume of cells is the volume added to the FACS tube (100-200l). To calculate 

cumulative cell count, the viable cell density was multiplied by culture volume (ml) at the 

start of the experiment and dilution factor for each passage, i.e. for a 1:3 dilution then 

multiply by 3.  

 

 

 

 

  

(Beads in R2/10,190 (total beads added)) x vol of cells (l)  

Total viable cells counted (R1) 
X 1000 = cells/ml 
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2.3 Protein Analysis 

2.3.1 Recombinant NM23-H1 (rNM23-H1) production 

2.3.1.1 pET-15b-NM23-H1 vector construct 

   Recombinant NM23-H1 was expressed from the pET-15b expression vector (Novagen, 

Merck Chemicals Ltd) (Figure 2.1).  The NM23-H1 protein coding region had been cloned into 

the Nde1 and BamH1 restriction sites downstream and in-frame of a 6xHis tag so that it 

produced an N-terminal His-tagged protein (construct created by Q.T. Luong, 2007).  

Expression of recombinant protein from the T7 promoter was induced using isopropyl β-D-1-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG).  

 

ov 
Figure 2.1 pET15b expression vector. The NM23-H1 open reading frame was cloned between the NdeI 

and BamHI sites to be in-frame with the 6xHis tag. Ampicillin resistance is encoded by the beta-

lactamase gene (Ap). LacI encodes the lac repressor which suppresses expression by binding to the lac 

operator. Addition of isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) overcomes repression and induces 

expression from the T7 promoter. Addgene (published plasmid map). 
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2.3.1.2 Transformation of BL21 (DE3) E.coli bacterial cells 

   The pET-15b-NM23-H1 vector construct was transformed into competent E. coli BL21 (DE3) 

(Bioline) cells.  BL21 (DE3) E.coli cells express an IPTG inducible T7 RNA polymerase gene and 

not expresses the Lon and OmpT bacterial proteases. Competent cells (50l) were thawed 

on ice, 50ng of pET-15b-NM23-H1 vector construct added and the DNA allowed binding to 

cells by incubation on ice for 5 minutes.  Cells were heat-shocked at 42°C for 30secs in a 

water bath and then returned to ice for 2mins.  250µl of SOC medium (Sigma) was added 

and the reactions incubated at 37°C for 1 hour with shaking at 220rpm. To select for 

transformants, 200µl of transformation mix was spread on to LB plates (see Appendix A) 

supplemented with 100µg/ml ampicillin (+amp) (Sigma) and incubated at 37°C overnight.  

Single colonies were picked the following day and used to inoculate 5ml LB broth + amp (See 

Appendix A) before incubating overnight at 37°C with shaking at 220rpm. The next day 

glycerol stocks were made by adding 200μl of 100% glycerol to 800μl of cells and stored at -

80°C until use. 

2.3.1.3 Purification of recombinant NM23-H1 protein 

   Streaks from frozen glycerol stocks of BL21 (DE3):pET15b-NM23-H1 cells were used to 

inoculate 5ml LB +amp and cultures incubated overnight at 37°C with shaking at 220rpm.  

The following morning, the cultures were diluted 1:50 in 200ml LB +amp and incubated with 

shaking at 37°C until the cultures reached an OD600nm of 0.6. Then 1mM IPTG (Sigma) was 

added to induce NM23-H1 expression and cultures incubated at 37°C with shaking for 3hrs. 

Bacteria from the 200ml cultures were pelleted by centrifuging at 6000×g at 4°C for 15 

minutes and the supernatant discarded. The wet weight of the pellet was measured and 5ml 

of BugBusterTM containing 1µl/ml benzonase (Novagen) added per mg of wet weight. 

Bacteria were completely resuspended and mixed at room temperature for 20 minutes 

before centrifugation at 6000×g at 4°C for 20 minutes to pellet the membranes. The 

supernatant containing soluble protein was purified using the Bugbuster Ni-NTA His-Bind 

Purification kit (Novagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions.  Briefly, 1ml of His-Bind 

Resin was added to a chromatography column and the storage buffer allowed passing 

through the column. The resin was washed with 1.5ml sterile dH2O, 2.5ml 1xCharge Buffer, 
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followed by 1.5ml 1x Binding Buffer.  Bacterial cell extract was pipetted into the column and 

allowed to drip through under gravity flow before washing with 5ml 1x Binding Buffer 

followed by 3ml 1xWash Buffer.  Protein was eluted with Elution Buffer (EB) in 3 separate 

1ml fractions.  The purity of the recombinant NM23-H1 protein was assessed by SDS-PAGE 

and Coomassie blue staining (see section 2.3.9) of 30l of eluted protein. The protein was 

labelled with Alexa647 by another student in the lab (Joy Harris-Folb in January 2016 the and 

the recombinant protein samples was fluorescent labelled by using the molecular Probes’ 

Alexa Fluor 647 labelling kit according to manufacturer’s instructions). 

2.3.1.4 Determination of rNm23-H1 concentration 

   Protein concentration was determined using a Bio-Rad Protein Assay (Bio-Rad 

Laboratories, Hemel Hempstead, UK) according to manufacturer’s instructions.  Briefly, 0, 

2.5, 5, 7.5, 10, and 15µl of BSA protein standards at 100µg/ml were pipetted in duplicate 

wells of a 96 well plate and made up to 160µl with distilled water.  Eluted rNm23-H1 protein 

was diluted 1:5 in elution buffer (EB) and 1µl of this was added to 159µl of distilled water in 

duplicate wells.  Bio-Rad reagent (40µl) was added to all wells, mixed and incubated at room 

temperature for 5 minutes.  Optical density (OD) was read at 595nm, and the protein 

concentration of the rNM23-H1 elution fractions calculated from a standard curve of 

OD595nm against protein concentration of BSA standards. 

2.3.2 Analysis of DLBCL extracellular NM23-H1 protein  

   From each exponentially growing cell line, 4.5x106 cells were aliquoted into universal 

tubes, and centrifuged at 230xg for 5 minutes. The supernatant was poured off and the cell 

pellet resuspended in 4.5ml fresh media. 1ml of cell suspension was pipetted into each of 4 

wells of 48 well plates. 1 ml PBS was added into all the wells around the edge of 48 well 

plates. After overnight incubation 3 x 1ml of cell suspension was harvested into 3 eppendorf 

tubes (3 repeat per cell line) and the samples centrifuged at 6000xg for 10 seconds. 

Supernatants were transferred into fresh Eppendorf and stored at -20°C.  
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2.3.3 DLBCL protein sample preparation 

   From exponentially growing cell lines, 1-5x106 cells were aliquoted into eppendorf tubes 

and washed with 1 ml cold PBS. Cell pellets were resuspended in 200 µL RIPA buffer (see 

Appendix A) supplemented with 1X EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) and 

incubated on ice for 30mins before freezing at -20°C overnight to allow lysis to complete. 

Samples were centrifuged at 6000xg for 10 minutes and the supernatant collected and 

stored at -20°C.  

2.3.4 Protein determination  

   Protein concentration was measured using the Bio-Rad Dc Protein Assay (Bio-Rad). 2μl BSA 

standards (0, 0.625, 1.25, 2.5, 5 and 10mg/ml) and 2μl protein sample were added to 

duplicate wells in a 96 well plate. Following addition of 25μl of solution ‘A’ (made by adding 

20μl reagent S to each 1ml of reagent A) to each well, 200μl of reagent B was added to all 

the wells before mixing by pipetting gently up and down. After 15 minutes incubation, plates 

were read in a spectrophotometer (Perkin-Elmer Victor X3 plate reader) at 690 nm. A 

standard curve was plotted of BSA standards against fluorescence and the equation of the 

line used to calculate the concentrations of protein samples. 

2.3.5 Protein sample preparation for western blotting 

For cell lysates: 20μg protein was mixed with 5l 4x SDS gel loading buffer (see Appendix A) 

to a final volume of 20ml in a 0.2ml tube, heated to 70oC for 10 minutes in a PCR machine 

and centrifuged briefly to collect the sample. 

For conditioned media: 24l of conditioned media and 8l 4x SDS gel loading buffer (see 

Appendix A) were mixed together in a 0.2ml tube, heated to 70oC for 10 minutes in a PCR 

machine and centrifuged briefly to collect the sample. 20l were used for SDS-PAGE. 

For recombinant NM23-H1: 5l of eluted protein from each elution fraction was mixed with 

5µl 4x SDS gel loading buffer (see Appendix A) to a final volume of 20l in a 0.2ml tube, 

heated to 70oC for 10 minutes in a PCR machine and centrifuged briefly to collect the 

sample.  
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2.3.6 Sodium dodecyl sulphate –polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE)  

   Discontinuous 1.5mm SDS-polyacrylamide gels were prepared with 12.5% acrylamide (see 

Appendix A) using the Mini-Protean 3 gel system (Bio-Rad). After incubation at room 

temperature for 30 minutes to fully polymerise the acrylamide, stacking gel solution (see 

Appendix A) was added and 10 well 1.5mm combs inserted. Once completely set, gels were 

clipped into the mini-Protean 3 gel electrophoresis frame and the tank filled with 1x SDS-

PAGE running buffer (see Appendix A). Prepared protein samples/conditioned media and 5μl 

BLUeye Prestained Protein Ladder (Geneflow Ltd) were loaded onto the gel and 

electrophoresed at 120V with 1x SDS gel running buffer (see Appendix A) for 60-70 minutes.   

2.3.7 Semi-dry protein transfer 

   Polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) membrane (Millipore, Watford, U.K.) cut to 7cm x 9cm was 

soaked in methanol (Fisher) for 10 seconds, dH2O for 10 seconds and equilibrated in 1x 

transfer buffer (see Appendix A) for 5 minutes.  Semi-dry transfer was carried out by placing 

6 pieces of 3mm filter paper (10x8cm) soaked in 1x transfer buffer onto the anode plate of a 

Bio-Rad Semi-Dry Transfer cassette (Bio-Rad). The equilibrated PVDF membrane was layered 

onto the filter paper followed by the gel and a further 6 pieces of 3MM filter paper soaked in 

1x transfer buffer.  Transfer was carried out at 25V for 1 hour. 

2.3.8 Immunodetection of proteins 

   After transfer, the membrane was blocked for 15 minutes at RT in 5% w/v skimmed milk 

powder in Tris-Buffered Saline (TBS) with Tween 20 (TBS-T) (5% blocking solution) (see 

Appendix A). Primary antibody (Table 2.4) was diluted in 5% blocking solution and the 

membrane incubated overnight at 4oC with rocking. After overnight incubation, membranes 

were washed 3 times for 5 minutes in TBS-T with rocking at 70rpm on a gyro-rocker 

(Scientific laboratory supplies). The membrane was incubated for 1 hour at RT with IRDye® 

800CW anti-Rabbit IgG and/or IRDye® 700LT anti-Mouse IgG antibodies (both LI-COR) diluted 

1:10000 in 5% blocking solution before 3 washes in TBS-T with 0.01% Sodium dodecyl 

sulphate (SDS) and a further wash in TBS (see appendix A). All washes were 5 minutes at RT 

with rocking at 70rpm. Protein bands were visualised and quantified using LI-COR Odyssey® 
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CLx Infrared Imaging System and Image J software. Protein levels were normalised for 

loading using the -actin signal. 

                                    Table 2.4 of antibodies used in western blotting 

                            

2.3.9 Coomassie blue staining 

   For analysis of purity of rNM23-H1, after completion of electrophoresis, gels were covered 

with Coomassie blue stain (see Appendix A) and incubated at room temperature with gentle 

mixing for a minimum of 3hrs.  Non-specific staining was removed by replacing the stain with 

Destain solution (see Appendix A) and incubating overnight with gentle rocking.  The 

proteins on the gel were visualised using a GeneFlash transluminator (Geneflow). 

 

2.4 Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (QRT-PCR) 

2.4.1 RNA extraction 

   A PBS-washed pellet of 1-5x106 cells was used to extract RNA using a Qiagen RNeasy mini 

kit (Qiagen, Crawley, U.K.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Cell pellets were 

Primary   Antibody  Dilution 
for WB 

Secondary Antibody  Dilution 

NM23-H1 (C20) antibody rabbit polyclonal 
(Santa Cruz Biotech)  

1:1000 IRDye®800 Anti-
Rabbit  IgG  LI-COR 
GMbH  

1:10000 

Anti-NM23A antibody mouse monoclonal 
[AT5F4] to NM23A (Abcam Biotechnology 
company) 

1:1000 IRDye® 700 Anti-
Mouse  IgG  LI-COR 
GMbH 

1:10000 

NM23-H2 (l-15) antibody goat polyclonal 
(Santa Cruz Biotech) 

 1:1000 IRDye® 800 Anti-Goat  
IgG  LI-COR GMbH 

1:10000 

Anti-NME2 antibody rabbit monoclonal 
[EPR8351] to NME2 (Abcam Biotechnology 
company) 

1:1000 IRDye® 800 Anti-
Rabbit  IgG  LI-COR 
GMbH 

1:10000 
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resuspended in 350µl buffer RLT. The lysed samples were centrifuged through a QIAshredder 

spin column to homogenise samples. One volume of ethanol 70% (Fisher Loughborough, 

U.K.) was added to the samples and the entire mixture (700µl) added to an RNeasy mini 

column.  The column was centrifuged for 15 seconds at 3300xg in a microfuge, the 

supernatant was poured off.  The column was washed with addition of 350µl buffer RW1 

and the column centrifuged for 15 seconds at 3300xg in a microfuge. To remove DNA from 

the sample, 10 µl of DNase I stock solution was added to 70 µl of buffer RDD (Qiagen) and 

80µl of this DNAse solution added to the column and incubated for 15 minutes at RT. 350µl 

buffer RW1 was added to the column and the column centrifuged for 15 seconds at 3300xg. 

The flowthrough was discarded.  Buffer RPE (500µl) was added to the column and 

centrifuged for 15 seconds at 3300xg in a microfuge and the flowthrough was discarded.  

The columns were centrifuged for 1min at 3300xg in a microfuge without adding anything to 

remove any residual buffer. The RNeasy column was transferred to a clean 1.5ml collection 

tube, RNA eluted with the addition of 50µl RNase-free water and centrifugation for 1 minute 

at 3300xg. RNA was stored at -20oC. RNA quantification was done using Nanophotometer 

(Geneflow) at 260nm.  

2.4.2 Reverse transcription. 

   1µg RNA was used to produce cDNA by reverse transcription.  Superscript II reverse 

transcriptase was obtained from Invitrogen (Paisley, U.K.) and the reaction carried out as 

follows: 1µl of both random Hexamer (250ng) (Promega) and dNTPs (10moles) (Bioline, 

London, U.K.) were added to 1µg of RNA, the volume made up to 12μl with DNase RNase 

free water (Invitrogen Gibco), and the mix heated to 65oC for 5mins. The samples were 

centrifuged for 15 seconds at 3300xg in a microfuge and transferred to ice. A master mix was 

made as 1 x mix of the following: 1x First-Strand buffer, 25mM DTT, RNaseIn (Promega) and 

1l (200units) SuperScript® II Reverse Transcriptase (RT). 8µl of master mix was added to the 

RNA, primer, dNTP mix.  The mix was incubated at 25 ºC for 10 minutes, 42 º C for 90 minutes 

and 70oC for 15 minutes in a thermocycler.  
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2.4.3 β-actin PCR. 

   To assess that the reverse transcriptase reaction had worked, PCR reactions for β-

actin were performed using the following primers: 

-actin Forward:   5’GTCACCAACTGGGACGACA 3’ 

 -actin Reverse:    5’TGGCCATCTCTTGCTCGAA 3’ 

   cDNA samples were diluted 1:2 by adding 20μl DNase/ RNase free water. A 1x master mix 

(MM) was prepared allowing the following per sample: 5.0μl 10X BioTaq buffer (Bioline), 

1.5μl MgCl2 (50mM), 1.0μl dNTP mix (10mM), 1.0μl β-actin primer mix (10μM), and 0.75μl 

BioTaq polymerase (Bioline). Sufficient MM was prepared for all the samples and 2 negative 

(no cDNA) PCR controls. The MM was mixed well by vortexing and centrifuged for 15 

seconds at 6000xg. 49μl of MM was aliquoted into each PCR tube (0.2ml) allowing 2 extra 

tubes as PCR negative controls. Then 1μl of cDNA was added to each tube. The tubes were 

placed in PCR machine (Perkin Elmer ABI2200) and cycles using the following cycle 

conditions:  

            94oC -30sec   

94’C for 5 min >>    55oC- 30sec       x38 cycles > 72oC 10min > 4oC hold (8oC O/N) 

                           72oC- 30sec 

  

   Subsequently, 12.5µl 4x DNA gel loading buffer (Bioline) was added to the 50µl PCR 

reaction. 30µl of the samples mixture and 5μl of Hyperladder I (Bioline) were loaded onto a 

1% w/v agarose gel (prepared with 1xTBE) and electrophoresed in 1xTBE buffer (see 

appendix A) at 40V for 45 minutes. β-actin PCR products (453bp) were visualised under UV 

transillumination. 

2.4.4 QRT-PCR for NM23-H1  

   NM23-H1 primers/probes were previously designed and optimised by the group (Table 

2.5).  Gene specific primers were synthesised by Sigma Genosys (Sigma) and probes were 

synthesised by Eurogentec. 
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Primer / probe Sequence (5’-3’) 

Nm23-H1 forward 5’ GGCCTGGTGAAATACATGCA 3’ 

Nm23-H1 reverse 5’ GGCCCGTCTTCACCACAT 3’ 

Nm23-H1 probe 5’ CTCCCAGACCATGGCAACTACCGG 3’ 

18S forward 5’ GCCGCTAGAGGTGAAATTCTTG 3’ 

18S reverse 5’ CATTCTTGGCAAATGCTTTCG 3’ 

18S probe 5’ TCTGGTCCGTCTTGCGCCGG 3’ 

Table 2.5 Sequence of primers and probes used for NM23-H1 QRT-PCR 

   Each QRT-PCR reaction contained: 18pmoles of gene specific 5’ and 3’ primers, 1× pre-

optimised Mastermix (consisting of MgCl2, dNTPs and buffer; Eurogentec), 2.5 pmoles of 

gene specific probe (5’ 6-FAM-, 3’- TAMRA labelled), cDNA (1µl), in a total reaction volume of 

20µl with dH20.  As an internal control 18S ribosomal RNA expression was analysed using the 

same mix as above, but with 18s specific primers and probes (5’-VIC, 3’-TAMRA labelled).  

Each sample was set up in triplicate in a 96 well optical quality plate, which was sealed with 

optical quality film, and the reactions were run an ABI Prism 7700 Sequence Detector 

(Applied Biosystems) (see section 2.9.4.4. for QRT-PCR analysis). 

2.4.5 QRT-PCR data analysis 

   After completion of the run, QRT-PCR data was analysed using ABI Prism 7700 Sequence 

System software (Applied Biosystems).  Cycle threshold (Ct) values were calculated by 

setting the threshold line through the exponential phase of the PCR profiles for both the 

gene of interest and the 18S internal control gene.  The Ct values for the 18S internal control 

gene was subtracted from the Ct values for the gene of interest to give ΔCt values.  The 

control sample ΔCt values were averaged across the triplicate wells and this control ΔCt 

average subtracted from all the test ΔCt values to give ΔΔCt values. For each sample, the 

average ΔΔCt values was calculated and fold difference in gene expression between the 

control sample and test samples calculated using the formula: 2-ΔΔCt.  Experiments were 

repeated a minimum of N=3 for cell lines and average data calculated +/- SEM. Statistical 

analysis was performed on the ΔCt values. 
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2.5 CRISPR/Cas9 knock out (KO) of NM23-H1 in DLBCL cells 

2.5.1 CRISPR Overview 

   When cells are transfected with the Cas9 DNA nuclease and a synthetic guide RNA (sgRNA) 

(Figure 2.2), the sgRNA complexes with the Cas9 enzyme and targets the Cas9 to the specific 

genome locus where the Cas9 nicks the DNA 4bp upstream of the protospacer adjacent 

motif (PAM) sequence.  The cell then uses non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) DNA damage 

repair to repair the nicks however NHEJ is error-prone often resulting in deletions or 

insertions which can result in loss of gene 

expression due to frame-shifts.  

 

 

2.5.2  sgRNA primer design 

   Primers single guide RNA (sgRNA) were designed using an online tool available at the 

Sanger Institute (https://www.sanger.ac.uk/htgt/wge/find_crisprs ). NCBI RefSeq data was 

used as sequencing reference. Primers for the sgRNA were designed around the start codon 

for NM23-H1. Primers specificity was checked using BLAST (ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/tools/primers-

blast, NCBI) and only those specific to NM23-H1 and not NM23-H2 or other non-specific 

genes were selected. The restriction sites of BbsI restriction enzyme were added to sgRNA 

for cloning purposes.  A Guanine nucleotide was added if the sgRNA did not start with G and 

a C residue to the end of the complimentary sgRNA to assist during restriction digest. 

Primers were ordered from Sigma-Aldrich. Table 2.6 summarises the sgRNA selected to 

target NM23-H1. 

Figure 2.2: Schematic of the RNA-guided 
Cas9 nuclease. The Cas9n nuclease from 
S. pyogenes (in yellow) is targeted to 
genomic DNA by a synthetic guide RNA 
(sgRNA) consisting of a 20-nt guide 
sequence (blue) and a crRNA(red). The 
guide sequence pairs with the DNA target, 
directly upstream of a requisite 5′-NGG 
adjacent motif (PAM; pink). Cas9n 
mediates a single strand break (SSB) 3-4 
bp upstream of the PAM (red triangle) 
which is repaired by the cell. Figuretaken 
from (Redman et al., 2016). 

https://www.sanger.ac.uk/htgt/wge/find_crisprs
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Table 2.6 sgRNA sequences used for targeting NM23-H1. Target sequences were selected 
using the Sanger Institute CRISPR sgRNA tool. 
(https://www.sanger.ac.uk/htgt/wge/find_crisprs) 

 

2.5.3 Plasmid DNA preparation (Miniprep) 

   A glycerol stock of plasmid pSp-Cas9 (BB)-2A-Puro (PX459) (Figure 2.3) was kindly provided 

by Dr. Michael Tomlinson (UoB). Bacteria were streaked onto agar plates contain ampicillin 

(amp, 100g/ml) and incubated at 37oC O/N. A single colony was picked and used to 

inoculate a 10ml Luria broth (LB) + amp culture and grown overnight at 37oC with shaking 

(220rpm). 

 

Figure 2.3 CRISPR/Cas9 
vector pSpCas9(BB)-2A-
Puro(PX459) V2.0. This 
vector (from Addgene) 
was used in this study 
(Ran et al., 2013) The 
plasmid expresses 
ampicillin resistance 
(AmpR) for selection in 
bacteria, the Cas9 
nuclease and puromycin 
resistance gene for 
eukaryotic cell selection. 
The sgRNA were cloned 
into the BbsI site. 

(https://www.addgene.o
rg/62988/ 

Oligos ID 
(abbreviation) 

Exon Restriction 
site (Bbsl) 

sgRNA NM23-H1 sequence PAM Strand 

1148934541(4541) 2 CACCG TAGACAGTAGCACCATCTCT TGG - 

AAAC AGAGATGGTGCTACTGTCTAC   

1148934544(4541) 2 CACCG ACTTTAGGGATCGTCTTTCA AGG + 

AAAC TGAAAGACGATCCCTAAAGTC   

1148934717(4544) 3 CACCG ATCTGGTTTGATCGCAATGA AGG - 

AAAC TCATTGCGATCAAACCAGATC   

1148934716(4544) 3 CACCG AATGAAGGTACGCTCACAGT TGG - 

AAAC ACTGTGAGCGTACCTTCATTC   

https://www.sanger.ac.uk/htgt/wge/find_crisprs
https://www.addgene.org/62988/
https://www.addgene.org/62988/
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   To prepare plasmid DNA for cloning, plasmid DNA was extracted using the Qiagen 

Miniprep Plasmid DNA extraction kit according to manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen). 

Briefly, bacterial cells were harvested by centrifuging for 30s at 7200xg. The supernatant was 

discarded and the cell pellet was resuspended in 250µl of Resuspension Buffer P1 before 

vortexing to mix the cells well. 250µl of Lysis Buffer P2 was added to cell mixture and mixed 

gently by inverting tube 6-8 times. The reaction was incubated at room temperature for up 

to 5 min or until the lysate had become clear. 300µl Neutralization Buffer P3 was added and 

mixed thoroughly by inversion. Precipitated protein and genomic DNA was removed by 

centrifuging for 5 min at 7200xg at RT. A maximum of 750µl of clarified sample supernatant 

was pipetted onto the plasmid mini spin column and centrifuged for 1 min at 7200xg before 

discarding flow-through. The spin column was washed with 600µl Wash Buffer PW2 

(supplemented with ethanol) and centrifuging for 1 min at 7200xg. The spin columns were 

centrifuged for 2min at 7200xg to remove residual ethanol. To elute plasmid DNA from the 

column, 50µl of dH2O was added directly onto the centre of the spin column, incubated at 

room temperature for 1 min before centrifuging for 1min at 7200xg. Plasmid DNA 

concentration was quantified using a nanophotometer and 5µl plasmid DNA mixed with 2µl 

5xDNA gel loading buffer blue (bromophenol blue) (Bioline), and 3µl of deionized water 

before agarose gel elctrophoresis. 10µl of the prepared plasmid DNA mixture was run 

alongside 5μl of Hypperladder I (1 kp) (Bioline quantitative DNA marker) on a 1% (m/v) 

agarose gel in 1xTBE (see Appendix I) at 60V for 50 minutes. The gel was visualised by UV 

transillumination.  

2.5.4 Annealing and dephosphorylation reaction 

   Annealing reaction was undertaken in 10 μl reaction mixture. 1μl of forward sgRNA primer 

(100 μM), 1μl of reverse sgRNA primer (100 μM), 1μl of T4 ligation buffer (10x, Bioline), 1 μl 

T4 polynucleotide kinase (PNK, Bioline) with 6μl deionized water. The reaction was 

incubated at 37oC for 30 minutes, 95oC for 5 minutes before cooling to 25oC at a rate of 5oC 

per minute. Annealed primers were diluted 1:200 in dH2O to a concentration of 50nM. The 

annealed primers were electrophoresed alongside 5μl of Hyperladder I (Bioline) on a 2% 

agarose gel in 1xTBE buffer at 60V for 30 minutes, to check efficiency of annealing. The gel 

was visualised under UV transillumination. 
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2.5.5 Restriction digest of pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro 

   The vector pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro was digested with BbsI in a 20l reaction containing 1x 

Buffer (New England Biolabs, NEB), 1l Bbs1 and 1g plasmid miniprep DNA. The reaction 

was incubated for 3 hours at 37°C and digestion verified by electrophoresing digested and 

non-digested DNA on a 1% agarose gel at 60V for 50 minutes. Digested plasmid DNA was 

excised from the gel and purified using Qiagen QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit according to 

manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, the gel slice was weighed and 3 volumes (100mg gel = 

100μl) QG buffer added. After incubating at 50°C for 10 min (or until the gel slice had 

completely dissolved), 1 gel volume isopropanol was added to the sample and mixed by 

shaking. The sample was pipetted into a QIAquick spin column in a 2 ml collection tube and 

centrifuged for1 min at 7200xg. The flow-through was discarded and the column washed 

with 500μl Buffer QG and centrifuged for 1 min at 7200xg. The column was then washed 

with 750μl Buffer PE and the QIAquick column placed into a clean 1.5 ml microcentrifuge 

tube. Plasmid DNA was eluted with 50μl water, incubation at room temperature for 4 min 

and centrifugation for 1 min at 7200xg. Plasmid DNA was stored at -20°C. 

2.5.6 Ligation reactions and bacterial transformations 

   BbsI digested pSpCas9(BB)-2A-Puro plasmid DNA and annealed sgRNAs were ligated in a 

20l reaction containing 1l BbsI digested plasmid (100ng), 2l annealed sgRNA oligos 

(100nmoles), 1x T4 DNA ligase buffer and 1l T4 DNA. The ligation reaction was incubated at 

RT for 60 minutes. A vial of competent DH5 E.coli (Bioline) were removed from -80oC and 

thawed on wet ice. The cells were gently mixed by lightly flicking the tubes and 50μl of 

competent bacteria pipetted into a pre-chilled Eppendorf together with 5μl of the ligation 

reaction before incubating on ice for 30 minutes. The bacteria were heat shocked in a water 

bath at 42oC for 30 seconds and then returned to ice for 2 minutes. 1 ml of 950μl super 

optimal broth with carbon catabolite repression SOC medium (Invitrogen) was added and 

Eppendorfs incubated at 37oC for 60 minutes with shaking at 200rpm. Then 100μl of the 

transformation mix was spread on L agar plate containing 100μg/ml ampicillin using a sterile 

spreader and incubated at 37oC overnight. 
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2.5.7 Selection of positive colonies  

   Colonies were picked, re-streaked onto fresh L agar + amp plates and also used to 

inoculate 5ml LB+amp cultures which were grown overnight at 37oC with shaking at 220rpm. 

Miniprep plasmid DNA was extracted as described in Section 2.7.2. Miniprep DNA (250ng) 

was sequenced using 3.3pmoles U6 promotor primer (GAT ACA AGG CTG TTA GAG AGA T) 

through the Biosciences Genomics facility using dideoxy Big Dye chemistry. Chromatograms 

were analysed using Chromas v2.6.5 software. Colonies with successful insertion of the 

sgRNA were then expanded for large-scale plasmid purification for transfections. 

2.5.8 Large-scale plasmid DNA preparation (Maxipreps) 

   Plasmid DNA was extracted using the Qiagen Maxi kit (Qiagen). Bacterial cultures of 250ml 

LB + ampicillin (100g/ml) were incubated overnight at 37oC with shaking at 220rpm. 

Bacteria were pelleted by centrifugation at 400xg for 10mins at 4oC and the cell pellet 

resuspended thoroughly in 10ml P1 buffer in 50ml polypropylene tubes. After addition of 

10ml Buffer P2, samples were mixed vigorously by inversion 4-6 times. This process was 

repeated after adding 10ml Buffer P3. Samples were centrifuged for 30mins at 800xg at 4oC. 

A Qiagen-tip 500 column was equilibrated by adding 10 ml Buffer QBT and letting this flow 

through by gravity. The supernatant from the bacterial lysis was pipetted onto the 

equilibrated Qiagen Tip 500 and the samples allowed flowing through by gravity. The column 

was washed twice with 30 ml Buffer QC. Plasmid DNA was eluted with 15ml Buffer QF into a 

clean 50ml polypropylene tube and then precipitated by addition of 10.5ml room 

temperature isopropanol and stored on ice for 30mins. The samples were centrifuged at 

800xg for 30mins at 4oC, supernatant poured off and the DNA pellet washed twice with 5ml 

room temperature 70% ethanol and centrifugation at 800xg for 10mins at 4oC. After the 

wash step, the DNA pellet was air-dried and resuspended in 500ml TE buffer (see Appendix 

A). 
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2.6 Transfection and clonal selection of DLBCL cell lines 

2.6.1 Determination of Puromycin sensitivity of DLBCL cell lines 

   In order to enrich for cells transfected with the pSpCas9 (BB)-2A-Puro plasmids, short-term 

treatment with puromycin was used to kill off non-transfected cells. Hence, DLBCL cell lines 

were plated out at 2x104 cells/well in 150l in complete media to the internal 60 wells of 96 

well plates. PBS (200l) was pipetted into the outer wells as a humidity barrier. A 4x 

puromycin (10mg/ml stock, Sigma) dose titration of 0.8-80g/ml was prepared and 50l 

pipetted per well with triplicates at each concentration. This gave a final puromycin 

concentration in the wells of 0, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, 2.5, 5.0, 7.5, 10.0 and 20.0 g/ml in 200l. 

Control wells with 200ml media, with no cells or antibiotics were included in the plates. After 

72hrs incubation at 37oC and 5%CO2 in a humidified incubator, media was carefully removed 

and replaced with fresh complete media before placing back into the incubator. After 72 

hours, 15 µl of Cell Titre Blue (Promega) was added, incubated for 3-6 hours or until colour in 

control untreated cells wells had changed to a purple/pink. Fluorescence was read in a 

Perkin Elmer Victor X3 plate reader using excitation wavelength of 560nm and emission of 

590nm (560ex/590em). Readings from media alone (no cells) was subtracted from all wells as 

background. Cell viability was calculated as a percentage of untreated (0g/ml puromycin) 

wells. 

2.6.2 Optimisation and electroporation of DLBCL cell lines 

   DLBCL cell lines were passaged and fed each day for 2 days before transfection to keep 

cells in exponential phase (0.5-1.0x106 cells/ml). Allowing 5x106 cells per transfection, cells 

sufficient for the number of transfections were transferred into a 30ml universal tube and 

centrifuged at 200xg for 5mins at RT. Supernatant was discarded and the cell pellet washed 

with 5mls warm PBS and centrifugation at 200xg for 5mins at RT. After removing all the PBS, 

the cell pellet was resuspended in Mirus Ingenio electroporation reagent (Geneflow) 

allowing 100l per transfection. Into a 0.2cm electroporation cuvettes, 100l of cell 

suspension (5x106 cells) and 2.5g plasmid DNA in less than 20l volume was mixed 

together and electroporated using AMAXA Nucleofector I and program X-01. Using fine-
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tipped sterile pasteurs, 500l preheated (37oC) complete media was added to the cuvette 

before transferring everything into one well of a 6-well plate. The volume was made up to 

3mls with warm media and cells allowed to rest overnight.  

   In order to determine transfection efficiency, the pEF-GFP plasmid was used and 

transfected cells analysed 24hrs post-transfection by flow cytometry. Briefly, 200l of non-

transfected and GFP transfected cell suspension was pipetted into a FACS tube, 200l FACS 

Fix added and the sample analysed by flow cytometry in FL1 on a BD FACS Calibur using BD 

CellQUest Pro Software and FL1. GFP-positive cells were gated using non-transfected cells as 

a negative control. 

2.6.3 Puromycin enrichment of transfected cells 

   After electroporation, cells were counted and plated at 1x106 cells/ml in complete media 

supplemented with 0.5g/ml puromycin and incubated at 37oC and 5%CO2 in a humidified 

incubator for 3 days.  WT and empty vector (Cas9) transfected cells were included as 

controls. They were then centrifuged at 150xg for 5mins and resuspended in complete 

media with no puromycin for clonal selection (see section 2.4.6).  

2.6.4 Clonal Selection and expansion of NM23-H1 knockout (KO) cells 

   To select individual clones, cells were counted using haemocytometer, resuspended at ~5 

cells/ml and 200l plated per well in 96 well round-bottomed plates. Four plates were 

prepared for each transfectant and the remaining cells cultured in a flask. After 2-3 weeks at 

37oC and 5%CO2 in a humidified incubator, colonies could be seen some of the wells. 50l of 

media was replaced with fresh complete media every 2 days and the clones transferred to 

48 well plates when the 96 wells were confluent. Media was used from the clones growing in 

48 well plates for measuring extracellular NM23-H1 levels by western blotting to identify 

NM23-H1 KO clones. Those clones that had no/little NM23-H1 protein in the media were 

expanded into flasks and frozen down in liquid nitrogen. Clones from the Cas9 and WT cells 

were used as NM23-H1 expressing controls. 
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2.6.5 Screening of clones for knockout of NM23-H1 

   As clones began to grow in the 48 well plates and the media turned yellow, 100l of media 

was collected from the wells without disturbing the cells. The samples were centrifuged at 

7200xg for 2mins to remove any cells and the supernatant transferred to clean Eppendorfs 

before adding 4xSDS gel-loading buffer and denaturing at 70oC for 10mins. 24l of this 

denatured media sample was analysed by western blotting for NM23-H1 protein, using HT 

cell lysates as positive control on the westerns. Only those clones demonstrating a reduction 

or loss of NM23-H1 protein in the media were expanded, and frozen down. 

2.7 Genomic analysis of NM23-H1 KO HT cells 

   In order to determine the mutations in the NM23-H1 locus giving rise to KO, genomic DNA 

was extracted from 5x106 cells for HT wild-type (WT) and KO cell clones using 

RNA/DNA/Protein purification kit (NORGEN BIOTEK CORPORATION). Cell suspension samples 

were transferred to an RNase-free tube and were centrifuged at 200xg for 10 minutes to 

pellet the cells. The supernatant discarded carefully to ensure that the pellet is not 

dislodged. The cell pellet was washed 1ml of PBS, Centrifuge at 200xg for another 5 minutes.          

The supernatant was carefully discarded. A few µL of PBS might left behind with the pellet to 

ensure that the pellet is not dislodged. 300 µL of Buffer SKP was added to the pellet. The 

cells were lysed by vortexing for 15 seconds to ensure that the entire pellet is completely 

dissolved before proceeding to the next step. gDNA Purification Column was assemble with 

one of the provided collection tubes. 600 µL of the prepared lysate was applied onto the 

column and centrifuged at 3300xg for 1 minute. If the entire lysate volume has not passed 

through into the collection tube, the samples need to spin for an additional minute 4600xg. 

The flowthrough was retained for RNA Purification, and stored at -20°C. The spin column 

was reassembled with the collection tube. 500 µL of wash solution was applied to the 

column and centrifuge at 3000xg for 1 minute. The flowthrough was discarded. 500 µL of 

wash solution was applied to the column and centrifuge at 3000xg for 1 minute. The 

flowthrough was discarded. The column was centrifuged at 4600xg for 2 minutes in order to 

dry the resin thoroughly. The collection tube was discarded. The column was placed into a 

fresh 1.7 mL elution tube which provided with the kit. 100 µL of elution buffer was added to 
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the column and let stand for 2 minutes at room temperature, centrifuged for 2 minutes at 

4600xg, followed by an extra 1 minute at 4600xg. The purified DNA sample need to store at 

4°C for a few days. For long term storage, it was recommended by the manufacture to store 

the samples at –20°C. 

2.8 Nested PCR AMPLIFICATION of the NME1 gene locus 

   Genomic DNA was amplified in two stages using nested primers in the second round of 

PCR. The primer sequences used are shown in Table 2.7 

Primer  Sequence (5’-3’) 

Nested PCR Forward 1 CGATTCTCCGCAGTCTTTGG 

Nested PCR Reverse 1 GGTTTTGGTCGTAAGGGTT 

Nested PCR Forward 2 CTGGACAATTTATGCTTGCC 

Nested PCR Reverse 2 CACCGTTTATTGGCTAGTCA 

                    Table 2.7 Primer sequences for nested PCR of the NME gene locus 

 

   PCR reagents (Accuzyme 10x PCR buffer (Bioline), 10mM dNTP mix and 100 M primers) 

were thawed on ice and centrifuged briefly. Mastermixes containing water, buffer, dNTPs, 

primers and Accuzyme DNA polymerase were prepared allowing for the following per 

reaction:  

ddH2O                                                 14.5µl   
10X buffer                                           2µl  
10 mM dNTP mix                               1µl  
20 µM Forward Primer                      0.5µl  
20 µm Reverse Primer                       0.5µl  
2.5u/µl Accuzyme enzyme                 0.5µl  
 

   Mastermix (19l) was aliquoted into 0.2ml thin-walled PCR tubes and 100ng genomic DNA 
added before cycling in an ABI Perkin Elmer 2200 PCR machine using the following cycling 
conditions: 

 

  94oC for 3mins 

94oC for 15sec 

58oC for 15sec       x 35cycles > 72oC for 10mins 

72oC for 30sec 
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   The PCR reaction was diluted 1:10 with dH2O and the PCR set up again using nested 

primers X and X and the same PCR reaction conditions as above. PCR cycling parameters for 

the second round PCR were:  

  94oC for 3mins 

94oC for 15sec 

58oC for 15sec      x 35 cycles > 72oC for 10mins 

72oC for 20sec 

   PCR products were electrophoresed on a 1% agarose 1x TBE gel, PCR products excised 

from the gels and cleaned up using the Qiagen QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (section 2.5.6). 

Sequencing was done by the Genomics DNA Facility (UoB) using the nested PCR primers. 

2.9 Analysis of cytokines in conditioned media 

   Cytokine levels in the CM of cultures were measured using the Bio-Rad Bio-Plex Pro™ 

assay. This assay uses polystyrene microspheres (beads) of ~6.5m diameter that have been 

impregnated with ferrite particles and a mixture of two fluorescent dyes. The relative 

volumes of the dyes are carefully adjusted to provide up to 100 distinct colours that can be 

used to fluorescently differentiate the different beads and allows the measurement of up to 

100 analytes simultaneously. In the Bio-Rad Bio-Plex Pro Human 27 Cytokine assay, 27 

different sets of beads are conjugating to antibodies to 27 human cytokines. Detection of 

the cytokines is mediated by addition of secondary biotin-tagged antibodies to the 27 

different cytokines followed by incubation with streptavidin labelled with phycoerythrin. The 

streptavidin binds to the biotin on the secondary antibody and the strength of the 

phycoerythrin signal is proportional to the amount of cytokine. Concentrations of cytokines 

are determined using cytokine standard curves. The array was selected because it included 

cytokines that were elevated by NM23-H1 (Okabe-Kado et al., 2009b, Okabe-Kado et al., 

2009a). 

2.9.1 Harvesting conditioned media for cytokine analysis 

   Normal donor monocytes were treated with conditioned media from WT or NM23-H1 KO 

HT cells with or without recombinant NM23-H1. After 48 hours, 200l of cells was harvested 

and transferred into Eppendorf tubes. After centrifuging at 200xg for 5mins, the supernatant 
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was transferred into clean Eppendorfs and the cells analysed by flow cytometry (see section 

2.2.1). The supernatant was stored at -20°C before cytokine levels were measured. 

2.9.2 BioPlex 27-plex cytokine assay 

  Cytokine standards were provided lyophilised and were reconstituted with 500µl of 

standard diluent, vortexed for 1-3 seconds before incubation on ice for 30 minutes.  A 4-fold 

serial dilution of reconstituted cytokine standards was prepared by adding 128µl of standard 

to 72µl of standard diluent followed by 8 serial 1:4 dilutions (50µl of standards added to 

150µl of standard diluent).  Bio-Plex magnetic beads and cytokine detection antibodies were 

mixed by vortexing before diluting 1:10 in assay buffer and antibody diluents, respectively.  

A 96 well filter plate was first pre-wet with 100 µl assay buffer. Vacuum filtration was used 

to remove the assay buffer and the plates blotted with clean paper towel.  The diluted Bio-

Plex magnetic beads were briefly vortexed and 50µl added to each well.  The beads were 

washed by adding 100µl wash buffer per well and then removing the liquid using a vacuum 

manifold. The wash step was repeated once more. In the meantime, diluted standards and 

samples were equilibrated to room temperature and mixed by vortexing.  50µl of each 

standard and samples were pipetted into the appropriate wells of the prepared 96 well plate 

and incubated on an orbital shaker at 500rpm in the dark at room temperature for 30mins.  

The plate was washed by adding 100µl wash buffer and removing it using the vacuum 

manifold. The bottom of the plate was blotted with clean paper towel and the wash 

repeated twice more.  The detection antibodies were briefly vortexed before 25µl was 

added to each well and the plate incubated on an orbital shaker at 500rpm in the dark at 

room temperature for 30mins.  The wells were washed 3 times with wash buffer as before.  

Streptavidin-PE was vortexed, diluted 1 in 100 in assay buffer, vortexed again and 50µl 

added to each well.  The plate was incubated with orbital shaking as before for 10 minutes, 

and the wells washed 3 times with 100µl wash buffer.  Assay buffer (125µl) was added to 

each well, and the plate mixed by shaking at room temperature for 1 minute before plate 

analysis. Data was acquired with the help of 5 parameter logistic curve on a Luminex-100 

instrument (Bio-Plex Systems, BioRad Laboratories, California, USA), using the low reporter 1 

(RP1) target value setting and the resulting low photomultiplier tube (PMT) voltage.  Data 
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were analysed using Bio-Plex Manager 4.1.1 software (BioRad). Bead regions were specified 

for the standard batch, collecting 50 beads per region between doublet discriminator values 

of 5000 and 25000. A standard curve of median fluorescence intensity against the 

concentration of cytokine standards was used by the software to determine cytokine 

concentrations in the conditioned media. 
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2.10 Statistical Analyses 

  Results from experiments are presented as means ± standard error mean (SEM) Data 

analysis was performed using the GraphPad Prism version 7 (GraphPad, La Jolla, USA). 

Differences between samples were analysed using two-tailed paired t-test, one-way ANOVA 

followed by Tukey’s post test or Dunnett’s post test. In all cases statistical p<0.05 were 

considered statistically significant. 
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3 Intracellular and extracellular detection of NM23-H1/H2 in DLBCL 

3.1 NME1 expression in DLBCL cell lines 

    As discussed in chapter 1 there is increasing evidence that NM23-H1 is involved in 

regulating cell differentiation and normal development. Some studies also suggest a role in 

cell proliferation as proliferation is inhibited by NME1 gene down-regulation (Caligo et al., 

1995, Cipollini et al., 1997). These proposed characteristics of NM23-H1 corresponded well 

with studies that implicate NM23 proteins in tumour development and progression in 

haematological cancers (Zou et al., 1993, Niitsu et al., 2003b). Most relevant to these 

studies, high expression of NM23-H1 protein has been associated with poor prognosis and 

worse outcomes in DLBCL (Niitsu et al., 2001a, Okabe-Kado, 2002, Niitsu et al., 2011b). One 

approach to studying the role of NM23-H1 in DLBCL is to use cell lines as a model. However, 

to do so requires confirming and characterising NM23-H1 and also NM23-H2 expression in 

such cells.  

   Quantitative real-time PCR (QRT-PCR) was used to analyse NME1 expression in 

exponentially growing HT, Farage, U2932, SUDHL4, -5, -6 and OCILY1, -3 -7 DLBCL cell lines. 

The levels of mRNA expression after normalizing to 18S rRNA levels was compared to NME1 

expression in three exponentially growing lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCL; LCL1, LCL2, LCL3) 

and cycling normal donor CD19+ B-cells from two healthy donors (ND1, ND2). Normal donor 

CD19+ B cells were purified from peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) using CD19+ 

positive magnetic bead selection and driven into cell cycle by culturing for 8 days on 

mitomycin C treated murine L-fibroblasts expressing human CD40L in the presence of 

interleukin 4 (IL-4). Figure 3.1 shows that NME1 expression was variable between the cells 

types tested. Farage and U2932 DLBCL cell lines expressed the highest level of NME1 mRNA, 

which was 3 fold more than the expression in normal donor B cells. HT, SUDHL5 and OCILY1 

also showed significantly greater expression than normal B cells whereas LCL3 expressed 

significantly less NME1 mRNA than normal B cells. None of the other differences in levels 

reached significance. 
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3.2 Intracellular NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 expression in human DLBCL cell lines. 

   Immuno-histological staining of intra-cytoplasmic NM23-H1 correlates with prognosis in 

DLBCL making stratification of risk more amenable to histopathologists (Niitsu et al., 2004, 

Lee et al., 2006b). In other B-cell lymphoma settings, NM23-H2 has been shown to drive 

expression of NME1 and c-myc (Thakur et al., 2008). Therefore, intracellular protein levels of 

NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 were investigated in HT, Farage, U2932, SUDHL4, SUDHL5, SUDHL6, 

OCILY1, OCILY3 and OCILY7 DLBCL cell lines using western blotting of total protein lysates. -

actin antibody was used to normalise protein-loading for each lane. Both NM23-H1 (Figure 

3.2A) and NM23-H2 (Figure 3.2B) were readily detected in all the DLBCL cells lines tested.  

Densitometry analysis identified that HT cells contained ~2.5 fold more intracellular NM23-

H1 than the other cell lines (Figure 3.2C) whereas expression of NM23-H2 appeared more 

consistent across the cell lines (Figure 3.2D). On first sight, it appears that NM23-H2 protein   

Figure 3.1 NME1 mRNA expression in DLBCL cell lines. NME1 mRNA expression was measured by 
QRT-PCR in exponentially growing DLBCL cell lines (red), lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCL) (grey) and 

cycling normal donor CD19
+
 B-cells from two healthy donors (ND1, ND2) (black). Normal donor 

CD19
+
 B cells were purified from PBMCs using positive magnetic bead selection before culturing for 8 

days on mitomycin C treated murine L-fibroblasts expressing human CD40L and in the presence of 
interleukin 4. NME1 mRNA levels were measured and mRNA expression calculated relative to normal 
donor B cells. Data shown is average ± SEM of a minimum of N=3 samples.  * p<0.05 (ANOVA with 
Tukey post-hoc test). 
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levels are lower than NM23-H1 levels (Figure 3.2) however; this cannot be assumed as this 

could be technical due to different antibody affinities for example. In the western blots for 

NM23-H2, two bands were detected. However, the antibody used to detect NM23-H2 cross 

reacts with NM23-H1 and the upper band is most likely NM23-H1 as revealed by data shown 

later in this thesis. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Analysis of NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 protein expression in DLBCL cell lines. Total protein lysate 

(20g) from exponentially growing DLBCL cell lines was separated by SDS-PAGE before immunoblotting for 

(A) NM23-H1 and (B) NM23-H2 protein. -actin was used as a loading control. Westerns shown are 

representative of N=3 replicates. Intracellular NM23-H1/H2 expression was normalised relative to -actin for 
(C) NM23-H1 and (D) NM23-H2 protein. Data shown is average ± SEM of a minimum of N=3 western from 
replicate experiments. 
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3.3 Intracellular NM23-H1/H2 expression in human DLBCL cell lines in comparison 

to LCL cell lines and B-cells. 

    The level of NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 intracellular protein expression in two of the DLBCL 

cell lines (HT and Farage) was compared to three normal donor derived lymphoblastoid cell 

lines (LCL) LCL1, LCL2, LCL3 cells and normal donor CD19+ B cells from ND1 and ND2 healthy 

donors (Figure 3.3A and B). LCLs are generated by immortalising healthy donor peripheral 

blood B cells with Epstein-Barr Virus (EBV) (Pedersen et al., 2005). Whilst expressing a 

limited panel of EBV proteins, LCLs represent a model of normal actively proliferating B cells.  

The normal donor CD19+ B cells had been driven into cell cycle and proliferation following 

cell culture for 8 days in the presence of CD40L and IL-4. For comparison with previous data, 

the acute myeloid leukaemia cell line KG1a, which is known to express NM23-H1 and H2 

(Lilly et al., 2015, Willems et al., 1998), was also included in the analysis. NM23-H1 and 

NM23-H2 intracellular protein levels were normalised to β-actin as a loading control (Figure 

3.3C and D).  

   Whilst the data is N=1 repeat of the westerns due to limited protein availability of normal 

donor CD19+ B cell protein, the results show that both HT and Farage expressed higher 

amounts of both NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 in comparison to LCL cell lines and normal donor 

CD19+ B cells. KG1a cells also expressed higher levels but less than the two DLBCL cell lines.  
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   Notably in this analysis, HT cells were again found to have particularly high levels of NM23-

H1 as previously seen in Figure 3.2A. Together, the data in Figures 3.2 and 3.3 suggest that 

DLBCL cell lines show relative high expression of NM23-H1 even when compared to AML 

cells. These findings support the use of these cell lines as in vitro models to investigate the 

role of elevated NM23-H1 expression in DLBCL. 

 

 

Figure 3.3 Analysis of NM23-H2 and NM23-H1 protein expression in DLBCL cell lines, LCLs and normal donor 

CD19
+
 B-cells. Total protein lysate (20g) from exponentially grown DLBCL cell lines, lymphoblastoid cell lines 

(LCL) and normal donor B-cells from two healthy donors (ND1, ND2) was separated by SDS-PAGE before 

immunoblotting for (A) NM23-H1 and (B) NM23-H2 protein. -actin was used as a loading control. 

Intracellular expression was calculated relative to -actin for (C) Nm23-H1 and (D) NM23-H2 protein. Data 
shown is N=1 repeat of the western. Normal donor B cells were purified from PBMCs using positive magnetic 
bead selection before culturing for 8 days on mitomycin C treated murine L-fibroblasts expressing human 
CD40L in the presence of interleukin 4.  

 

A 

C D 
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3.4 Analysis of Intracellular NM23-H1 expression in human DLBCL cell lines by 

flow cytometry. 

    Flow cytometry was also used to confirm intracellular and surface expression of NM23-H1 

protein in the DLBCL cell lines. Exponentially grown cells were permeabilised and fixed 

before staining using either an isotype-matched control of -NM23-H1 – FITC antibody 

(Santa-Cruz, C20 antibody). Representative dotplots of viable cells (Forward scatter vs side 

scatter) are shown in Figure 3.4A. Figure 3.4B shows representative histograms of 

intracellular NM23-H1 expression (white fill) in DLBCL and KG1a cell lines. All DLBCL cell lines 

presented positive shifts away from the isotype control peak (grey fill) indicating strong 

NM23-H1 intracellular expression. Farage cell lines displayed a smaller shift from the isotype 

control peak, indicating less NM23-H1 intracellular expression than the other cell lines. This 

is in contrast to the western blot results shown in Figure 3.2B where Farage had similar 

levels to the other DLBCL cell lines, other than HT which had particularly high levels of NM23 

H1. The higher level of NM23-H1 in HT cells was not seen by flow cytometry indicated some 

difference in the sensitivity of the methods.  Nonetheless, together the western blotting and 

flow cytometry analyses indicated that NM23-H1 is readily detected in all DLBCL cell lines 

used in this study. These data are in agreement with that of immunohistochemical studies 

(Niitsu et al., 2004, Lee et al., 2006b, Aryee et al., 1996) who identified the higher expression 

of NM23-H1 in DLBCL. 
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3.5 Extracellular expression of NM23-H1/NM23-H2 in human DLBCL cell lines. 

  NM23-H1 plasma levels are elevated in high grade lymphomas and again correlate with 

poor prognosis, implicating elevated circulating NM23-H1 as a component of the biology 

driving disease progression (Nesi et al., 2001). In a phase II trial of combination therapy in 

DLBCL, patients with NM23-H1 serum levels higher than 80ng/ml before the treatment 

showed significantly poorer prognosis. Following treatment, the serum levels of NM23-H1 

fell significantly only in those patients that obtained a complete remission (Niitsu et al., 

2006), suggesting that elevated serum NM23-H1 levels in DLBCL come from the malignant 

clone. However, as yet the role of NM23-H1 in the biology of DLBCL is unknown.  

   To determine whether or not DLBCL cell lines release NM23 proteins into the extracellular 

space, extracellular expression of NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 was investigated in the Farage, 

HT, U2932, SUDHL 4, SUDHL5, SUDHL6, OCILY1, OCILY3 and OCILY7 DLBCL cell lines. Cell 

culture supernatants were harvested after incubation of 4.5 x106 cells in fresh media for 24 

and 96 hours and assessed for the presence of released NM23-H1/NM23-H2 using SDS-

PAGE.  An NM23-H1 protein band was readily detected after 24 hours and the signal became 

stronger after 96 hours (Figure 3.5A). The antibody used to detect NM23-H1 was the rabbit 

polyclonal antibody, anti-NM23-H1 antibody (C20, Santa Cruz Biotech) which may also 

detect bovine NM23 proteins that could be present in the FBS used in the culture medium of 

DLBCL cell lines. Therefore, samples of media used to feed DLBCL cell lines (A&C; RPMI1640 

with 10% FBS, B; IMDM with 20% FBS) were used as a negative control and no cross 

reactivity was detected.   

   NM23-H2 has been identified as c-Myc gene trans-activator (Dexheimer et al., 2009). c-

Myc gene is one of the most activated oncogenes frequently associated with DLBCL 

pathogenesis (Bogusz et al., 2017). The biological functions of NM23-H2 in oncogenesis are 

still unclear. However, NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 are often co-expressed so therefore, western 

blotting for NM23-H2 was performed on the same supernatants in order to determine 

whether NM23-H2 was released from DLBCLs and may play a role in the disease. However, 

NM23-H2 was not detected in conditioned medium of any of the DLBCL cell lines even after 

96 hours of incubation (Figure 3.5B).  Densitometric analysis of extracellular NM23-H1 levels 
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in DLBCL cell line conditioned supernatants are shown after 24 hours in Figure 3.5C and after 

96 hours in Figure 3.5D. These analyses identified that the HT, Farage and U2932 are 

particularly high secretors of NM23-H1. 
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3.6 Detection of extracellular NM23-H1/NM23-H2 in LCLs and healthy donor 

CD19+ B-cells. 

   Unexpectedly, and in contrast to DLBCL cell lines, NM23-H1 was not observed in the 

conditioned media of either LCL cell lines or normal B- cell lines (Figure 3.6A). The same was 

true for NM23-H2, which could not be detected in conditioned media of these cells (Figure 

3.6B). 

3.7 Human DLBCL cell lines binding status to recombinant NM23-H1 fluorescently 

labelled using Alexa 647. 

   In a second approach to determine whether DLBCL cells bind NM23-H1 at their surface, 

recombinant NM23-H1 was directly labelled with Alexa-Fluor 647 to enable the assessment 

of DLBCL surface binding and or intracellular uptake of NM23-H1. Previous studies identified 

the enhancing role of NM23-H1 in cell growth and survival in AML cells when its 

concentration is commensurate with what occurred in patients’ serum. The study used 

2g/ml of recombinant NM23-H1 (Okabe-Kado et al., 2009b). Five exponentially growing 

DLBCL cell lines were therefore treated with final concentration of 2g/ml of either 

recombinant NM23-H1-(rNM23-H1) Alexa647 or elution buffer control (EB) in complete 

media and incubated for 24hrs.  Representative forward scatter versus side scatter dotplots 

with the viable cell population gated for DLBCL cell lines and KG1a are shown in Figure 3.7A. 

All DLBCL cell lines used in this assay exhibited a small shift in fluorescence intensity from 
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the EB control peak. In contrast, KG1a AML cells showed a significant positive shift (Figure 

3.7B). The histogram shown in Figure 3.7B shows average shifts in geometric mean intensity 

for n=4 repeats for the DLBCL cell lines and for KG1a. (Figure 3.7C) shows the ratio of 

geometric mean of the cells incubated with rNM23-H1 Alexa-647 relative to  the geometric 

mean of cells incubated with EB for DLBCL cell lines with (bottom panel) or without KG1a cell 

line (upper panel). For all the DLBCL cell lines, except U2939, there was no significant binding 

of the fluorescently tagged rNM23-H1. In contrast to the U2932 DLBCL cells, where an 

increase of approximately 2 fold in geometric mean was observed, KG1a cells demonstrated 

a >100 fold increase in fluorescent staining (Figure 3.7 C). 
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3.8 Summary 

   In this chapter, the aim was to investigate the expression and binding of NM23-H1 and 

NM23-H2 in DLBCL cell lines (HT, Farage, U2932, SUDHL 4, 5 & 6 and OCILY1, 3 & 7) 

compared to normal donor B cells. Quantitative RT-PCR and western blotting identified 

expression of NM23-H1 and western blotting identified intracellular expression of NM23-H2 

in all cell lines tested. However, western blotting of supernatant proteins identified the 

extracellular release of NM23-H1 only and not NM23-H2. Application of exogenous 

recombinant NM23-H1 to DLBCL cell lines only marginally increased binding to DLBCL cells as 

measured by flow cytometry. In contrast, exposure of myeloid KG1a cells to rNM23-H1 lead 

to significant binding and also intracellular uptake of Nm23-H1 protein (subsequent study 

has done and confocal microscopy confirmed that by viewing a visible bright red signal inside 

KG1a cell line membrane). These results support the data observed in patients in that the 

more aggressive and worse prognosis DLBCLs express higher levels of intracellular NM23-H1. 

Furthermore, these data support the hypothesis that the elevated serum NM23-H1 levels 

seen in DLBCL patients is, at least in part, be derived from the tumour cell clone. This does 

not rule out that other cell types also produce extracellular NM23-H1 in those patients with 

aggressive disease. This data also suggests strongly that the secreted NM23-H1 protein does 

not act directly on the tumour clone but may instead act upon other cells in the tumour 

microenvironment and host.  
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4 Generation and characterisation of NM23-H1 CRISPR Knock-Out Cell Lines 

   In the previous chapter, the intracellular and extracellular expression of NM23-H1 in DLBCL 

cell lines (HT, Farage, U2932, SUDHL4, 5, 6, OCILY1, 3 and 7) was characterised. In DLBCL, the 

relationship with poorer prognosis is associated with both elevated intracellular NM23-H1 as 

revealed by immunohistology and elevated levels of protein in the blood; raising the 

possibility that NM23-H1 may affect outcome by ether cell intrinsic and/or extrinsic 

mechanisms. This chapter describes experiments to generate and validate NM23-H1 knock-

out (KO) cell lines in order to investigate the impact of NM23-H1 absence on DLBCL cells. 

4.1 CRISPR gene editing.  

   The CRISPR/Cas9 technique can be used to generate genetically modified cell lines. In the 

CRISPR/Cas9 system, a complementary synthetic guide RNA (sgRNA) is used to direct Cas9 

nuclease to a specific sequence on the target gene; in this case NME1.  Each sgRNA carries a 

C-terminal adjacent Protospacer adjacent motif (PAM) that will target Cas9 nuclease to 

cleave 4bp upstream of the PAM specific location on NME1 gene.  In the human genome, 

the NME1 gene is located on chromosome 17 (Chandrasekharappa et al., 1993) and can 

encode two transcript variants, 1 and 2 (UCSC genomic browser). The molecular weight 

prediction of each transcript variant is 17kDa and 18kDa. Full amino acid sequences for both 

transcription variants of NME1 gene with sgRNAs positions are shown in Figure 4.1.  

  For CRISPR/Cas9 knockout of NME1, 4 different 20nt NME1 sgRNAs were designed, 2 sgRNA 

targeting exon 2 and 2 sgRNA targeting (Table 4.1 and Figure 4.1). sgRNAs were selected 

using an online tool available on the Sanger Institute CRISPR website (see methods). 

Predicted sgRNAs were checked for specificity for NME1 by BLAST aligNMent analysis and 

those sgRNA which had the lowest predicted off target were selected (Table 4.1). sgRNA 

4541 targets translation start site in transcript variant 1 and sgRNA 4716 the translation start 

site in transcript variant 2 as shown in Figure 4.1.  
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Primer 
name 

NME1 gene 
transcript 
variant 

Exon 
number 

             sgRNA sequence PAM Strand  Total Off 
Target  

4541 Tv1 Exon 2 TAGACAGTAGCACCATCTCT TGG - 89 

AGAGATGGTGCTACTGTCTA    

4544 Tv1  Exon 2 ACTTTAGGGATCGTCTTTCA AGG + 65 

TGAAAGACGATCCCTAAAGT    

4717 Tv2 Exon 3 ATCTGGTTTGATCGCAATGA AGG - 39 

TCATTGCGATCAAACCAGAT    

4716 Tv2 Exon 3 AATGAAGGTACGCTCACAGT TGG - 62 

ACTGTGAGCGTACCTTCATT     

ATG 

MVLLSTLGIVFQGEGPPISSCDTGTMANCERTFIAIKPDGVQRGLVGEIIKRFEQKGFRLVGLKFMQASE 

DLLKEHYVDLKDRPFFAGLVKYMHSGPVVAMVWEGLNVVKTGRVMLGETNPADSKPGTIRGDFCIQV 

GRNIIHGSDSVESAEKEIGLWFHPEELVDYTSCAQNWIYE  

ATCTGTCATCGTGGTAGAGAACC 

TV1 

177 aa 

Exon 1 
122bp 

Intron 1 
 566bp 

Exon 2 
238bp 

Intron 2 
 1214bp 

Exon 3 
165bp 

Intron 3 
 4177bp 

Exon 4 
129bp 

Exon 5 
448bp 

Intron 4 
 1000bp 

 ACTTTAGGGATCGTCTTCAAGG 
NME1 sgRNA 4544  + PAM NME1 sgRNA 4541  + PAM 

ATG 

Figure 4.1. NME1 gene structure and transcript variants. (A)Ttranscript variant (TV)1 of NME1 gene, which 
produces a protein with 177aa and 19kD, both sgRNAs sequences that target NME1 gene translation start site 
are located in exon two. (B) TV2 of NME1 gene, which produces a protein with 152aa and 17kD. Exons are shown 
in blue, the translation start site (ATG –Methionine) is shown with the pink arrow. PAM is shown with red. Exon 2 
is missing in TV2.  

MANCERTFIAIKPDGVQRGLVGEIIKRFEQKGFRLVGLKFMQASEDLLKEHYVDLKDRPFFAGLVKYMHSGPVVAM 
VWEGLNVVKTGRVMLGETNPADSKPGTIRGDFCIQVGRNIIHGSDSVESAEKEIGLWFHPEELVDYTSCAQNWIYE  

TV2 

152 aa 

Exon 1 
122bp 

Intron 1 
 1780bp 

Exon 3 
165bp 

Intron 2 
 4177bp 

Exon 4 
129bp 

Exon 5 
1342bp 

Intron 4 
 995bp 

TTACTTCCATGCGAGTGTCAACC  TAGACCAAACTAGCGTTACTTCC 
NME1 sgRNA 4716 + PAM NME1 sgRNA 4717 + PAM 

A 

B 

Table 4.1. Selected CRISPR/Cas9 sgRNA designed to target the NME1 gene. Synthetic guide 
RNAs (sgRNAs) for NME1 were designed and comprised of 20nt gene-specific sequence plus 
protospacer adjacent motif (PAM sequence, AGG/TGG).  
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4.2 Cloning NME1 sgRNA primers into the CRISPR-Cas9 expression vector  

   Complementary oligonucleotide primers were ordered for each sgRNA sequence. These 

were annealed, creating a short double-stranded DNA segment with overhanging 5’ CACC 

and 3’ CAAA BbsI restriction enzyme sites. These dsDNA were ligated into pSpCas9(BB)-2A-

Puro(PX459) V2.0 which had been digested with BbsI restriction enzyme (see schematic 

Figure 4.2). This puts expression of the sgRNA under control of the U6 RNA polymerase III 

promoter. The sgRNA-ligated-plasmid was transformed into competent DH5α bacteria and 

plated on L-agar +ampicillin plates overnight at 37Co. The following day, colonies were 

picked and grown up in L-broth + ampicillin overnight before extracting plasmid DNA using a 

Miniprep kit and sequencing using U6 promoter primer. Figure 4.2 shows a schematic of the 

cloning pipeline and chromatograms for plasmids with the 4544 sgRNA and the 4716 sgRNA 

successfully cloned into the BbsI site. 

4.3 Puromycin dose response.  

   The CRISPR/Cas9 expression plasmid carries a puromycin resistance gene to permit 

efficient selection of transfected eukaryotic cells. It was therefore important to characterise 

the puromycin sensitivity of the DLBCL cell lines.  This was performed in a 96 well format. 

Before performing the puromycin dose responses, seeding cell density for DLBCL cell lines in 

a 96 well plate assay over 72hrs at 37°C was optimised and found to be 5x103 cells/well (See 

Appendix B).  Using this cell density, DLBCL cell lines were exposed to a dose response of 

puromycin (0, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0 and 2.0g/ml) for 72hours. Dose responses for the 

DLBCL cell lines are shown in Figure 4.3A. Figure 4B summarises the calculated IC50 values 

measured for all the cell lines to determine the concentration required to kill 50% of non-

transfected cells, and the dose that killed >95% non-transfected cells (Figure 4.3C). For all 

the DLBCL cell lines, except U2932 which was 0.75g/ml, the dose of 0.5g/ml puromycin 

was used for selection of transfected cells. 
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Figure 4.2 Experimental overview of CRISPR/Cas9-mediated NME1 Knock out plasmid construction. 
sgRNA were designed to target the NME1 gene, the primers were annealed and ligated into pSpCas9(BB)-
Puri (pX459) plasmid. A FLAG and nuclear localisation sequence (NLS)-tagged CAS9 cDNA is encoded on the 

plasmid downstream of the chicken -actin promoter for expression in eukaryotic cells. Puromycin 
resistance is conferred by the PuroR gene. The RNA polymerase III U6 promoter is located upstream to 
drive NME1 sgRNA expression. The annealed sgRNA primers were ligated with the digested plasmid using 
T4 DNA ligase. The sgRNA-ligated-plasmid was transformed into competent DH5α E.coli bacteria, plated 
on L-agar +ampicillin plates overnight at 37Co. The following day, colonies were picked and grown up in L-
broth + ampicillin overnight before extracting plasmid DNA using a Miniprep kit and sequencing using U6 
promoter primer. The chromatogram shows plasmid sequences with the 4544 and 4716 sgRNAs 
successfully cloned into the BbsI site. 
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4.4 Determination of transfection efficiency. 

   Since DLBCL cell lines had previously not been transfected in our laboratory, a control 

transfection experiment with GFP-expressing plasmid was performed. Exponentially growing 

DLBCL cell lines (5x106 cells) were transfected by electroporation with 5g of a control GFP 

expressing (pEF-GFP) plasmid using the Nucleofector I system (Figure 4.4A). After 24hrs post-

transfection, fluorescence microscopy demonstrated good numbers of GFP-positive cells 

(Figure 4.4B). The percentage of GFP positivity cells was assessed quantitatively using flow 

cytometry (Figure 4.4C and 4.4D) using mock-transfected cells as a negative control. 

Transfection efficiencies between 10-40% were achieved in the DLBCL cell lines. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Puromycin dose responses of DLBCL cell lines. A. DLBCL cell lines were subjected to increasing 
amounts of puromycin in 96-well plates and cultured for 72 hours at 37°C. CellTiter-Blue® Reagent (10µl/well) 
was added and cells were incubated for 3 hour before recording fluorescence (560Ex/590Em) using a FLUO star 
Omega plate reader. Data shown is average geometric mean ± SEM of N= 4 replicates. Viability was calculated 
as a percentage of control untreated cells.  B. Summary for puromycin IC50 doses for all DLBCL cell lines tested 
and the killing dose used for selection of PuroR transfected cells.   
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4.5 Generation of NM23-H1 KO clones 

   Having established conditions for transfection and puromycin selection, HT, Farage, U2932, 

SUDHL4, SUDHL5, SUDHL6, OCILY1, OCILY3 and OCILY7 DLBCL cell lines were transfected 

with the pSp-Cas9(BB)-Puro-(PX459)-NM23-H1-sgRNA vectors. After 24hours, transfected 

DLBCL cells were incubated with puromycin (0.5g/ml or 0.75g/ml) for 3 days before 

plating the remaining viable cells out in limiting dilution for single colony selection.  Over a 

period of 2-6 weeks of culturing, the conditioned media from growing colonies was tested 

for NM23-H1 secretion by western blotting.  Of more than 100 clones screened for each of 

the nine DLBCL cell lines transfected (~900 clones screened), only six clones from HT cell line 

were successful NM23-H1 knockouts/knockdowns. Figure 4.5A shows the original 

identification of these clones by western blotting of culture supernatant. One of these 
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Figure 4.4 Determination of transfection efficiency. DLBCL cells were transfected with pEF-GFP plasmid 
using electroporation and analysed using flow cytometry. (A) pEF-GFP plasmid map. (B) A representative 
image of GFP-transfected cells obtained using fluorescence microscopy. (C) Representative dotplots of 
GFP-transfected cells and non-transfected cells, showing side scatter and GFP positive cells (green). (D) 
The percentage of GFP positive cells for nine DLBCL cell lines used in this study. Data shown is average 
geometric mean ± SEM of N=4 replicates. 
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isolates started re-expressing NM23-H1 later in time, probably indicating that this culture 

was not a true clone started from a single cell.  The remaining clones were renamed KO1, 

KO2, KO3 and KO4 and are referred to as such hereafter.  These clones were expanded and 

Figure 4.5B shows a representative western blot of total lysates from these clones probed 

for NM23-H1 and β-actin as a loading control. HT wild type cells and Cas9 control vector 

transfected cells (HT cells transfected with plasmid encoding Cas9 alone with no NME1 

sgRNA) were used as a positive control for NM23-H1 protein expression. NM23-H1 

expression normalised to β-actin expression was performed on n=3 analyses and the mean 

data is shown in Figure 4.5C. As seen from this analysis, small levels of expression remained 

detectable in HT KO1 and KO2. In contrast, no extracellular expression of NM23-H1 was 

detected for all of the four HT KO clones irrespective of the low levels of intracellular protein 

observed in KO1 and KO2 (Figure 4.5D and E).  
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4.6 Intracellular expression of NM23-H2 is maintained in NM23-H1-KO clones.  

   In chapter 3, probing of DLBCL cell lysates for NM23-H2 gave two bands at approximately 

17 and 19 KDa. As shown in Figure 4.6A, this doublet was again seen in both HT WT and Cas9 

lysates but not in HT KO clones in which only the 17KDa band was detected. The antibody 

used to probe for NM23-H2 in this experiment was the anti-NME2 antibody [EPR8351] 

24hrs 96hrs 

Figure 4.5 Generation of Nm23-H1 Knockout (KO) clones. CRISPR/CAS9 construct carrying sgRNA targeting the 
NME1 gene was transfected into HT DLBCL cells and selected with 0.5μg/mL puromycin over a course of three 
days. Identification of puromycin-resistant clones was performed manually by scanning the clones using light 
microscopy. (A) shows the initial screen of HT clones: the conditioned media from growing clones was analysed 
by immunoblotting for secreted Nm23-H1. KO denotes NME1 knockout cells. Neg is the control media negative 

control. (B) Total protein lysate (20g) from exponentially grown DLBCL WT and NME1 KO cells were analysed 

by immunoblotting for NM23-H1 with -actin as a loading control. HT wild type and Cas9 were used as a 
positive control. (C) shows quantitation of western blots for Nm23-H1 protein expression levels normalised to 

B-actin in NM23-H1 KO clones. (D) Conditioned media (24l) from exponentially Nm23-H1 KO clones was 
harvested after 24 and 96 hours and assessed by western blotting for Nm23-H1 protein, HT wild type and Cas9 
were used as a positive control.  Extracellular Nm23-H1 expression in relative densitometry units are shown 
after 24 hours and after 96 hours in (E). Data shown is average ± SEM of a minimum of N=3 westerns of 
extracellular NM23-H1 protein levels.   
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(ab131329) antibody which is known to have some cross reactivity with NM23-H1. The loss 

of the upper band therefore confirms NM23-H1 knockout in the HT KO clones using a second 

antibody and at the same time identifies that knockout of NM23-H1 in these clones did not 

affect NM23-H2 expression.  Densitometric analysis of n=2 westerns demonstrated similar 

levels of NM23 H2 expression in HT WT and KO cells Figure 4.6B. 

 

4.7 Sequencing of NM23-H1-KO clones.  

   Sequencing was performed in the attempt to identify the deletion in the NM23-H1 gene in 

the CRISPR/Cas9 knockout of HT KO cell lines. Genomic DNA was extracted, and PCR 

performed to amplify the targeted region of NME1 as described in Chapter 2. The PCR 

products were run on 1% agarose gels to check their purity before using for sequencing. 

Sequencing was performed using Applied BioSystems 3700 DNA sequencer and Big Dye 

(Version III) in the Functional Genomics Laboratory at the University of Birmingham. In the 

case of clone KO1, sequencing identified that CRISPR/Cas9 editing resulted in a 4bp deletion 

2bp upstream of PAM sites (Figure 4.7A). This resulted in a frameshift generating a 

polypeptide of 61 amino acids length with only the first 10 amino acids conserved with the 

wild-type (WT) protein (Figure 4.7).  

  Unfortunately, sequencing with these primers did not identify mutations in clones KO2, 

KO3 and KO4. In order to get better DNA sequencing results, nested PCR was used to 

Figure 4.6 Nm23-H1 intracellular expression in exponentially growing Nm23-H1-KO clones. Total protein 

lysate (20g) from exponentially grown Nm23-H1-KO clones was separated by SDS-PAGE before 

immunoblotting for Nm23-H2, -actin was used as a loading control. (A).Nm23-H2 intracellular expression in 
exponentially growing Nm23-H1-KO clones, HT wild type and Cas9 were used as a positive control. (B) 
Intracellular Nm23-H2 expression levels quantitation in Nm23-H1 KO clones. 
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improve sensitivity and specificity of PCR products (Figure 4.8A). Nested PCR involved using 

two successive PCR reactions and nested primer sets with the first PCR reaction product 

used as template for the second amplification reaction. The nested PCR products were again 

used for sequencing. The results were again ambiguous (Figure 4.8B). The most consistent 

interpretation in these clones is a large deletion resulting in the loss of exon 2/3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.7 Sequencing of NM23-H1 knockout clone 1 (KO1). Genomic DNA was extracted from 
wild-type (WT) HT cells and from NM23-H1 CRISPR knockout clone 1 (KO1). DND was amplified by 
PCR using primers spanning the sgRNA before sequencing using Applied Biosystems 3700 DNA 
sequencer and Big Dye (Version III). (A) Shows the 4bp deletion upstream of the PAM site in clone 
KO1. (B) Shows the amino acid sequence of the KO1 compared to WT NM23-H1. The first 10 
amino acids are conserved (black), after which the sequence diverges (purple) with a premature 
STOP codon (red) producing a 61 amino acid polypeptide. 
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4.8 Growth rate of HT WT and HT NM23-KO clones 

    NM23-H1 expression is associated with cell proliferation in several human tumours, such 

as prostate carcinoma (Igawa et al., 1994), neuroblastoma (Hailat et al., 1991) and leukaemia 

(Keim et al., 1992). Proliferation activity in human mammary tumour (Caligo et al., 1995) has 

been correlated directly to NME1 gene expression. Hence, it was crucial to determine if 

there were any changes in cell proliferation rate or any important phenotypic consequences 

after knocking out NME1 gene expression in HT DLBCL cells.  HT WT, HT Cas9 and HT NM23-

KO1-4 cells were seeded at 1X106 cells/ml, monitored day by day and counted with flow 

cytometry for 7 days, being fed as necessary. Figure 4.9 shows cumulative cell numbers over 

7 days. As can be seen, there was no difference between WT or NM23-H1 KO cells in their 

growth and survival. 
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Figure 4.8 Sequencing of NM23-H1-KO clones KO2, KO3 and KO4. In order to get better genomic DNA 
sequencing results, nested PCR was used to improve sensitivity and specificity of PCR products. (A) The nested 
PCR products were separated on 1% agarose gel to check their purity before using for sequencing. Two nested 
PCR master mix samples with no DNA were run as a negative control. (B) Nm23-KO clones sequencing, 
showing the poor sequencing of the clones KO2,3 and 4. It was again a poor sequencing with multiple peaks. 
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4.9 Investigation of the effect of hypoxia vs normoxia on proliferation of HT WT, 

HT NM23-KO and KG1a cells.  

   Since the NM23-H1 KO HT cells grew similarly to the WT cells under normal conditions i.e. 

37°C in 5% CO2 and 21% O2. Many lymphomas will have areas of hypoxia, hence the growth 

of WT and NM23-KO HT cells in hypoxic conditions (1% O2) was determined and compared 

to growth in normoxia (21% O2).  HT WT, HT Cas9 and NM23-KO1-4 were plated at a 

concentration of 0.5x106 cells/ml and KG1a WT, KG1a Cas9 and NM-KO at 0.25x106 cells/ml 

Figure 4.10 Hypoxia vs normoxia effect 
on cell viability. Cells were grown in 
complete RPMI 1640 media with 

10%FBS. HT cells were plated at 0.5x10
6
 

cells/ml, and KG1a cells at 0.25x10
6
 

cells/ml. Parallel cultures were incubated 
in normal oxygen conditions- 20% 
(normoxia-No), or under hypoxia at 1% 
O2 (hypoxia- Hy). Cell viability was 
assessed by flow cytometry over 8 days 
and cells passaged as needed. (A) shows 
the % viability of HT cells (B) show the 
viability of the KG1A cells for 8 days. 
Data shown is average ± SEM of N=3. (* 
p<0.05) (ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc 
test). 
 

Figure 4.9 Growth rate of HT WT and 
HT NM23-KO clones. HT WT, HT Cas9, 

HT NM23-KO1-4 were plated at 1X10
6 

cells/ml, monitored day by day and 
counted with flow cytometry for seven 
days. Data is plotted as days versus 
cumulative cell number. N= 3 replicates. 
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in 4mls. Cell number and viability was measured by flow cytometry every day and cultures 

passaged (1:2 or 1:3) every 2 days as required. Figure 4.10A shows the viability of the HT 

cells over 8 days, Figure 4.10B show the viability of the KG1a cells (KG1a NM23-H1 KO cells 

were generated by Dr. Sandro Trova, School of Biosciences) for 8 days. As can be seen, there 

was no difference in the viability of the NM23-H1 KO cells compared to WT or Cas9 control 

cells indicating that NM23-H1 is not essential for cell viability either in normoxia or under 

hypoxic conditions. 

   Cell number was also assessed over the 8 days and Figure 4.11A shows the growth rates of 

HT WT, HT Cas9, HT-NM23-KO1-4 when grown in 21% O2. The doubling time for these cells 

was calculated and was found to be ~28hrs (Figure 4.11B). There was no significant 

difference between WT HT cells or any of the NM23-H1 KO clones. Cell viability after 8 days 

was also comparable between WT HT cells and the NM23-H1 clones (Figure 4.11C). No 

differences were observed between HT WT and NM23-H1 cells when they were cultured 

under hypoxia however the doubling time increased to ~37hrs (Figure 4.11D, E and F).  
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   Similar to the HT cells, no significant differences were observed between WT and NM23-H1 

KO KG1a cells. The growth rates in 21% O2 of KG1a WT, KG1a Cas9 1, KG1a Cas9 2 and KG1a-

KO cells are shown in 4.12 A. The doubling time for these cells was calculated and shown in 

4.12 B. Cell viability is shown in 4.12C.  Figure 4.12 D, E and F show the same parameters for 

the same cells under hypoxic conditions. 

Figure 4.11 Cell growth rate for HT cell line in normoxic and hypoxic conditions. HT WT, HT Cas9 and NM23-

KO1-4 were plated at a 0.5x10
6
 cells/ml and incubated either at 21% or 1 % O2. Cells were counted via flow 

cytometry every day and split 1:2 or 1:3 as required. The experiment was set for 8 days with one plate for 
each day. (A) Logarithmic cell growth rate of HT cells over 8 days in normoxic conditions. (B) Doubling time of 
the HT cells over 8 days in normoxic conditions. (C) Percentage of viable cells in normoxic conditions at day 8. 
(D) Logarithmic cell growth rate of HT cells within 8 days in hypoxia conditions. (E) Doubling time of the HT 
cells within 8 days in hypoxic conditions. (F) Shows the percentage of viable cells in hypoxic conditions. Data 
shown is average ± SEM of N=3. (* p<0.05) (ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc test). 
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Figure 4.12 Hypoxia vs normoxia effect on cell growth rate for KG1a cell line. The cells were exponentially 

growing in complete RPMI 1640 media with 10%FBS.  KG1a WT, KG1a Cas9 and NM-KO plated at 0.25x10
6
 

cells/ml and incubated either at 21% or 1 % O2. Cells were counted by flow cytometry every day and split 1:2 or 

1:3 as required. The experiment was set for 8 days with one plate for each day.(A) Logarithmic cell growth rate 
of HT cells over 8 days in normoxic conditions. (B) Doubling time of the HT cells over 8 days in normoxic 
conditions. (C) Percentage viable cells in normoxic conditions. (D) Logarithmic cell growth rate of HT cells over 8 
days in hypoxia conditions. (E) Doubling time of KG1a cells over 8 days in hypoxic conditions. (F) Percentage 
viable cells in hypoxic conditions. Data shown is average ± SEM of N=3.   (* p<0.05) (ANOVA with Tukey post-
hoc test). 
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4.10 Summary 

   In this chapter stable knockout (KO) in the NME1 gene in DLBCL cell lines were generated. 

To do this, CRISPR/Cas9 vectors were constructed with sgRNAs targeting exons 2 or 3 of the 

NME1 gene.  Of the 9 DLBCL cell lines transfected, and >900 clones analysed; only one cell 

line HT, gave rise to 4 NME1 KO clones.  I parallel, KG1a AML cells were also transfected with 

the CRISPR/Cas9 vectors and of the >100 clones screened, only 1 NME1 KO clone was 

identified. Of the 4 HT clones, 2 demonstrated very low levels of intracellular NM23-H1 

compared to HT WT and HT Cas9 control transfected cells.  The remaining 2 KO clones had 

no detectable NM23-H1 protein. No protein was detected in the KG1a KO clone. All NME1 

KO clones, both HT and KG1a, had no detectable NM23-H1 protein in the media indicating 

that even the very low levels of NM23-H1 protein seen in HT KO1 and KO2 was not being 

secreted. Importantly, NM23-H2 expression was not altered in any of the KO clones 

demonstrating the specificity of the knockout.  CRISPR/Cas9 knockout of NM23-H1 in either 

HT or KG1a cells had no impact on cell growth, viability or immunophenotype indicating that 

NM23-H1 is not essential for growth and survival under the conditions tested. These data 

suggest that the impact of NM23-H1 on prognosis is mediated through paracrine cell 

extrinsic mechanisms affecting the tumour microenvironment. 
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5 DLBCL influences cytokine secretion by monocytes via release of NM23-

H1 

   In the previous chapter it was identified that knocking out NM23-H1 had no impact on 

viability, cell growth or immuno-phenotype of HT-KO clones. Thus, it appears that NM23-H1 

expression and release may be not directly important for DLBCL cells. Thus, the reported 

impact of NM23-H1 levels on DLBCL prognosis could be due to actions of released NM23-H1 

on the tumor microenvironment and potentially mediated by extrinsic cellular mechanisms. 

The experiments presented in this chapter, investigated the possible cross-talk between 

released NM23-H1 and other immune cells. It was felt important for these experiments to 

establish cell cultures under serum-free conditions (see chapter 2). Serum components can 

degrade, bind or interact with cellular secretions and this may have influenced results. 

Furthermore, FBS used in experiments is likely to contain bovine NM23 that could 

potentially impact on NM23-H1 released in culture. DLBCL cell lines were gradually 

acclimatised to growth in serum free conditions (media supplemented with 1% ITS+ instead 

of 10% FBS) by feeding with ITS+ media at each passaging until the cells were growing in 

serum-free media.  There was an initial slowing down of the cells after which they continued 

to grow normally.  

5.1 NM23-H1 intracellular expression in DLBCL cell lines acclimatised to growth in 

serum free cultures. 

   When maintained in FBS, DLBCL cell lines demonstrated high intracellular expression of 

NM23-H1 (Chapter 3). Figure 5.1 compares the expression of NM23-H1 by HT, Farage, 

U2932, SUDHL4, SUDHL5, SUDHL6, OCILY1, OCILY3 and OCILY7 cells when maintained in 

complete medium (RPMI media +10% FBS for HT, Farage, U2932, SUDHL4, SUDHL5 and 

SUDHL6: IMDM media +20% FBS for OCILY1, OCILY3 and OCILY7) or when acclimatised to 

growth in media substituted with 1% ITS+ in place of FBS.   The western blotting results 

demonstrated that these cell lines exhibited markedly similar levels of NM23-H1 protein in 

either condition.  
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5.2 NM23-H1 extracellular expression in DLBCL cell lines acclimatised to growth in 

serum free cultures. 

   Extracellular expression of NM23-H1 was also investigated in the nine DLBCL cell lines 

acclimatised to growing in serum free conditions. Culture supernatants were harvested and 

assessed for NM23-H1/NM23-H2 secretion using SDS-PAGE. Western blotting was 

performed after incubating DLBCL cell lines in fresh media for 24 and 96 hours. The cells 

were either incubated in complete media with 20% FBS (For OCILY1, -3 and -7), 10% FBS (For 

HT, U2932, Farage, SUDHL4, -5 and -6) or in media supported with 1% ITS+. NM23-H1 

protein was observed after 24 hours with a stronger signal after 96 hours, Figure 5.2A. 

Feeding media (30µl) was used as a negative control, to ensure no cross-reaction between 

the media components and anti-NM23 H1 antibody (C20, Santa Cruz Bitoech) that was used 

to probe the examined membranes. Serial dilutions of recombinant NM23-H1 were loaded 

onto and separated by SDS-PAGE and probed for NM23-H1 expression in order to quantify 

NM23-H1 secretion DLBCL cell lines grown in FBS media and ITS+, Figure 5.2 B, C. It was 

crucial to check cell viability for cell lines used to detect NM23-H1 secretion was not coming 

from dying cells Figure 5.2 D.  

Figure 5.1 comparison of NM23-H1 intracellular expression in cell lines cultured in media 
containing FBS and ITS+. Lysate from exponentially growing DLBCL cell lines (20ug) in FBS 
(10% FBS for HT, Farage, U2932, SUDHL4, -5, -6 and 20% FBS for OCILY1, -3, -7)  or DLBCL 
cell lines growing in  ITS+ (1%) media were separated by SDS-PAGE and probed for NM23-

H1 expression and -actin as a loading control. Detection was performed using fluorescent 
secondary antibodies.  
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Figure 5.2 NM23-H1 extracellular expression in serum free acclimatised DLBCL cell 
lines. (A)Conditioned media (CM) (24µl) from exponentially growing DLBCL cell lines in 
FBS or ITS+ media were separated by SDS-PAGE and probed for NM23-H1 expression 
Detection was performed using fluorescent secondary antibodies. As a negative control, 

(24l) of media (RPMI1640/IMDM) either with ITS+ or FBS were loaded in the first two 
lanes on each gel. (B) A serial dilution of rNM23-H1 samples was made to get  1000, 500, 
250, 125, 100, 75, 50, 25 and 12.5 ng/ml. 24µl of rNM23-H1 protein or CM was mixed 
with 8 µl 4xSDS-gel loading buffer and 30µl of each sample separated by SDS-PAGE and 
probed for NM23-H1 expression. (C) Levels of NM23-H1 in the CM was calculated from a 

standard curve of the rNM23-H1 serial as NM23-H1 ng/ml per 1x10
6
cells. (D) Total cell 

number/ml for HT WT cultures was measured at the time of harvesting of CM. Data 
shown is mean +/- SEM of N=4 experiments.  
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5.3 QRT-PCR analysis of NME1 expression in ITS+ maintained HT WT and NM23-H1 

KO clones (ITS+) versus HT WT and NM23-KO growing in complete media. 

   QRT-PCR was used to analyse NME1 mRNA expression in exponentially growing HT WT and 

NM23-KO (KO3 and KO4) clones maintained in ITS+ versus, HT WT and NM23- KO (KO1, KO2, 

KO3 and KO4) growing in complete media. NME1 mRNA expression was normalised to 18S 

and then calculated as expression relative to WT HT cells grown in FBS media (complete 

media) (Figure 5.3). The results show that HT WT maintained in ITS+ media expressed only 

~20% of the NME1 mRNA expressed when the same cells were grown in FBS containing 

media. In both serum conditions and in ITS+, the NM23-H1 KO clones expressed <10% 

compared to WT HT cells, and for clone KO4, the levels were at the limits of detection.  

 

 

5.4 Response of peripheral blood mononuclear cells to extracellular NM23-H1 and 

recombinant NM23-H1. 

   Data from this project indicate that DLBCL cells do not bind NM23-H1. If NM23-H1 is in fact 

not taken up by DLBCL cells, then the premise must be that the extracellular NM23-H1 is 

signaling to other components of the tumour microenvironment or to systemic components. 

A previous student in the lab (unpublished data) investigated the NM23-H1 binding ability of 

cells present in normal peripheral blood. The result showed that approximately 50% CD3+ T 

Figure 5.3 NME1 mRNA expression in 
HT WT and NM23-KO clones grown in 
FBS and serum-free (ITS+) conditions. 
NME1 mRNA expression was 
measured by QRT-PCR in exponentially 
growing FBS HT, WT and NM23-KO 
clones and ITS+ HT, WT and NM23-KO 
clones. NME1 mRNA levels were 
calculated relative to HT WT grown in 
FBS. Data shown is average ± SEM of a 
minimum of N=3 samples. * p<0.05 
(ANOVA with Tukey post-hoc test). 
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cells, almost all monocytes and granulocytes and approximately 50% of B cells bound NM23-

H1. 

   The current experiments investigated the binding and effect of NM23-H1 secreted by HT 

WT cells on peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs). Blood samples collected from four 

healthy volunteers were used to isolate PBMCs by density centrifugation.  Purified PBMCs 

were seeded at 0.5x106 cells/ml in either complete media supplemented with rNM23-H1 

(2µg/ml), conditioned medium (CM) from 96hr cultures of HT WT, HT Cas9, NM23-KO clones 

(KO1-KO4) or in WT HT CM supplemented with rNM23-H1 (2µg/ml). The viability of PBMC 

cultures was measured after 96hrs by flow cytometry counting beads. A gate (R1) was drawn 

around viable cells and the counting beads (R2) used to determine the viable cell numbers 

(Figure 5.4).  

   In cultures where extracellular NM23-H1 was present, i.e. CM from HT WT and HT Cas9, 

Media plus exogenous rNM23-H1 (2µg/ml) or HT WT CM plus exogenous recombinant 

NM23-H1 (2µg/ml)), there was a small increase in cell number/ml from 0.5x106 cells/ml to 

0.6-0.65x106. However, this increase was not significant across the four donors. In contrast, 

in the absence of NM23-H1 (CM from NM23-KO clones KO1-KO4), there was a decrease in 

cell number per ml from 0.5x106 cells/ml to 0.45x106 cells/ml or even to 0.4x106 cells/ml 

which was consistent across donors but did not reach statistical significance (Figure 5.4B). 

These data indicate that NM23-H1 is able to support PBMCS survival. 
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Figure 5.4 Response of normal donor PBMCs to conditioned media and rNM23-H1. 

Samples of normal peripheral blood taken from 4 donors (ND1, ND2, ND3 and ND4). 

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) were purified by density centrifugation. 

Cells were cultured at 0.5x106 cells/ml with conditioned medium of HT WT, NM23-

KO clones, RPMI 1640 FBS+ media plus (2µg/ml) or WT HT conditioned media plus 

(2µg/mL) for 6 days. The samples analysed by flow cytometry and the viable number 

were determined using the viable gate (R1) and (R2) which gated the counted 

beads. A. Representative flow cytometry dot plots showing side scatter and forward 

scatter from one donor depicting viable cells. B. A graph showing the total cell 

number per 1 ml for the eight treatments for four donors. Data is presented as mean 

± SEM. (N=3). KO1:NM23-KO1, KO2:NM23-KO2, KO3:NM23-KO3 and KO4:NM23-

KO4.  * p<0.05 (ANOVA with Dunnett's test).N=5replicates. 
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5.5 Characterising viable PBMCs sup-populations by Immunophenotyping.  

   Immunophenotyping was used to characterise different viable PBMCs populations 

following treatments. Specific fluorescent antibodies to cell surface markers were used to 

identify T cells (CD3, CD4, CD8), monocytes (CD14), granulocytes (CD11b) and B cells (CD19).  

5.6 Measuring the impact of conditioned media on T-cells (CD3 positive cells)  

   CD3 is a T cell co-receptor cell surface marker used to identify all T-cells. CD4 identifies T 

helper cells and CD8 cytotoxic T cells. T cells were identified in the treated samples by 

staining with anti-CD3-PE or an isotype control and analyzed by flow cytometry. 

Representative side scatter/forward scatter dot plots for one donor are shown in Figure 5.5 

A. Two gates are shown; (R3) which identified viable lymphocytes in the total viable cells 

samples and (R2) that gated the counting beads. CD3-positive cells accounted 60% to 70% of 

the surviving PBMCs across the four normal donors. Gate (R4) was applied to R2 gated cells 

to identify CD3 positive cells within the lymphocyte population and is illustrated as a 

representative forward scatter/CD3 dot plot for one donor (Figure 5.5B). 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Determination of T-
cells (CD3+ cells) in normal 
donor PBMC samples. Density 
centrifugation used to purify 
PBMCs, cells were cultured at 

0.5x10
6
 cells/ml and treated 

with conditioned medium of HT 
WT, NM23-KO clones, RPMI 
1640 FBS+ media plus (2µg/ml) 
exogenous rNM23-H1 or 
conditioned media of WT HT 
plus (2µg/mL) exogenous 
rNM23-H1 for 6 days. (A) 
Representative dot plots for one 
sample are shown, the viable 
gate (R3) applied in to 
identifying the lymphocytes in 
the total PBMCs viable cells and 
(R2) which gated the counted 
beads. (B) PBMCs cells were 
stained with CD3-PE or its 
isotype control (IgG1) and 
analyzed by flow cytometry. 
Viable lymphocyte was analyzed 
for CD3 expression (R4). N=5 
replicates.  
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5.7 T-cell subsets response to extracellular NM23-H and exogenous recombinant 

NM23-H1. 

   A mix of FITC-conjugated CD8 and APC-conjugated CD4 antibodies were used in 

determining viable T-cell sub-populations. Representative CD4/CD8 dot plots for one donor 

are shown in Figure 5.6A. There were differences in numbers of   viable CD4+ cells identified 

in the presence of either extracellular NM23-H1 (HT WT and HT Cas9 supernatants) or 

exogenous recombinant NM23-H1 compared treatment with HT KO supernatants which lack 

Nm23-H1 (Fig 5.6 B). In general, cultures exposed to either extracellular or rNM23-H1 had 

tendencies towards a modest increase in numbers CD4+ viable cells whereas in cultures 

treated with HT KO supernatants had a modest decrease in CD4+ cell numbers. However, 

these differences did not reach statistical significance. In the same way, CD8+ T-cells 

modestly increased at day 6 in response to CM from HT WT, HT Cas9 or exogenous 

recombinant NM23-H1 treatment.  Whereas there were modest decreases in CD8+ T cells 

after 6 days in cultures treated with HT KO supernatants. However, these differences did not 

reach statistical significance. 
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Figure 5.6 T-cell subsets 
response to extracellular 
NM23-H and exogenous 
rNM23-H1. PBMCs were 
purified using density 
centrifugation and 
cultured at 0.5x10 
6
cells/ml with conditioned 

medium from HT WT,HT 
Cas9, NM23-KO clones, 
RPMI 1640 FBS+ media 
plus 2µg/ml exogenous 
rNM23-H1 or WT HT 
conditioned media plus 
2µg/mL exogenous 
rNM23-H1. Cells were 
harvested at day 6 and 
stained using anti-CD4 APC 
and anti-CD8 FITC before 
analysis by flow cytometry. 
(A) Representative 
CD8/CD4 dot plots from 
(B) fold change in CD4+ 
cell number relative to 
purified untreated PBMCs 
on day 0. (C) CD8 fold 
change in comparison to 
purified untreated PBMCs 
on day 0. Data is 
presented as mean ± SEM. 
(N=3). * p<0.05 (ANOVA 
with Dunnett's test). 
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5.8 Monocyte response to extracellular NM23-H and exogenous recombinant 

NM23-H1. 

   The presence of monocytes in PBMCs cultures was investigated using antibody to CD14 

which is strongly expressed on monocytes and macrophages, however, it is negative or weakly 

expressed on pro-monocytes. Figure 5.7A shows representative CD11b/CD14 dot plots for one 

donor (for the remaining donors see Appendix B). In these plots CD14+ cells are in gates R6 

(CD14+/CD11b+) and R7 (CD14+/CD11b-). Figure 5.7B shows cumulative data for survival of 

total CD14+ monocytes from all donors tested. Similar to the data for T-cell subsets (Figure 

5.6), there was a modest increase in total CD14+ cells at day 6 in response to CM from HT WT, 

HT Cas9 or exogenous rNM23-H1 treatment. Whereas there were modest decreases in CD8+ T 

cells after 6 days in cultures treated with HT KO supernatants (a flow diagram in Appendix B 

explaining the experiments details). The majority of these differences did not reach 

significance with the exception of PBMCs grown in CM from NM23-KO1 and NM23-KO4 where 

the numbers of CD14+ monocytes decreased (*p<0.05) (Figure 5.7B).  

Figure 5.7 Response of 
CD14+ monocytes to 
extracellular NM23-H1 and 
exogenous rNM23-H1. 
PBMCs were purified using 
density centrifugation and 

seeded at 0.5x10
6
 cells/ml in 

conditioned medium from 
HT WT, HT Cas9, NM23-KO 
clones, RPMI 1640 FBS+ 
media plus 2µg/ml 
exogenous rNM23-H1 or WT 
HT conditioned media plus 
2µg/mL exogenous rNM23-
H1. Cells were harvested at 
day 6 and stained with anti-
CD14 FITC and anti-CD11b 
PE antibodies before analysis 
by flow cytometry. (A) 
Representative CD14/CD11b 
dot plots from ND1 show 
CD11b+ cells (R5). CD14+ 
cells (R7). CD14+ CD11b+ 
(R6). (B) CD14 fold change in 
comparison to purified 
untreated PMNCs in day 0. 
Data is presented as mean ± 
SEM. (N=3). Dunnett's test). 
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5.9 Response of B-cells to extracellular NM23-H and exogenous recombinant 

NM23-H1. 

   APC-conjugated CD19 antibody was used to identify viable CD19+ B-cells at day 6 in treated 

PBMCs. Representative CD19 dot plots/forward scatter for one donor are shown in Figure 5.8A.  

As with the other cell types, extracellular NM23-H1 and exogenous rNM23-H1 treatments 

increased the proportion of CD19+ B-cells in PBMCs cultures compared to day 0 (Figure 5.8 B). In 

samples treated with HT WT CM plus exogenous recombinant NM23-H1 this increase was 

statistically significant. In cultures treated with CM from HT KO cells there was a fall in numbers 

of CD19+ cells at day 6 which reached significance for NM23-KO1, KO3 and KO4.  
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Figure 5.8 Proportions of viable B-cells (CD19+) in response to extracellular NM23-H1 and rNM23-H1. 

PBMCs were seeded at 0.5x10 
6
 cells/ml, treated with conditioned medium of HT WT, HT Cas9, NM23-KO 

clones, RPMI 1640 FBS+ media plus 2µg/ml exogenous rNM23-H1 or WT HT conditioned media plus 2µg/mL 
exogenous rNM23-H1. Harvested at day 6 and stained using anti-CD19 APC antibody, analysed by flow 
cytometry. (A) Representative Side scatter/CD19 dot plots from ND1 show CD19+ cells (CD19+ in R8). (B) 
Fold change in CD19+ B cells relative to purified untreated PBMCs on day 0. Data is presented as mean ± 
SEM. (N=3). *p<0.05 (ANOVA with Dunnett's test). 
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5.10 Immunophenotyping and purification assessment of monocyte fractions   

negatively selected from normal donor PBMCs.  

 

   Previous results identified that expression and release of NM23-H1 is not directly 

necessary for DLBCL cells, suggesting that the impact of NM23-H1 on prognosis may be 

mediated by cell extrinsic mechanisms affecting the tumour microenvironment. A previous 

student in our lab, (unpublished data) identified that almost all monocytes present in normal 

peripheral blood bind rNM23-H1. The earlier results in this chapter demonstrated a greater 

proportion of CD14+ in PBMCs samples treated with extracellular NM23-H1 and exogenous 

rNM23-H1, in comparison to PBMCs samples treated with CM of NM23-KO clones. This 

suggests that NM23-H1 might positively affect monocytes viability, survival and potentially 

differentiation.  Whereas CD14 is the main marker for human monocytes (Ginhoux and Jung, 

2014, Qu et al., 2014, Murphy, 2012) they can be subdivided into three subtypes based on 

relative expression of CD14 and CD16. CD16 is also expressed on macrophage during their 

involvement in clearing and uptake antibody-opsonized pathogens(Murphy, 2012). Classical 

monocytes express strong CD14 positivity and are negative for CD16 (CD14++CD16-). Non-

classical monocytes have weaker CD14 expression and strong CD16 positivity 

(CD14+CD16++). However, a subset of monocytes has intermediate expression 

(CD14++CD16+), (see Appendix B).   

   Monocytes were isolated from purified PBMCs from five normal donors by using negative 

selection as described in chapter 2. A mix of FITC-conjugated CD14 and APC-conjugated 

CD16 antibodies were used to characterise the viable monocytes in these preparations and 

to assess monocyte purification efficiency. Flow cytometry was used to assess single positive 

CD16, single positive CD14 and double positive CD14 CD16 cells. Side scatter/forward scatter 

and CD14/CD16 dot plots for the five donors are shown in Figure 5.9A-B. Each 

immunophenotype as a percentage of total cells percentage is illustrated in Figure 5.9C. 

Figure 5.9D shows that the purity of the cultures was between 86 %-96 % monocytes. 
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5.11 Exogenous recombinant NM23-H1 promotes CD14+ monocyte survival  

   Alteration of host immunity is one of the most important and integral part of lymphoma 

pathogenesis (Rachinel and Salles, 2009, Nogai et al., 2011). It was previously identified that 

CD14+ cells can compose  more than 30% of lymphoma tumours (Zhang et al., 2015); this 

close spatial connection between CD14+ cells and lymphoma cells suggests important cell to 

cell crosstalk. Thus, the association between higher NM23-H1 in DLBCL poor prognosis might 

be mediated by crosstalk between tumour cells and monocyte/macrophages in the tumour 

environment or beyond. 

Figure 5.9 Monocyte immunophenotyping. Monocytes were purified from PBMCs by negative selection, before 
staining with FITC-conjugated CD14 and APC-conjugated CD16 antibodies and analysing using flow cytometry 
based. (A) Forward scatter/Side scatter dotplots of the five donors with gate R1 identifying the viable cells. (B) 
CD16/CD14 dot plot of the five samples are shown, (R2) which gated CD16+, (R3) gated CD14+CD16+, (R4) gated 
CD14+. (C) Proportion of each phenotype for each donor expressed as % of total viable cells. (D) Monocyte purity 
for each donor expressed as % of total viable cells. Normal Donor 1-5:  ND1, ND2, ND3, ND4 and ND5. 
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   To test the impact of NM23-H1 on monocytes, purified primary monocytes from 5 healthy 

donors were cultured alone or co-cultured with HT WT cell line (NM23-H1 secretor) and 

KG1a AML cell line (non NM23-H1 secretor) at 0.5x106 cells/ml in a 1:1 ratio, in the presence 

or absence of 2μg/ml recombinant NM23-H1, for 48 hours. Where exogenous recombinant 

NM23-H1 was not added an equivalent volume of EB was added as a control. The 

experiment was conducted in serum-free conditions (ITS+ media). Flow cytometry was used 

to determine any impact of the different culture conditions on monocyte viability and cell 

numbers. Representative side scatter/forward scatter plots and CD11b/CD14 dot plots of the 

six treatments for one donor at 48 hours are shown in Figure 5.10. An ‘exogenous rNM23-H1 

survival index’ was used to evaluate monocyte responses to recombinant NM23-H1 using 

the following formula: 

                           Viable cells per ml with rNM23-H        

         Viable cells per ml with EB control for relative treatment 

 

Viability indices of <1.0 represented “negative” cell survival below EB control and those >1.0 

represented “positive” cell survival above EB control.   

 

   As can be seen in Figure 5.10, monocytes grown as monocultures in ITS+ with either 

elution buffer (EB) or even after the addition of rNM23-H1 have very low survival (bottom 

four dotplots). Cells were seeded at 0.5x106 cells/ml at day 0, however 48hrs later there 

were between 2,000-11,000 cells/m left in media with EB. Analysis of the cell numbers 

showed that in all 5 donors, there was improved survival with the addition of rNM23-H1 in 

all donor samples with cell numbers increasing to 3000-29000 cells/ml. Responses varied 

significantly between monocytes from the different donors (Figure 5.11). Analysis of the 

survival index for monocytes grown in ITS+ was between 1.2-6.1 fold. This data did not reach 

significance due to the small sample numbers. 
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Figure 5.10 Exogenous rNm23-H1 enhances monocytes and lymphoma cells growth. Monocytes 

were purified from PMNCs by negative selection from five healthy donors, seeded at 0.5x10
6
 

cell/m, cultured alone or in combination with HT WT, HT Nm23-KO3, HT Nm23-KO4, KG1a WT and 
KG1a Nm23-KO with either 2µg/ml of exogenous rNm23-H1 or elution buffer as a negative 
control. All cells were harvested after 48hrs before and analysed via flow cytometry. Only 
monocytes culture was used as a positive control. A. Reprehensive side scatter/forward scatter 
dot plots of the six treatments for one donor are shown, the viable gate (R1) applied to identifying 
the viable cells in the total purified monocytes. (R2) applied on counted beads. B. Reprehensive 
CD11b/CD14 dot plots of the six treatments for one donor are shown, (R3) applied to identifying 
CD11b+ viable cells, (R4) applied to identifying CD14+ viable cells and (R5) applied to identifying 
CD11b+CD14+ viable cells in the total purified monocytes. (R2) applied on counted beads. 
KO1:Nm23-KO1, KO2:Nm23-KO2, KO3:Nm23-KO3 and KO4:Nm23-KO4.M and Mono: Monocytes. 
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   Co-culturing monocytes with wild-type (WT) HT cells and also KG1a cells significantly 

improved monocyte survival (Figure 5.12) with increases in cell number to ~55,000 cells/ml 

with HT and 155,000 cells/ml with KG1a.  These numbers are still significantly below the 

original plating density of 500,000 cells/ml. 

 

 

Figure 5.11 CD14+ monocyte cell numbers increase marginally in serum-free media when 

supplemented with rNM23-H1. Purified monocytes were cultured at 0.5x10
6
 cells/ml in serum free 

media (1%ITS+, RPMI 1640 +pen/strep) in the presence of either elution buffer (EB) control or 

2g/ml rNM23-H1. Cell number was quantitated after 48hours using anti-CD14-FITC antibody, 
fluorescent counting beads and flow cytometry. Data is presented as (A) cells/ml and as (B) 
survival index (cell numbers in EB/cell numbers in rNM23-H1). Dotted line links the samples for 
each donor. ND: Normal donor, Mono: monocytes, EB: elution buffer, H1: rNM23-H1.   

Figure 5.12 CD14+ monocyte survive better in co-

culture. Purified monocytes were cultured at 0.5x10
6
 

cells/ml in serum free media (1%ITS+, RPMI 1640 
+pen/strep) with either HT cells or KG1a cells at 

0.5x10
6
 cells/ml. Viable cell number was quantified 

after 48hours using anti-CD14-FITC antibody, 
fluorescent counting beads and flow cytometry. 
Data is presented as cells/ml. Dotted line links the 
samples for each donor. ND: Normal donor, Mono: 
monocytes. 
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   Co-culturing monocytes with any of the HT or KG1a cells, WT or NM23-H1 KO clones, 

improved cell survival indicating that co-culturing itself promotes survival of monocytes 

(Figures 5.10, 5.13 and 5.14).  The NM23-KO clones did not demonstrate significantly 

worsened or improved survival relative to WT cells for both HT lymphoma cells, and the 

KG1a cell lines.   

 

 

   The addition of rNM23-H1 (2g/ml) to the HT co-cultures significantly (p<0.01) enhanced 

survival of monocytes in all the HT cultures (WT and NM23-H1 KO) relative to their own EB 

control and also to WT HT cells supplemented with EB (Figure 5.13). It should be noted 

however that viable cell numbers still did not reach the original plating density of 500,000 

cells/ml (Figure 5.13A). It cannot be determined from this assay whether the cells remaining 

at 48hrs are the original plated monocytes that survived for the duration of the assay or 

whether there has been some cell proliferation combined with cell death. Similar to the HT 

cells, the NM23-H1 KO cells did not differ in their ability to promote monocyte survival 

Figure 5.13 Survival of CD14+ monocytes grown in co-culture with HT WT and NM23-H1 KO cells. 
Purified monocytes were co-cultured in a 1:1 ratio with either HT WT or NM23-H1 KO cells in the presence 

of either elution buffer (EB) control or 2g/ml rNM23-H1. Viability was assessed at 48hrs using flow 
cytometry and fluorescent counting beads and cells/ml calculated. Data is presented as (A) viable cells/ml 
and (B) survival index of all CD14+ cells i.e. number of cells in treatments/KO compared to monocytes 
cultured with WT+EB. *p<0.05 (ANOVA with Dunnett's test). ND: Normal donor, M: monocytes, WT: Wild-
type cells, KO3/KO4: NM23-H1 knockout clones, EB: elution buffer, H1: rNM23-H1.   
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(Figure 5.14) however, in contrast to the HT cells, the addition of rNM23-H1 did not enhance 

the survival (Figure 5.14). 

 

  

 

5.12 Exogenous recombinant NM23-H1 enhances the survival of KG1a cells in 

serum-free media. 

   In addition to looking at the survival of monocytes in the co-cultures, viability of the HT and 

KG1a cells was also determined. The use of CD19 staining on the co-cultured cells identified 

HT cells (WT and KO) within the cultures. An anti-CD34 antibody was used to follow the fate 

of KG1a WT and KO cells in the cultures. The proportion of CD19+ viable HT cells remained 

relatively constant across all the co-culture treatments irrespective of whether the HT cells 

were WT or NM23-H1 knockouts (Figure 5.15A-B). The addition of recombinant NM23-H1 to 

the cultures enhanced HT cell numbers slightly but this was not significant.  In contrast, the 

addition of recombinant NM23-H1 did enhance the survival of CD34+ KG1a cells (KG1a) 

(Figure 5.15C-D). The numbers of KG1a cells in co-cultures with monocytes from all five 

donors was significantly higher in the presence of rNM23-H1 compared to EB control after 

48hrs (p<0.01) as can be visualised by the density of the CD34+cloud (R6) in recombinant 

NM23-H1 treatment co-cultures (Figure 5.15 D). This observation is particularly interesting 

since we know that KG1a cells can bind exogenously added NM23-H1 whereas HT cells do 

not (Chapter 3). 

 

Figure 5.14 Survival index for CD14+ monocytes 
co-cultured with KG1a WT and NM23-H1 KO 
clone. Purified monocytes were co-cultured in a 
1:1 ratio with KG1a WT, KG1a NM23-H1 KO, in 
the presence of either elution buffer (EB) control 

or 2g/ml rNM23-H1. Viability was assessed at 
48hrs using flow cytometry and fluorescent 
counting beads and cells/ml calculated. Data is 
presented as survival index of all CD14+ cells i.e. 
number of cells in treatments/KO compared to 
monocytes cultured with KG1a WT+EB. ND: 
Normal donor, M: monocytes, WT: KG1a WT cells, 
KO: KG1a NM23-H1 knockout clone, EB: elution 
buffer, H1: rNM23-H1.  *p<0.05 (ANOVA with 
Dunnett's test). 
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Figure 5.15A Exogenous rNM23-H1 supports the survival of KG1a not HT cells in serum-free media. 

Purified monocytes were co-cultured with either HT or KG1a WT/KO clones with all cells at 0.5x10
6
 

cell/ml, in the presence of 2µg/ml of exogenous rNM23-H1 or equivalent amount elution buffer (EB) 
as a negative control. Representative Forward scatter/side scatter dot plots are shown for one donor 
for HT cells (A) and KG1a (C). Representative CD11-PE vs CD19-APC are shown for HT-co-culture (B) 
and CCD11b+PE versus CD34 APC for KG1a co-cultures (D). Mono: Monocytes, WT: wild-type cells, KO: 
Nm23-H1 knockout cells .N=3. 
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Figure 5.15B Exogenous rNM23-H1 supports the survival of KG1a not HT cells in serum-free media. 

Purified monocytes were co-cultured with either HT or KG1a WT/KO clones with all cells at 0.5x10
6
 

cell/ml, in the presence of 2µg/ml of exogenous rNM23-H1 or equivalent amount elution buffer (EB) 
as a negative control. A graph illustrated the survival index fold change in CD19+ or CD34+ in rNm23-
H1 treatment relative to elution buffer control across the five donors. Data is presented as mean ± 
SEM. Paired t-test has been applied.* p<0.05, ** p<0.01. KO3:Nm23-KO3 and KO4:Nm23-KO4, M: 
Monocytes, WT: WT cells, KO: NM23-H1 knockout clone, EB: elution buffer and H1: rNM23-H1. 
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5.13 Cultures treated with recombinant NM23-H1 displayed adherent cell clusters 

   Representative micrographs of HT cells and KG1a cells cultures in Figure 5.16. are shown 

the appearance of non-treated cells in culture.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   Figure 5.17 shows the poor survival of monocytes when cultured alone in ITS+ 

supplemented media (top left panel) and that survival is improved when rNM23-H1 is 

present (top right panel).  These rNM23-H1 treated monocytes displayed consistent 

adherent cell populations. To varying degrees HT WT and KO cells cultured in combination 

with monocytes were clustered around these adherent monocytes. 

 

Figure 5.16 Cell micrograph of WT and Nm23-KO cells for both HT (Secreted NM23-H1) and KG1a 
(Non-Secreted NM23-H1). Cell micrographs from reprehensive normal growing in ITS+ media, non-
treated WT and NM23-KO cells for both HT and KG1a. Cell micrograph of direct survival assay was 
acquired at 40x magnification. N=3. 

WT HT 

HT Nm23-KO3 

HT Nm23-KO4 

WT KG1a 

KG1a Nm23-KO 
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   As shown in Figure 5.18 KG1a WT cells clustered around monocytes more than KG1a KO 

cells. The addition of rNM23-H1 appeared to accentuate this with the greatest clustering 

appearing when KG1a WT cells and rNM23-H1 were combined. 

 

 

Figure 5.17 Cell population were consistently more adherent and clustered in rNM23-H1 treated 
monocytes and Monocytes + HT WT or HT Nm23-KO co-cultures.  
Cell micrographs from treated co-cultures of representative rNM23-H1 treatments and EB control at 
after 48hrs.The cells are growing in ITS+ media.  40 x magnifications were used in direct survival assay 
cultures acquirement of cell micrograph. N=3. 

rNm23-H1 Elution Buffer 

Monocytes 

Monocytes+ HT WT 

Monocytes+ HT Nm23-KO3 

Monocytes+ HT Nm23-KO4 
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5.14 Monocytes respond to extracellular NM23-H1 and recombinant NM23-H1 in 

the presence or absence of cell to cell interaction 

   The clustering observed the co-culture experiments, and its co-occurrence with culture 

conditions that had promoted survival of normal donors suggested that cell-cell contact may 

contribute to the actions of NM23-H1. To test if cell-cell contact was needed, transwell co-

cultures were used. In this case, the cells are cultured together in the same well but 

separated by a membrane which allows diffusible factors to travel between the two cell 

populations but inhibits cell-cell contact. Purified primary monocytes from two were donors 

split in half. One half were co-cultured as previously with HT WT or KO cells in a 1:1 ratio, in 

presence or absence of 2 μg/ml recombinant NM23-H1, for 48 hours in ITS+ media. The 

monocytes and HT cells were each cultured at 0.5x106 cells/ml. The remaining monocytes 

were plated at 0.5x106 cells/ml into transwell cell culture inserts (24 well plates) (transwell 

permeable supports) in wells containing HT cells (WT or NM23-KO) in the lower half also 

seeded at 0.5x106 cell/ml. 

 

Figure 5.18 Cell micrographs of rNM23-H1 treated co-cultures at 48hrs in rNM23-H1 
treated monocytes and monocytes + HT KG1a or KG1a Nm23-KO co-cultures.  
Cell micrographs from treated co-cultures of representative rNM23-H1 treatments and 
EB control after 48hrs (40x magnification). N=3. 

 

rNM23-H1 Elution Buffer 

Monocytes 

+ WT KG1a 

Monocytes 

+ KG1a NM23-KO 
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   A mix of APC-conjugated CD19 and APC-conjugated CD14 antibodies were used confirm 

that monocytes in the transwell cell cultures had not migrated through to the HT cells. 

Representative forward scatter/side scatter dot plot of one donor for HT WT and HT NM23-

KO is shown in Figure 5.19A. (R1) was applied to identify viable cells, (R2) applied for the 

counting beads.  A representative CD19/CD14 dot blot is shown in Figure 5.19B and shows 

that identify that the whole cell population in the lower part of the transwell is CD19+. The 

viability of the HT cells in the transwell culture was also not compromised and was >95%. 

 

 

5.15 CD14+ monocytes from normal donors do not require direct cell to cell contact 

for improved survival in co-cultures.  

   The viability and immunophenotype of the monocytes in co-culture and transwells was 

analysed using flow cytometry after 48hrs of culturing. Monocytes populations were labelled 

using fluorescent antibodies detecting CD11b and CD14 cell surface markers. Representative 

side scatter/forward scatter dotplots and representative CD11b/CD14 dotplots for one 

donor in co-culture are shown in Figure 5.20A and transwells in Figure 5.20B.  In co-culture 

experiments, the monocytes cultured in combination with HT WT cells did not showed 

better survival than those cultured in combination with HT NM23-KO cells. The same was 

Figure 5.19 Assessment of HT (WT and 
Nm23-KO) cells after 48hrs incubation in 
transwell cell culture. HT cells and 
purified monocytes were plated at 
0.5x106 cell/ml with HT cells in the well 
and monocytes in the transwell inserts. HT 
(WT or NM23-KO) cells were harvested 
after 48hrs, stained using anti-CD19 APC, 
anti-CD14 FITC and anti-CD11b PE 
antibodies before analysis by flow 
cytometry. (A)Forward scatter/side scatter 
dot blot from transwell cultures with one 
donor is shown, the viable gate (R1) 
applied to identify the viable cells. (R2) 
applied to identify the counting beads. (B) 
CD14/CD19 dot plots depict populations of 
CD19+ (the lower right quadrant) (C) 
CD11b/CD19 dot plots depict populations 
of CD19+ (the lower right quadrant).  
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also true in transwell cell culture indicating the role of soluble factors in mediating this 

improved survival (Figure 5.20B). Since this experiment was performed with monocytes from 

only 2 donors, it is difficult to determine whether there was a survival advantage for 

monocytes grown in either co-culture or transwell conditions. 

 

 

5.16 Addition of exogenous rNM23-H1 promotes survival of CD14+ monocytes in 

transwell culture conditions. 

   The above data is for 48hr cultures in the absence of exogenously added rNM23-H1. For 

one normal donor for whom we had enough monocytes, the transwell experiment was 

performed with HT KO3 and KO4 cells with the addition of rNM23-H1 protein to the media. 

This improved overall survival of monocytes. Flow cytometry side scatter/forward scatter 

and CD11b/CD14 dotplots are shown for this donor in Figure 5.21. This experiment needs 

repeating for more donors.  

Figure 5.20 CD11b+, CD14 and CD11b+ CD14+population response to extracellular NM23-H1 Purified monocytes from 
two donors were cultured in combination with HT cells (WT or NM23-KO) cells in either co-culture or in transwells. cells 
were harvested after 48hrs, stained using PE-conjugated CD11b and FITC- conjugated CD14 antibodies before using flow 
cytometry for cell analysis. Representative data from one donor is shown. Forward scatter versus side scatter and CD14 
versus CD11b staining are shown for cells in ((A) Co-culture and (B) Transwell culture. Gate R1 identifies the viable cells. 
Gate R2 are CD11b+ viable cells, R3 CD11+CD14+ viable cells and R4 CD14+ viable cells. Mono: Monocytes. HT KO3: HT 
NM23-H1 KO3 clone, HT KO4: HT NM23-H1 KO4 clone  
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Figure 5.21 CD11b+, CD14 and CD11b+ CD14+population response to exogenous rNM23-H1.   Purified 
monocytes from two donors were cultured in combination with HT cells (WT or NM23-KO) cells with either 
elution buffer or 2µg/ml of exogenous rNM23-H1 in transwells. cells were harvested after 48hrs, stained using 
PE-conjugated CD11b and FITC- conjugated CD14 antibodies before using flow cytometry for cell analysis. Data 
is shown for one donor (A) Elution buffer, (B) +rNM23-H1 with forward scatter/ side scatter dotplots and CD14-
FITC versus CD11b-PE. A viable gate (R1) was applied to identify viable cells in the total purified monocytes. 
Gate R2 applied to identify CD11b+ viable cells, Gate R3 applied to identify CD11+CD14+ viable cells and Gate 
R4 applied to identify CD14+ viable cells. Mono: Monocytes. H1: NM23-H1. 
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5.17 Co-culture of monocytes with HT WT and HT KO cells differentially stimulates 

the production of certain pro-inflammatory cytokines    

   The data with the co-culture and transwell cultures demonstrated that, whilst there was 

clustering of cells in co-culture experiments, cell-cell contact was not necessary between HT 

DLBCL cells and monocytes for promoting survival of monocytes.  The role of cytokines such 

as IL-6 and IL-1 had been demonstrated to be important in mediating survival of leukaemia 

cells by NM23-H1(Lilly et al., 2015). Therefore, the media from co-cultured cells were 

harvested and analysed for cytokine levels. Primary monocytes purified from five healthy 

donors were co-cultured in serum-free conditions (ITS+ media) at 0.5x106 cell/ml in a 1:1 

ratio with HT WT or HT NM23-KO cells and supernatants were harvested after 48hrs. The 

Bio-Plex Pro™ Human Cytokine 27-plex Assay was used to measure the levels of 27 human 

cytokines in the samples. Cytokine standard serial dilutions were used to generate standard 

curves that were used to calculate the concentrations of the samples. The latter was 

normalised per 1X106 monocytes (CD19neg cells) to give cytokine concentrations as 

pg/ml/1X106 monocytes. Cytokine concentrations were measured in the absence (Elution 

buffer) and the presence of exogenously added rNM23-H1.  

   Of the 27 cytokines analysed in this assay, the concentration of 5 cytokines; IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, 

MCP-1α and MIP-1β were significantly decreased in co-cultures with HT cells when NM23-H1 

was knocked out (Figure 5.22). For the remaining cytokines measured in this assay, no 

significant changes in cytokine concentration were detected in any supernatant samples 

when comparing HT WT to NM23-KO cells (Figure 5.23). 
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Figure 5.22 Monocyte - HT cell line co-culture stimulates the production of some pro-inflammatory 
cytokines. Supernatants from monocytes-HT cells (WT or Nm23-H1KO) co-culture samples were 
harvested after 48 hrs and a 27-plex Luminex-based assay was used to measure cytokine levels. Data 
shown is cytokine concentrations (pg/ml/1x106 monocytes) for five donors for cytokines that were 

significantly altered between WT versus NM23-H1 KO cells (IL-1IL-6, IL-8, MIP-1α and MIP-1). M: 
Monocytes. H1:rNm23-H1. KO3:Nm23-KO3 and KO4:Nm23-KO4. *p<0.05 (ANOVA with Dunnett's 

test). N=5.IL-8: CXCL8, MIP1α:CCL3, MIP1CCL4. 
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Figure 5.23 Cytokines not modulated in monocyte co-cultures by knockout of NM23-H1 in HT cells. 

Supernatants from monocytes-HT cells (WT or Nm23-H1KO) co-culture samples were harvested after 48 hrs 

and a 27-plex Luminex-based assay was used to measure cytokine levels. Data shown is cytokine 

concentrations (pg/ml/1x106 monocytes) for five donors. Data showed no differences in the 17 cytokines 

between WT versus NM23-H1 KO cells. M: Monocytes. H1:rNm23-H1. KO3:Nm23-KO3 and KO4:Nm23-KO4. 

N=5. *p<0.05 (ANOVA with Dunnett's test). IL-10:CSIF, IL-5:EDF, IP-10: CXCL10 and MCP-1: CCL2. 
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5.18 KG1a WT cells do not recapitulate the effect of HT WT cells in co-culture with 

monocytes on pro-inflammatory cytokines. 

   The co-culture experiment and cytokine analysis was also performed with KG1a cells.  

Purified primary monocytes from five healthy donors were co-cultured in ITS+ media at 

0.5x106 cell/ml in a 1:1 ratio with KG1a WT or NM23-H1 KO (both non NM23-H1 secretors) 

for 48 hrs. No significant differences were observed in any cytokines between monocytes 

cultured with KG1a WT or KG1a NM23-KO including the 5 pro-inflammatory cytokines 

altered by knocking out NM23-H1 in HT cells (Figure 5.24). Since KG1a cells do not secrete 

NM23-H1, the increases in inflammatory cytokines were only detected in co-cultures of HT 

WT cells that do secrete NM23-H1 and not in co-cultures of four cell lines (HT KO3, HT KO4, 

KG1a WT & KG1a KO) that do not. This experiment recognises a potential major effect of 

exogenous NM23-H1 and provides clues to identifying its role in cellular activities due to a 

direct interaction between secreted NM23-H1 and some pro-inflammatory cytokines levels. 

For the remaining cytokines measured in this assay, there was no significant changes in 

cytokine concentration were detected in any supernatant samples when comparing KG1a 

WT to NM23-KO cells (Figure 5.25). 
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Figure 5.24 Monocyte–KG1a WT cells co-culture do not recapitulate Monocyte–HT WT cells stimulation effect 
on pro-inflammatory cytokines.27-plex cytokine analysis demonstrates that KG1a WT (non Nm23-H1 secretor) 
showed no differences in the five cytokines (IL-1b, IL-6, IL-8, MIP-1α and MIP-1b) that enhanced by HT WT cells. 
Supernatants from monocytes culture only and monocytes-KG1a cells (WT or Nm23-H1) co-culture samples were 
harvested after 48 hrs. 27-plex Luminex-based assay was used to measure cytokine levels. Data shown is 
cytokine concentrations (pg/ml/1x106 monocytes) for five donors. M: Monocytes. H1:rNm23-H1. and KO:Nm23-

KO. *p<0.05 (ANOVA with Dunnett's test). N=5. IL-8: CXCL8, MIP1α:CCL3, MIP1:CCL4. 
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Figure 5.25. Cytokines not modulated in 
monocyte co-cultures by knockout of 
NM23-H1 in KG1a cells. Supernatants 
from monocytes culture only and 
monocytes-KG1a cells (WT or Nm23-H1) 
co-culture samples were harvested after 
48 hrs. The samples were treated with 2 
μg/ml EB. 27-plex Luminex-based assay 
was used to measure cytokine levels. Data 
shown is cytokine concentrations (pg/ml) 
for five donors. M: Monocytes. and 
KO:Nm23-KO. *p<0.05 (ANOVA with 
Dunnett's test). N=5. IL-10:CSIF, IL-5:EDF, 
IP-10: CXCL10 and MCP-1: CCL2. 
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5.19 Exogenously added recombinant NM23-H1 promotes the induction of some 

pro-inflammatory cytokines 

   In order to validate that extracellular NM23-H1 is essential for secretion of the 5 pro-

inflammatory cytokines, primary monocytes purified from five healthy donors were co-

cultured in serum-free conditions (ITS+ media) at 0.5x106 cell/ml in a 1:1 ratio with HT or 

KG1a WT or NM23-KO cells for 48 hrs in the presence or absence of 2 μg/ml rNM23-H1. 

Cytokine levels in the supernatant were measured as described in section 5.18. The mean 

concentrations of cytokines of samples treated with rNM23-H1 were calculated as a ratio 

relative to the cytokine levels measured in the same cells treated with EB (Figure 5.26). The 

data showed that the only cytokines that changed significantly were IL-8 in the HT KO3- 

monocyte co-cultures where an increase 2-6 fold was observed. MIP1a and MIP-1b were both 

significantly decreased in monocytes co-cultured with WT KG1a cells after addition of rNM23-

H1. Whilst increasing trends could be seen in some of the cytokines after rNM23-H1 

treatment, e.g IL-1, IL-6 and IL-8, there was too much donor-to-donor variability in absolute 

cytokine concentrations for this to be statistically significant. The remaining cytokines 

measured in this assay, there was no significant changes in cytokine concentration were 

detected in any supernatant samples in both cases when comparing HT WT to NM23-KO cells 

(Figure 5.27), or KG1a WT to NM23-KO cells (Figure 5.28). 
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Figure 5.26 Recombinant NM23-H1 protein modulates cytokine expression for some cytokines in 
co-culture experiments. Primary CD14+ monocytes from normal donors were co-cultured with either 
HT or KG1a cells (WT or Nm23-H1 knockout (KO)) supplemented with either 2 μg/ml rNm23-H1 or 
the equivalent volume of elution buffer (EB). Supernatants were harvested and a 27-plex Luminex-
based cytokine assay was used to measure cytokine levels. Cytokine calculations were calculated 
from standard curves. Data is shown as the amount of cytokine produced following rNM23-H1 
treatment as a ration of the corresponding EB treated culture. Data is shown for 3-5 donors + 
average. M: Monocytes, KO: Nm23-KO. *p<0.05 (ANOVA with Dunnett's test). IL-8: CXCL8, 
MIP1α:CCL3, MIP1b:CCL4. 
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Figure 5.27   Cytokines not modulated in monocyte co-
cultures in presence of recombinant NM23-H1 protein. 
Supernatants from monocytes culture only and 
monocytes-HT cells (WT or Nm23-H1) co-culture samples 
were harvested after 48 hrs. The samples were treated 
with either 2 μg/ml of rNm23-H1 or EB. 27-plex Luminex-
based assay was used to measure cytokine levels. Data 
shown is cytokine concentrations (pg/ml) for five donors. 
M: Monocytes. H1:rNm23-H1. KO3:Nm23-KO3 and 
KO4:Nm23-KO4. *p<0.05 (ANOVA with Dunnett's test). 
N=5. IL-10: CSIF, IL-5:EDF, IP-10: CXCL10 and MCP-1: 
CCL2. 
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Figure 5.28 Cytokines not modulated in monocyte co-
cultures in presence of recombinant NM23-H1 protein. 
Supernatants from monocytes culture only and 
monocytes-Kg1a cells (WT or Nm23-H1) co-culture 
samples were harvested after 48 hrs. The samples were 
treated with either 2 μg/ml of rNm23-H1 or EB. 27-plex 
Luminex-based assay was used to measure cytokine 
levels. Data shown is cytokine concentrations (pg/ml) for 
five donors. M: Monocytes. H1:rNm23-H1. and KO:Nm23-
KO. *p<0.05 (ANOVA with Dunnett's test). N=5. 
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5.20 Summary 

   The experiments described in this chapter aimed to investigate the proposed cross-talk 

between DLBCL cells and other immune cells via the release of NM23-H1. The experiments 

were performed under serum-free conditions to avoid any serum components that might 

bind or interact with cellular secretions and affect the results including bovine NDPKs. The 

acclimatised cell lines exhibited markedly similar levels of NM23-H1 protein to those grown 

in serum. It has been previously identified in our lab that peripheral blood monocytes bind 

exogenously applied NM23-H1 (unpublished).  Given the relationships between 

monocytes/macrophage infiltration in malignant lymph node (Dave et al., 2004, Lenz et al., 

2008, Bari et al., 2009) and monocyte /lymphocyte ratios on DLBCL patients’ outcome, 

possible interaction between DLBCL cells and monocytes via the release of NM23-H1 was 

investigated. Monocytes were cultured alone and in combination with HT-WT and -NM23-

KO cells and KG1a WT and NM23-H1 KO cells. Monocyte survival was poor in serum free 

cultures and the addition of recombinant NM23-H1 improved their viability only slightly. In 

contrast co-culturing of monocytes with any of the HT or KG1a cell lines regardless of 

whether they secreted NM23-H1 or not significantly improved their survival. The levels of 27 

cytokines were measured in the supernatants of co-cultures via Luminex multiplex 

technology.  Whilst many cytokines showed no variation in their levels, IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, MIP-

1α and MIP-1β where elevated in co-cultures of WT HT cells and monocytes compared to HT 

KO cells or KG1a WT or KO cells. Elevated secretion of these cytokines did not require cell-

cell contact between HT cells and monocytes. The commonality between HT KO, KG1a WT 

and KG1a KO cells is that unlike HT WT cells they do not secrete NM23-H1. Thus, it is 

possible that secreted NM23-H1 drove the elevated secretion of IL-1β, IL-6, IL-8, MIP-1α and 

MIP-1β.  To test this recombinant NM23-H1 was added HT KO cell/monocyte co-cultures. 

Addition of NM23-H1 enhanced the secretion of IL-6 and IL1b and to a lesser degree IL-8. 

However, the addition of recombinant Nm23-H1 had a negligible effect on MIP1βand MIP1α.                                                                                                                                                                                                                               



 
 

 

 

 

 

CHAPTER SIX 

GENERAL DISCUSSION 
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6 General discussion 

    Elevated NM23-H1 plasma concentrations have been associated with poor prognosis in 

myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) and acute myeloid leukaemia (AML) (Okabe-Kado et al., 

2002). Subsequently it was demonstrated that exogenous NM23-H1 provides a survival 

signal to AML cells and supports the proliferation of malignant blasts (Okabe-Kado et al., 

2009b). We studied the survival factors for these malignant blasts and showed that 

immature cells in the clone release NM23-H1 that binds to more mature AML cells and elicits 

their release of cytokines including IL-1β and IL-6 that in turn promote the survival of AML 

blasts (Lilly et al., 2015). These observations indicate that elevated plasma NM23-H1 levels in 

MDS and AML are not merely a surrogate measure of tumour load but a component of the 

biology driving disease progression (Lilly et al., 2015). 

    As for AML, there is evidence of elevated NM23-H1 plasma concentrations in patients with 

malignant low-grade and high-grade HL and NHL and  when compared to healthy controls  

(Niitsu et al., 1999, Niitsu et al., 2000, Niitsu et al., 2003c, Niitsu et al., 2004, Niitsu et al., 

2006). Previous studies also identified elevated cytoplasmic expression of NM23-H1 by 

immunohistochemistry within lymphoma cells and confirmed a positive correlation between 

levels of cytoplasmic expression of NM23-H1 and high serum concentrations (Niitsu et al., 

2011b). Univariate and multivariate analysis of known prognostic factors in aggressive 

lymphoma confirmed that the strongest independent factor predicting prognosis was plasma 

NM23-H1 levels, and that it could be useful in prediction of overall survival (OS) and 

progression free survival (PFS) (Yokoyama et al., 1998). Elevated NM23-H1 was associated 

with poor response to treatment and consequently poor prognosis. Taken together, these 

studies suggest that either extracellular and or intracellular NM23-H1 is potentially 

mechanistically associated with a poor prognosis in lymphoma (Niitsu et al., 2001a, Niitsu et 

al., 2003b, Niitsu et al., 2011a). However, in the absence of a biological understanding of this 

mechanism NM23-H1 expression has not featured in guidelines for the management and 

treatment of lymphoma patients.  

   The association of NM23-H1 expression and serum levels with prognosis in lymphoma 

include studies that have focused on DLBCL (Niitsu et al., 1999, Okabe-Kado, 2002, Niitsu et 
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al., 2001b, Niitsu et al., 2004). It was confirmed that the serum and cytoplasmic levels of 

NM23-H1 in DLBCL are significant prognostic factors (Niitsu et al., 2004). In a phase II trial of 

combination therapy in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL), patients with NM23-H1 

serum levels higher than 80ng/ml before the treatment showed poorer outcomes. However, 

the serum levels of NM23-H1 fell significantly specifically in those patients that obtained a 

complete remission following treatment (Niitsu et al., 2006). This observation suggested that 

elevated serum NM23-H1 levels in DLBCL, as in AML, are derived from the malignant cells. 

Observations reported in this thesis support that hypothesis, however, as yet the role of 

NM23-H1 in the biology of DLBCL has been entirely unknown. The experiments performed in 

this study aimed to address this question and considered possible cell extrinsic and intrinsic 

actions of NM23-H1 in DLBCL 

     The experiments presented in Chapter 3 studied the expression of NM23-H1 and NM23-

H2 in DLBCL cell lines Farage, HT, U2932, SUDHL -4, -5 & -6 and OCILY-1, -3 & -7. Quantitative 

RT-PCR and western blotting identified expression of NM23-H1 in all cell lines tested and 

western blotting identified expression of NM23-H2 and in same panel of cell lines. There was 

apparently greater variation in NM23-H1 protein level than NM23-H2. Comparison of 

intracellular NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 expression by HT and Farage DLBCL cell lines, the KG1a 

AML cell line, normal donor B-cells driven into cell cycle by CD40L and IL6 and three Epstein 

Barr virus (EBV) derived lymphoblastic cell lines (LCLs), showed that expression in HT and 

Farage is greater than KG1a and much greater than in either normal donor B-cells or LCLs.  

These observations indicated that DLBCL cell lines recapitulate in vitro the elevated 

expression of NM23-H1 observed in poor risk DLBCL observed in vivo. As such DLBCL cell 

lines provide legitimate models for the study of the role of NM23-H1 and –H2 in the 

pathogenesis of DLBCL. 

    Western blotting of supernatant proteins identified extracellular release of NM23-H1. 

However, release of NM23-H2 was not observed from any of the DLBCL cell lines tested. This 

was unexpected and indicates that DLBCL selectively release NM23-H1 but not NM23-H2 

into their environment.  NM23-H1 release was variable between DLBCL cell lines with HT, 

Farage and U2932 cell lines releasing highest protein levels and SUDHL-4, -5, -6, OCILY-1, -3 
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and -7 cell lines releasing less. However, extracellular NM23-H1 was detected in all 

conditioned medium of tested DLBCL cell lines and accumulated over the time. 

      The observation that DLBCL cells release NM23-H1 into their environment is one of the 

important findings of this study given the association of circulating level of NM23-H1 and 

prognosis in DLBCL. The data are consistent with the fall in circulating NM23-H1 observed in 

patients responding to anti-DLBCL therapy. These results also align with previous studies 

that reported extracellular expression of NM23-H1, in the conditioned medium of several 

mouse and human myeloid, lymphoid and breast cancer cell lines (Okabe-Kado et al., 1992, 

Niitsu et al., 1999, Rumjahn et al., 2007). However, the mechanism of Nm23-H1 secretion 

mechanism into the extracellular environment is unclear. There is no secretion signalling 

peptide in NM23-H1. It has been argued that NM23H1 could be secreted in the same fashion 

as β-catenin through exosomes, or could be overexpressed and then released as a 

consequence of dying tumour cells (Okabe-Kado et al., 2012, Keller et al., 2008, 

Chairoungdua et al., 2010). 

      The findings in these studies are perhaps inconsistent with the argument that 

extracellular NM23-H1 emanates from dying tumor cells. If this were the case it would be 

expected that both NM23-H1 and NM23-H2 would be released simultaneously especially as 

they are known to oligomerise (Postel, 1998) and therefore would be expected to be 

released together. It is therefore more likely that either, NM23-H1 passively exits from 

DLBCL cells and NM23-H2 is actively retained by some yet to be understood mechanism, or 

alternatively NM23-H1 is actively and selectively exported. This study did not address 

whether the release of NM23-H1 by DLBCL cells was exosomal. The western blotting based 

detection of extracellular used here would most likely detect both free NM23-H1 and/or 

NM23-H1 contained within exosomes. Ultracentrifugation of conditioned medium could be 

used to determine whether NM23-H1 released form DLBCL cell lines was contained within 

exosomes or other cell derived vesicles. Nonetheless we and others have demonstrated that 

soluble NM23-H1 is biologically active and can selectively bind to and be taken up by certain 

cells.  
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    The lack of export of NM23-H2 further suggests that its activity is intracellular. It has been 

demonstrated that  NM23-H2  is a transcriptional regulator of c-myc expression via binding 

the G-quadruplex in the c-myc promoter (Thakur et al., 2008).  Recent studies have 

described small molecule disrupters of the NM23-H2/G-quadruplex that down-regulate c-

MYC transcription, induce cell cycle arrest and apoptosis in cancer cell lines in vitro, and 

inhibit tumor growth in mouse xenografts (Wang et al., 2017b).  

     Cell binding studies were undertaken in order to learn more about the mechanism by 

which NM23-H1 may affect the behavior of DLBCL cells. Flow cytometry using αNM23-H1 

FITC labelled antibody and a negative matched isotype control antibody identified low levels 

of surface staining for all DLBCL cell lines tested. Low binding of NM23-H1 was also 

confirmed using fluorescently labeled rNm23-H1. In contrast exposure of myeloid KG1a cells 

to recombinant NM23-H1 led to significant increase in NM23-H1 staining.  

    Together these data support the hypothesis that although the elevated serum NM23-H1 

levels seen in DLBCL patients are derived from the tumour it may be that the protein does 

not act directly on the tumour cells. Since we had previously demonstrated that r-NM23-H1 

binds non-malignant mononuclear cells and elicits a cytokine response supportive of AML 

cells, we hypothesised that DLBCL cells exploit a similar mechanism, with important and 

novel implications for cross talk between the innate and adaptive immune systems in health 

and disease.  

    As pre-requisites for co-culture experiments of DLBCL cells with primary mononuclear 

cells, designed to investigate this potential cross talk, it was first necessary to acclimatise cell 

lines to serum free conditions and to perform knockdown of the NME1 gene responsible for 

producing NM23-H1, using the CRISPR/Cas9 approach. 

    In DLBCL, poorer prognosis is correlated with both elevated intracellular NM23-H1 as 

identified by immunohistology (Niitsu et al., 2004) and high levels of protein in the blood 

(Niitsu et al., 1999, Niitsu et al., 2001b, Okabe-Kado, 2002); which suggests NM23-H1 may 

affect cell performance either intrinsically and/or extrinsically. The CRISPR/Cas9 approach 

taken in these studies allowed the investigation of both possibilities.  
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    Although CRISPR/Cas9 knockouts were attempted in other cell lines, the approach was 

only successful in HT cells.  Western blotting showed NM23-H1 knockout or near total knock 

down in several clones. As expected NM23-H1 could not be detected in the conditioned 

medium of these NM23-H1 KO clones. Although negative for Nm23-H1 expression these KO 

clones retained normal expression of Nm23-H2. There was no apparent compensatory 

increase in Nm23-H2 expression. CRISPR-Cas9 KO of Nm23-H1 was also achieved in KG1a 

cells which served as an additional control in a number of experiments. 

    It was identified (in Figure 4.9) that in routine tissue culture conditions NM23-H1 KO HT 

cells grew similarly to WT and Cas9 cells. Since many lymphomas will have hypoxic areas, the 

growth of WT and NM23-KO HT cells was compared in both normoxia (21% O2) and hypoxia 

(1% O2). However, lack of Nm23-H1 expression had little impact on the growth or viability of 

HT DLBCL cells in either culture condition. Similarly, KG1a Nm23-h1 cells were viable and 

grew normally. The lack of impact on viability and cell growth in NM23-H1 KO DLBCL cell 

clones identified in this study strongly suggested the possibility that DLBCL cells release 

Nm23-H1 as an exocrine factor to influence the immediate tumour cell environment or the 

wider host environment. 

    Previous studies in NHL based on gene expression profiling (GEP) and 

immunohistochemistry emphasized on the role of host immune cells and tumour 

microenvironment in lymphoma development (Jelicic et al., 2016, Oki et al., 2008). Absolute 

monocyte count (AMC), absolute lymphocyte count (ALC) at diagnosis, and lymphocyte-to-

monocyte ratio (ALC/AMC) have been classified as important diagnostic and prognostic 

factors (Dave et al., 2004, Lenz et al., 2008a, Bari et al., 2009).  Furthermore it is recognised 

that across cancer that the  microenvironment plays an essential role in initiation tumour 

(Wang et al., 2017a), its progression (Yuan et al., 2016), and metastasis(Gout and Huot, 

2008). Macrophages and extracellular matrix (ECM) have been described as two crucial 

components. Indeed have showed that tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs) are a 

macrophage subset that contribute directly to tumour angiogenesis (Salvesen and Akslen, 

1999, Gregory and Paterson, 2018) and tumour invasion (Voss et al., 2017). Thus, the studies 

in this thesis addressed the hypothesis that the association of elevated NM23-H1 with poor 
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prognosis in DLBCL may be mediated by crosstalk between tumour cells and 

monocyte/macrophages either in the immediate tumour environment or beyond. Nm23-H1 

secretion and its action on monocyte/macrophages could hence be the connecting link 

between the poorer prognosis seen with high serum and intracellular levels of Nm23-H1 and 

with high monocyte/lymphocyte ratio.  

    The studies previously described by Lilly et al (2015) and those in this thesis raise the 

question of how NM23-H1 mediates cytokine secretion when co-cultured with monocytes. 

Toll-like receptor (TLR) family upon ligation, activate signal transduction pathways such as 

NF-kB and MAPK, triggering a pro-inflammatory innate immune response. This includes the 

release of IL-6, IL-1β and IL-8 which correlates with the data in this study. Thus, future 

studies should investigate the role of TLRs in NM23-H1 mediated cytokine release. 

     Peripheral blood monocytes were isolated using immune-magnetic beads and negative 

selection. Then the purified monocyte populations were co-cultured with HT WT and HT 

NM23-H1 KO cells in the absence and presence of added exogenous rNM23 H1. As a control, 

KG1a WT and NM23-H1 KO cells also co-cultured with monocytes. The presence and levels 

of different cytokines in the supernatant of these cultures was screened using Luminex 

multiplex technology. The results identified greater induction of TNFα, MIP1α, MIP1β, IL8, 

IL1β and IL6 when WT HT cells were co-cultured with monocytes when compared to NM23-

H1 KO cells. IL6 and IL1β were largely undetected in co-cultures of monocytes with non-

Nm23-H1 releasing KG1a WT or NM23-H1 KO cells. Exogenous rNm23-H1 restored 

detectable IL6 and IL1β in co-cultures of monocytes with HT NM23-H1 KO cells. IL8 was 

detectable in supernatants of both co-cultures with HT WT and NM23-H1 KO cells. However, 

in co-cultures with HT WT cells IL8 levels as high as 18,000pg/ml were obtained as compared 

to 5,000pg/ml or less in co cultures with HT NM23-H1 KO cells. Fold changes in MIP1β, 

MIP1α and TNFα were smaller between co-cultures of monocytes with HT WT cells when 

compared to co-cultures with NM23-H1 KO cells. However, the levels were consistently 

higher in the HT WT co-cultures. Co-culture of monocytes with HT NM23-H1 KO cells 

generated higher levels of MIP1β, MIP1α and TNFα than co-cultures with either KG1a WT or 

NM23-H1 KO cells. In summary of this cytokine data, accumulation of TNFα, MIP1α, MIP1β, 
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IL8, IL1β and IL6 in co-cultures of monocytes with HT WT cells which release NM23 

outweighed the accumulation seen in co-cultures with non-Nm23-H1 releasing HT NM23-H1 

KO cells. The profile of these cytokines in supernatants from co-cultures of monocytes with 

HT NM23-H1 KO cells more closely resembled those seen in supernatants of co-cultures with 

KG1a WT and KG1a NM23-H1 KO cells, which do not release NM23-H1, than the profile of 

the same cytokines in co-cultures with HT WT cells. 

    There are not a great number of reports associating these cytokines with DLBCL. However, 

one report has identified high levels of IL6 and TNFα to be associated with worse clinical 

outcome. High serum levels of soluble interleukin-2 receptor (sIL2-R), interleukin-6 (IL-6) and 

tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF) are associated with adverse clinical features and predict 

poor outcome in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (Dlouhy et al., 2017). A second study that 

investigated pre-treatment circulating serum cytokines found higher levels of IL6 IL8 and 

MIP1α to be associated with DLBCL (Charbonneau et al., 2012). Previous study identified 

that the NF-κB1 - 94ATTG deletion was associated with increased IL-6 and DLBCL and that 

high IL-6 concentration is an independent prognostic factor for responses to rituximab 

therapy (Giachelia et al., 2012). Nacinović-Duletić et al (2008) performed a targeted analysis 

of serum levels of IL-6, IL-8 and IL-10 and Identified their levels were higher in DLBCL 

patients than in controls. Their elevation correlated a lower response to therapy 

(NAČINOVIĆ‐DULETIĆ et al., 2008). Serum levels of IL-6 and tumour necrosis factor alpha 

(TNF-alpha) have been reported to be significantly lower in patients with a germinal centre 

(GC) phenotype non-GC DLBCL phenotypes (Pedersen et al., 2005). 
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Future work 

   All the work and experiments in this project have been in vitro.  It will be crucial to also 

investigate the response to extracellular NM23-H1 in vivo. A pilot xenograft study 

experiment has been performed by Tracey Perry (Institute of Cancer and Genomic Sciences) 

both HT WT and HT NM23-H1 KO4 cells were injected subcutaneously in NOD scid gamma 

mice (NSG).  After 29 days due to the tumour dimension, the mice were culled and the 

tumours dissected.  

   The results showed that tumours in the HT NM23-H1 KO4 transplanted mice started earlier 

and displayed an unexpected linear-like growth rather than exponential growth.  The HT WT 

tumours developed later than HT KO, but grew exponentially and reached the same volume 

as KO within two weeks.  

   It was really interesting that the KO mice had a visible tumour earlier than the WT which 

took 10 extra days to show any form of tumour. This would suggest that Nm23-H1 could 

slow down the engraftment of wild type tumour cells, at least in an NSG animal, which is not 

likely to produce the same microenvironment as an immunocompetent animal/human. The 

experiment was done once with four animals and more repeats will be needed to confirm 

the results.  Many questions need to think about and answer for example if the mice should 

humanise and then inject the tumour cells, would that give the same result? Did the 

tumours/tumour cells look different? 
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Appendix A: Recipes and buffers 

A.1. Agarose gel electrophoresis 

1×TBE buffer 

 Dissolve 10.8g Tris and 5.5g Boric acid in 4ml 5M EDTA pH8. 

 Make up the volume to 1 litre with dH20. 

 

1% agarose gel 

 Mix 1g of agarose powder in 100ml 1×TBE buffer 

 Heat in a microwave to dissolve completely 

 When cooled add 3μl ethidium bromide. 

 

 

A.2. Protein extraction 

 

Ripa buffer 

 1ml of NP40 (IGEPAL) 

 0.5g sodium deoxycholate 

  1ml 10% SDS  

 Then make up the volume to 100ml with dH20. 

 

A.3.Western blotting 

 

10×SDS running buffer 

 30g Tris (250mM) 

 144g glycine (1.92M) 

 10g SDS (1%)  

 Then make up the volume to 1 litre with dH20. 

 Diluted 1:10 to make 1x SDS Running Buffer 

 

4× SDS gel loading buffer 

 2.0mL 1M Tris-HCl, pH 6.8 

 0.8g SDS 

 4.0mL 100% glycerol 

 0.4Ml 14.7M -mercaptoethanol 

 1.0mL 0.5M EDTA 

 8.0mg bromophenol blue 

 2.6mL dH2O 
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 Diluted 1:4 to make 1x SDS gel loading buffer. 

 

 

1.5M Tris (pH 8.8) 

 Dissolve 90.8g Tris in 400ml dH20 and adjust pH to 8.8 

 Make up to 500ml in dH20 

 0.5M Tris (pH 6.8) 

 Dissolve 30.3g Tris in 400ml dH20 and adjust pH to 6.8 

 Make up to 500ml with dH20 

 

Transfer Buffer 

 Dissolve 7.575g Tris and 36g glycine in 500ml methanol 

 Make up the volume to 2.5 litres with dH20 

 

TBTS-T 

 Dissolve 16g Nacl and 2ml Tween 20 in 40ml 1M Tris HCL pH7.6 

 Make up the volume to  2 litres with dH20 

 

TBS 

 Add:20mM Tris HCl, pH 7.5  

 0.8% w/v NaCl 

 Make up  the volume to 1L with dH2O 

 

BLUeye Prestained Protein Ladder (Geneflow Ltd) 

A three-colour protein molecular weight standard with 

 12 pre-stained  proteins covering molecular weights 10 - 245 kDa  
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Stacking and resolving gel mixes 

Ingredients Stacking 
Resolving 

7.5% 10% 12.5% 15% 

dH20 2.03ml 5ml 4.1ml 3.2ml 2.4ml 

Acrylamide 440μl 2.5ml 3.3ml 4.2ml 5ml 

1.5M Tris pH8.8 

0.5M Tris pH6.8 

- 

830μl 

2.5ml 

- 

2.5ml 

- 

2.5ml 

- 

2.5ml 

- 

10% SDS 33μl 100μl 100µl 100µl 100μl 

10% Ammonium Persulphate 16.7μl 50μl 50µl 50µl 50μl 

TEMED 1.7μl 3.3μl 3.3µl 3.3µl 3.3μl 

 

A.3. Bacterial work 

L-broth  

• 10g L-Broth (Sigma) dissolved in 500mL dH2O and autoclave sterilised  

• Supplemented with 100μg/mL ampicillin  

 

L-broth agar  

• L-broth recipe + 15g/L agar (1.5% w/v)  

 

His-Bind® Resin Chromatography Kit (Novagen) Buffers  

• 1x Charge Buffer: 50mM NiSO4  

• 1x Binding Buffer: 0.5M NaCl, 20mM Tris-HCl, 5mM imidazole, pH 7.9  

• 1x Wash Buffer: 0.5M NaCl, 60mM imidazole, 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9  

• 1x Elute Buffer: 1M imidazole, 0.5M NaCl, 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9  

• 1x Strip Buffer: 0.5M NaCl, 100mM EDTA, 20mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.9  
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A.4. Coomassie staining 

Coomassie Blue Stain Solution  

• 50% v/v methanol  

• 10% v/v acetic acid  

• 0.05% w/v Coomassie Brilliant Blue stain.  

• Made up to 500mL with dH2O. 

Destain Solution  

• 7% acetic acid  

• 5% methanol  

• Made up to 1L with dH2O.  

 

A.5. Flow cytometry and cell sorting 

FACS Fix  

• 1% formaldehyde  

• 2% FBS  

• Made up to volume in PBS (Sigma) without calcium chloride and magnesium chloride.  

MACS buffer 

PBS with the addition of 2mM EDTA and 1% FBS 
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Appendix B: Supplementary figures 

B.1 

DLBCL cells were plated at either 5x103, 1x104 or 2x104 cells per well in 200µl in 96 well 

plates, incubated for 72hours and CellTiter-Blue® Reagent was added and cells were 

incubated for 3 hour before recording fluorescence (560Ex/590Em) a using a FLUO star 

Omega plate reader. The optimal cell density was determined to be 5x103 cells/well since 

the cells were still actively growing and the wells were not confluent. 
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Figure B.1 Cell density optimising. Cells were plated at 200µl/well with 3 

different cell densities, 5x10³, 1x10⁴ and 2x10⁴ in a 96-well plate and cultured 

for 72 hours at 37°C. CellTiter-Blue® Reagent (10µl/well) was added and cells 

were incubated for 3 hour before recording fluorescence (560Ex/590Em) using a 

FLUO star Omega plate reader. Data shown is average geometric mean ± SEM 

of N= 4 replicates. 
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B.2A  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.2A Response of CD14+ monocytes to extracellular NM23-H1 and exogenous rNM23-

H1. PBMCs were purified using density centrifugation and seeded at 0.5x10
6
 cells/ml in 

conditioned medium from HT WT, HT Cas9, NM23-KO clones, RPMI 1640 FBS+ media plus 
2µg/ml exogenous rNM23-H1 or WT HT conditioned media plus 2µg/mL exogenous rNM23-H1. 
Cells were harvested at day 6 and stained with anti-CD14 FITC and anti-CD11b PE antibodies 
before analysis by flow cytometry. (A) Representative CD14/CD11b dot plots from ND2 show 
CD11b+ cells (R5). CD14+ cells (R7). CD14+ CD11b+ (R6). (B) Representative CD14/CD11b dot 
plots from ND3 show CD11b+ cells (R5). CD14+ cells (R7). CD14+ CD11b+ (R6). 
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B.2B  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.2B Response of CD14+ monocytes to extracellular NM23-H1 and exogenous rNM23-H1. 

PBMCs were purified using density centrifugation and seeded at 0.5x10
6
 cells/ml in conditioned 

medium from HT WT, HT Cas9, NM23-KO clones, RPMI 1640 FBS+ media plus 2µg/ml exogenous 
rNM23-H1 or WT HT conditioned media plus 2µg/mL exogenous rNM23-H1. Cells were harvested at 
day 6 and stained with anti-CD14 FITC and anti-CD11b PE antibodies before analysis by flow 
cytometry. Representative CD14/CD11b dot plots from ND2 show CD11b+ cells (R5). CD14+ cells 
(R7). CD14+ CD11b+ (R6).  
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B.3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.3Gating profile for monocyte subsets based on CD14 and CD16 relative expression. 

Flow cytometry show the gating strategy of the classical, intermediate and non-classical 

monocyte subsets. Classical monocytes express high levels of CD14 but no CD16, intermediate 

monocytes express high levels of CD14 and low CD16, and non-classical monocytes express low 

CD14 but high CD16.   
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B.4 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure B.4 Characterising viable PBMCs sup-populations by Immunophenotyping. Density 

centrifugation was used to purify PBMCs, cells were cultured at 0.5x10
6
 cells/ml and treated with 

conditioned medium of HT WT, HT Cas9,NM23-KO clones, RPMI 1640 FBS+ media plus (2µg/ml) 
exogenous rNM23-H1 or conditioned media of WT HT plus (2µg/mL) exogenous rNM23-H1 for 6 
days. PBMCs cells were harvested at day 6 and stained with anti-CD19 APC, antiCD3-PE, anti-CD4 
APC, anti-CD8 FITC, anti-CD14 FITC and anti-CD11b PE antibodies before analysis by flow cytometry. 
N=5 replicates.  
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Appendix C: Publications 

 

- Diffuse Large B Cell Lymphoma (DLBCL)-released NM23-H1 promotes 

monocyte survival and inflammatory cytokine release (manuscript 

submitted). 


